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Abstract
This thesis analyzes the effects of the motion in the boundary layer of some sliding
surfaces in the performance of sliding mode controllers for power electronic con-
verters. In converters with multiple inputs and multiple internal states a sliding
mode controller stabilizing the system imposes sliding on a manifold residing in
the intersection of multiple switching surfaces. Systems sliding in the intersection
of multiple surfaces can exhibit jitter, a phenomenon which causes abrupt changes
in the sliding speed along the sliding manifold. But even in a system with a sin-
gle sliding surface there can be distortion in the motion in the sliding layer due to
unmodeled dynamics. Time delays introduced by sensors were reported to distort
the motion in the boundary layer resulting in steady state drift and excessive ripple.
Two converters were instigated to determine the effects of the motion in the sliding
layer in the dynamics of the controlled system.
A sliding mode controller was designed for the voltage fed trans-Z-source DC-DC
converter that can stabilize the full state of the system. The controller operates by
imposing sliding in the intersection of two surfaces. Jitter was observed in the sliding
motion for some hysteresis switching controllers. Two switching manifolds where
tested. The dynamics on the sliding mode were found to be affected significantly by
the selection of the switchingmanifold and the switching logic. An extended convex
hull was used to describe the range of dynamical behaviors that can be expected for
any switching manifold used to implement the sliding mode of the trans-Z-source
converter.
To investigate the effects of the sensors on the motion in the sliding layer, a buck
converter with sensors was analyzed. A model representing the sensors of power
converters as first order integrators was used to model the non-ideal behavior of the
sensors. The sliding mode in the resulting dynamics is proven to be unstable. Time
domain simulations reveal a limit cycle that appears in steady state operation. A
relation between the quality of the sensors and ripple in steady state operation is
determined numerically. This relation allows for a less conservative selection of the
sensors of the converter.
Many new methods are being developed for the design of sliding mode controllers.
Applying the resulting controllers in power electronic converters requires a careful
design of the switching algorithm. In converters with multiple switched inputs,
a careful design of the switching surface and the switching logic can improve the
performance of the controlled system. Unmodeled dynamical behavior such as the
dynamics of sensors can also affect the performance of the converter significantly.
Numerical simulations are a useful tool for detecting the viable designs with respect
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Improvements in the performance of power converters facilitated their use in an extensive range
of applications. New topologies are being developed constantly in an effort to improve perfor-
mance. However, the dynamics of a new family of topologies, the impedance source converters,
significantly complicate the design of the converter controller. Sliding mode controllers with
their ability to reject any disturbance outside the sliding surface and their order reduction
property provide significant advantages when used in impedance source converters in terms of
performance and simplicity in the design and analysis.
The aimof this thesis is to design a slidingmode controller for an impedance source converter.
Sliding mode controllers for impedance source converters work by imposing sliding in the
intersection of multiple sliding surfaces. An algorithm is proposed in this thesis which given
some control objectives in the form of invariant surfaces it constructs the switching function
enforcing the invariants within finite time. The methods is applied in the design of a sliding
mode controller for the voltage fed trans-Z-source DC-DC converter. However, in impedance
source converters the dynamics of the control system are sensitive to the modulation algorithm.
When a system slides in the intersection of multiple surfaces, the motion of the system
in the boundary layer of the sliding surface determines the sliding speed. The dynamics in
the directions perpendicular to the sliding surface operate in much faster time scale as the
boundary layer vanishes. In the limit, the instantaneous sliding speed for any point in the
sliding surface is determined by the limiting behavior of the boundary layer dynamics. In some
systems bifurcations in the dynamics of boundary layer motion cause abrupt variations to the
sliding speed as the system moves along the sliding surface, a phenomenon called jitter. In this
thesis it is proven that impedance source converters satisfy the necessary conditions for jitter
to appear in the sliding motion. Numerical simulations where used to study this behavior in a
practical converter design. To our knowledge this is the first time that jitter was demonstrated
in a practical power electronic circuit.
The sliding mode controlled trans-Z-source converter displays jitter for various hysteresis
modulation algorithms. For hysteresis modulated converters, the boundary layer is formed by
the hysteresis zone. Switching based of two co-dimension one surfaces, and one co-dimension
surface was investigated for enforcing the sliding mode. Numerical simulations demonstrate
that it is possible to stabilize the trans-Z-source converter using both hysteresis modulation
approaches, but some steady state drift is introduced due to the variation in the sliding speed
1
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caused by the jitter. More sophisticated switching algorithms could potentially control the
variation in the sliding speed as well, but such a control would require an analysis of the speed
in the boundary layer beyond within boundary layer of finite size.
The numerical analysis of the boundary layer dynamics is a potent tool in explaining devi-
ations from the expected behavior on the sliding mode. The dynamics in the hysteresis region
are significantly affected by non-ideal dynamics such as delays in the sensors. The numerical
analysis framework for modeling the dynamics in the sliding layer is extended to model the
dynamics of electrical sensors, and to determine their effect on the steady state ripple of a
buck converter. The resulting framework is more computationally intensive than analytical ap-
proaches, but it offers a detailed range of admissible sensor performance in applications where
direct measurement is impossible, such electrically isolated converters.
1.1 Power electronics converters
Power electronic converters are used in a range of applications to precisely regulate the energy
flow in electric devices. Electronic loads in particular depend on converters for power deliv-
ery. With power converters becoming more reliable, electronics replace conventional devices
improving efficiency and reliability. A typical example is LED lamps which are replacing incan-
descent and florescent lamps [1]. The accurate power delivery of power electronic converters
is also exploited in driving more conventional grid connected loads such as motors in order
to improve the overall efficiency of the system. Off-grid traction applications, such as electric
and hybrid cars, rely on power converters for charging batteries and controlling electric motors
[2]. Furthermore, power converters are playing an increasingly important role in the grid in
recent years. In distributed energy generation converters are used to interface electrical energy
sources with the grid [3]–[5] and regulate the power extraction [6]–[11]. In the power system
itself converters are used to move power over long distances through high voltage direct current
systems [12], and in the transmission and distribution grid nodes to regulate the power flow
[13].
Performance improvements achieved through the development of new topologies, passive
elements, and semiconductor devices are facilitating the increasingly widespread use of con-
verters. The introduction of wide band-gap semiconductor switches [14], [15] enabled higher
switching frequencies by reducing switching losses, and lead to more compact and efficient
converter designs [16]. Optimization methods applied in the design of the passive elements of
the converter [17]–[20] and the packing of the semiconductor switches [21], improve thermal
performance and thus allow for further size reductions. To fully exploit the improvements in
individual passive components however, new topologies are required.
1.2 Advances in converter topologies and impedance source
networks
New topologies typically extend conventional designs such as the buck, boost, and buck boost
converters for DC-DC conversion, or the voltage and current source converters for DC-AC
conversion, and can be broadly classified into two design approaches according to the method
2
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used to extend the conventional conversion cells. Multilevel designs increase the number of
available network configuration by increasing the number of switches. The design are derived
by iteratively merging basic cells [22], or combining them in a modular manner such as the
modular multilevel converter [23] and its various extensions [24]. By increasing the number
of output states multilevel designs allow a finer control of the output which reduces noise and
overcomes limitations of components, such as the maximum blocking voltage of semiconductor
switches and capacitors [25]. On the other hand, impedance source designs use networks of
passive elements within each individual cell in order to extend the range of possible dynamical
responses achievable by a given set of configuration for the switches [26]. The two approaches
are also combined in modular topologies with cell containing impedance networks [27], [28].
The rich dynamics of the impedance networks have been exploited in a variety of appli-
cations [29]–[31]. A typical example is DC-AC power conversion, depicted in fig. 1.1. The
conventional voltage source topology cannot boost the voltage of the source, requiring a DC-DC
boost converter stage when the voltage gain in its output is greater than one. The Z-source
converter has a theoretically infinite range of voltage gains thus eliminating the DC-DC stage
[26]. This reduction in conversion stages reduces the number of active switching elements and
has the potential to simplify the design. However, the dynamics of the impedance network often
complicate the design of the controller and thus reduce the benefit form using an impedance
network in simplifying the overall design of the converter.
(a) Back to back converters
(b) Z-source converter
Figure 1.1: An application of impedance source converters in power inversion (images from
[26]). Conventional voltage source inverters cannot boost the voltage of the source, requiring
a DC-DC inverter. A Z-source converter boost the voltage internally, reducing the number of
conversion stages and the number of active switches.
3
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1.3 The optimal control design problem in power electronics
and sliding modes
Thedesignof a converter and its controller is a constrainedoptimal designproblemwithmultiple
objectives [32]. Models of the electrical, magnetic, and thermal dynamical behaviors are used to
capture all the aspects of the converter performance that are relevant to the design requirements
[32]–[34]. When there are weak interactions between a set of components, their design is
decoupled into independent sub-problems to improve the solver efficiency [35]–[39]. Problems
with convex objective and constraint functions are solved efficiently by convex optimization
algorithms [40], [41]. For the majority of problems however, heuristic methods are required to
derive good solutions efficiently.
Various heuristic optimization methods are applied in the design of power electronics de-
pending on the requirements of the problem. Methods such as pattern search [41] and Tabu
search [42] are used to reduce the number of times computationally expensive performance
objectives or constraints are evaluated. Genetic algorithms have been used in problems with
non-smoothly varying performance measures, such as the optimization of designs with discrete
choices [43]. Logic and relational leaning algorithms, are applied in non-smooth problems as
well [44]–[50]. By restricting the search space to set of designs that can be constructed according
to a set of rules, these algorithms trade some of the potential performance of the resulting con-
verter design for providing better control over the design process. The search for the optimal
solution can be directed to designs that are expected to perform well, by encoding background








Figure 1.2: Typical objective functions of the constraint optimal control design problem in power
electronics. The optimal performance with respect to each objective function defines a Pareto
front. Furthermore, there are often constraints in the minimum acceptable performance which
define a set of performance requirements that the converter must satisfy simultaneously.
Quite often in the design of power electronics there are constraints or objective functions
which are linked to the dynamical behavior of the converter and thus require the optimization
of the transient response of the controller. The transient response of the converter is optimized
in harmonic filtering of the line [51], [52] or in active power filtering of the DC-bus [53]. Most
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design approaches in this case simply ensure the local stability of the generated solution by
tuning the gains of a fixed linear controller [41], [49]. However, strict specification for the
transient response of the controller require the solution of a constraint optimal control design
problem, whose solution is in general computationally difficult [54]. In some applications of
linear controllers, such as shunt harmonic filtering, the optimal control problem can be solved
analytically [51], [52]. In most cases though time domain simulations of the circuit are required
[54], [55] which are computationally expensive.
Slidingmode controllers can significantly simplify the controllerdesign in thenew impedance
source topologies. Sliding mode controllers are completely determined by the selection of the
sliding surface, and the global behavior of the controlled converter is captured by the dynamics
on the sliding mode [56]. When using sliding surfaces from a parametrized family, the design
of the sliding controller is simplified significantly and involves optimizing a few parameters in
order to select the optimal sliding surface, and a large range of control responses can be achieved
by relatively few parameters. The transient response of sliding mode control algorithms solving
the tracking problem are optimized in [57] using a genetic optimization algorithm, and in [58],
[59] using particle swarm optimization.
A slidingmode controller design for impedance source converters can therefore allow the ap-
plication of similar methods to impedance source converters. Constraint optimal control design
algorithms are used to construct controllers achieving the theoretically optimal performance
of a topology. Exploring the performance limits of new topologies is more challenging due to
their dynamical behavior, but it is necessary to prove their performance advantages over con-
ventional design. Due to the many efficient optimization algorithms that have been developed
for sliding mode controllers, these controllers are a promising tool for constructing efficient
impedance source converter designs. However, the classes of sliding mode controllers that have
been developed for impedance source converters cannot be optimized with the existing tools.
1.4 Sliding mode control for impedance source converters
The sliding mode controllers that have been developed for impedance source converters impose
sliding either on the state of the impedance network or the converter output, but not both. A
slidingmode controller developed in [60] uses hysteresis modulation for the output current, and
energy transfer states are inserted in the zero states of the hysteresis modulation according to
a pulse width modulated signal. Conversely, in [61] and [62] sliding mode controllers are used
for the impedance network and active states are inserted in the zero states of the modulation
of the impedance network. In [63] and [64] integral sliding mode controllers are introduced for
the impedance network that ensure asymptotic convergence to the sliding surface, and can be
implemented with any pulse width modulation. The integral sliding mode is thus combined
with an averaged controller for the output of the converter, and the switching signal is generated
by any pulse width modulation scheme for impedance source converters [28], [65]–[71].
Optimization algorithms for sliding mode controllers however require all the control objec-
tives to be enforced by a sliding surface. Hysteresis modulation can enforce sliding on multiple
surfaces, and furthermore ensure finite time convergence to the sliding surface. Imposing a con-
straint that couples the state of the impedance networkwith the output of the converter, a sliding
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mode controller for the full system is constructed in [72]. However this controller is limited, as
it cannot be used in applications such as active power filtering that require independent control
of the impedance network from the converter output. Two independent switching surfaces are
required for an impedance source converter to decouple the input and output voltages. With
hysteresis modulation, the modulation of the two surfaces interfere, and a careful selection of
the surfaces is required to ensure that the system converges to the intersection in finite time.
1.5 Main aims and objectives
The aim of this thesis is the design and simulation of a slidingmode controller for an impedance
source converter regulating both the output and the state of the impedance network. Current
approaches for the sliding mode control of impedance source converters are effectively hybrid
approaches, combining a sliding mode with averaged controllers. The sliding mode controller
proposed in this thesis uses a sliding surface for each control objective, thus ensuring the benefits
of sliding modes such as finite time convergence to an invariant manifold and the rejection of
all unmatched disturbances outside the invariant manifold.
For simplicity the control of a DC-DC converter is considered, where the control objective is
the stabilization of the state of the converter to a predetermined value. To design the controller
a sliding surface is first constructed so that the desired steady state is a fixed point of the
resulting sliding motion. Then, a method for selecting the switching surfaces that impose
stable sliding in the desired manifold is developed. Due to the convergence of the state of
the system on the sliding surface, the motion of the controlled system is of reduced order.
To determine the performance of resulting controller the sliding dynamics are determined.
The ideal response of the system is determined by a closed form solution, but the dynamics in
practical implementations are difficult to evaluate due to dynamical phenomena in the boundary
layer of the sliding motion.
In systems that slide on the intersection of multiple sliding surfaces, the sliding speed is
determined by dynamics in the boundary layer. Theminimal convex hull theorem that describes
the range of possible dynamical behaviors in the slidingmodepredicts a range of possible sliding
speeds. In implementations of the sliding mode based on hysteresis modulation, the sliding
speed is determined by the dynamics in this boundary layer. To ensure that the designed sliding
mode dynamics successfully stabilize the system at the required state, the effects of the boundary
layer motion steady state drift in the sliding dynamics are quantified numerically.
Non-models dynamics can also have significant effects in the boundary layermotion. In some
applications such as electrically isolated converters, it is difficult to use observers to counteract
the effects of the sensors. Numerical methods can be extended to model parasitic dynamics
of components such as sensors in order to evaluate their effect in the steady state drift. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of numerical methods in evaluating the sliding vector field in
systems with complex dynamics in the boundary layer, a method is developed to determine




1.6 Challenges in designing a hysteresis modulated sliding
mode controller for impedance source converters
The non-linearity of the impedance source converters with respects to their control input com-
plicates the hysteresis modulation of these topologies. When a system slides on the intersection
of a number of sliding surfaces, the convex hull method [73], [74] determines the dynamics of
sliding motion based on the full order dynamics of the system in some boundary layer around
the sliding manifold. The dynamics of the sliding motion are not always unique. Sliding can be
enforced by various control algorithms, and for the input of each algorithm a unique solution
for the sliding dynamics arises.
The effects of the ambiguity in the sliding dynamics are captured in a number of phenomena
described in the literature. In the sliding mode control of dynamical systems with continuous
control inputs, ambiguous sliding dynamics can appear in planar systems when the control
inputs are non-linear. The planar system
{
Dt x1 = 0.3x2 + ux1 ,
Dt x2 = −0.7x2 + 4u3x1 ,
(1.6.1a)
(1.6.1b)
with a continuous control input u introduced in [56], demonstrates opposite sliding dynamics
on the same sliding surface depending on the control input that enforces sliding, as depicted in
fig. 1.3. More pertinent to power electronics where the control inputs are discrete, convex hulls
resulting in multiple solutions for the sliding dynamics appear in systems of three-dimensions
or more that are non-linear with respect to a discontinuous control input. An example is the
system introduced in [74, §1.2],

Dt x1 = 1 − 2u1 ,
Dt x2 = 1 − 2u2 ,





H1 = x1 , H2 = x2 , (1.6.3)
and discrete control input u ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1}. The convex hull for of the hysteresis modulated
dynamics has a non-unique intersection with the sliding manifold line H = 0 as depicted in
fig. 1.4. The resulting dynamics on the sliding mode depend on the exact implementation of the
hysteresis modulation.
In hysteresis modulation the hysteresis boundaries form a layer around the sliding manifold
where the systems state is constrainedwhen the system is sliding. Inside this hysteresis layer the
motion of the system converges to some attractor with respect to dimensions perpendicular to
the sliding manifold, and the projection of this attractor in the full space determines the sliding
speed. Themotion of a system in the intersection ofmultiple hysteresis layerswas studied in [75],
where it was demonstrated that there is always a unique attracting limit cycle in the projected
dynamics of the system as the size of the hysteresis layers tends to zero. The sliding speed in
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systems with hysteresis modulation depends on the limit cycle that appears in the hysteresis
region. In systems such as systems that slide on a surface of co-dimension one, the sliding
solution is unique and the limit cycle in the hysteresis region can be easily constructed. When
the sliding solution is not unique however, the limit cycle can only be detected by numerical
simulation.
Figure 1.3: The sliding dynamics of the system in relation (1.6.1), where the control input is
continuous, demonstrate a qualitatively different behavior depending on the implementation of






















Figure 1.4: Convex hull of the hysteresismodulated system of relation (1.6.2). There aremultiple
intersectionswith the x3 axis indicatingmultiple solutions for the sliding dynamicswhen sliding
on the x3 axis.
The sliding dynamics of hysteresis modulated systems with non-unique sliding solutions
were analyzed in [76] using numerical simulations. As the system moves along the sliding
surface, the attracting limit cycle varies smoothly and also undergoes bifurcations. As a result,
the value of the sliding speed along the sliding surface varies erratically and is difficult to
predict, unlike when the system slides on a single sliding surface. The resulting fast changes
in the sliding speed as the system moves along the sliding surface are called jitter. Jitter is a
phenomenon distinct from chatter. Chatter is the fast changes in the control input required
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to maintain sliding. In hysteresis switching fast changes in the switches maintain the system
state within the boundaries of the hysteresis layer. Jitter however is a phenomenon affecting the
speed along the sliding surface and not the motion inside the hysteresis boundary layer. Apart
from hysteresis, time delay in the switching was also shown to display a similar pattern of jitter
in the variation of the sliding speed [76].
1.6.1 Implications of jitter in the design of sliding mode controllers
The sliding dynamics of hysteresis modulated impedance source converters are not unique
according the convex hull method. Jitter is expected to appear in sliding mode controlled
converters with hysteresis switching which can have detrimental effects for the stabilization
of the converter. Stabilization usually requires the converter state to be driven and fixed at a
specific point in the state space, and the converter to display a well defined dynamical response
to disturbances along the sliding surface. However, due to the unpredictable variation of the
sliding vector fields withing the range predicted by the minimal convex hull method, drift
appears in the steady state of the converter. Furthermore, the dynamical response of the
converter to displacements along the sliding surface can vary. It is thus important for impedance
source converters to analyze and rectify the effects of the modulation algorithm on the sliding
dynamics. The hysteresis modulation algorithms used in the implementation of the sliding
mode must be tested to ensure that they maintain a small variation of the sliding speed within
the limits required for the stability of the converter.
Jitter caused by hysteresis modulation is a complex dynamical behavior. The dynamics
within the hysteresis layer are not observable in the temporal scale and the magnitude of
sliding motion, but nevertheless they determine the sliding dynamics. The sliding dynamics
are not chaotic, in the sense that they do not display sensitivity to initial conditions and can be
predicted well into the future. However, any prediction relies on numerical simulation in the
boundary layer in order to determine the sliding solution, and these numerical simulations are
computationally expensive. Thus the construction of the sliding dynamics lies in the intersection
of problems that are computationally tractable and problems that are simple enough so that the
information describing their dynamical behavior can be compressed in an algebraic formula.
1.6.2 Effects of the dynamics in the boundary layer in the sliding motion of
power converters
The dynamics of the sliding motion in the boundary layer of the hysteresis region have a
significant effect in the performance of converters. Conventionally in power electronics the
dynamics of the boundary layer are studied to determine the effects of chatter in the switching
frequency. Power electronics use passive filter to reduce the noise in their output, and these
filters tend to operate optimally in a specific range of frequencies. Variable switching frequencies
are problematic as the filters must then be designed to operate in a wider range of frequencies
increasing the weight, size and losses of the converter. Using an integral slidingmode controller
with pulse width modulation the switching frequency can be controlled accurately. However,
there are integral sliding mode controllers do not offer the order reduction of conventional
sliding modes which is useful in optimizing the transient behavior of the controller. As a result,
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methods where developed to stabilize the switching frequency of hysteresis modulated sliding
mode controllers.
There is a number of hysteresis modulation algorithms for power electronics that modify the
dynamics in the sliding layerwhich aim to achieve a constant switching frequency. The switching
frequency is regulated by controlling the width of the hysteresis zone. In [77] an adaptive
hysteresis zone is used to maintain a constant switching frequency. A different approach to
the problem is the zero averaged control [78]. In this method the hysteresis boundary is not
determined explicitly; instead the system is using a fixed switching frequency and the duty ratios
are selected in each period so that the linear approximation of the switching function achieves
an average value of zero during the period [79]. The zero averaged controllers are quasi-sliding
controllers, since the width of their boundary layer is not predetermined and depends on the
dynamics of the system.
In the impedance source converter however, the dynamics in the hysteresis layer directly
influence the sliding dynamics. The hysteresis regions form the boundary layer of the sliding
motion. There are two distinct time scales in the analysis of the sliding motion. The motion
inside the sliding layer can be interpreted as happening in a timescale that is fast enough so that
the state along the sliding surface can be assumed to be constant as the converter converges to
an attractor. In the attractor the system spends a specific time in each of the available modes.
The percentage of time spent in each mode then determines the system speed along the sliding
surface. As the system moves along the sliding surface the limit cycle for the sliding motion
can vary smoothly, or undergo bifurcations. These bifurcations are the cause of the jitter in the
sliding dynamics.
1.7 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is the introduction of a systematic method for constructing
hysteresis modulated sliding mode controllers for impedance source converters and analyzing
the dynamics in the resulting sliding mode. Numerical analysis of the dynamics in the sliding
layer is used to determine the sliding dynamics. The efficacy of numerical approach is evaluated
in onemoredesignproblem, thedetermination of the effects of sensor dynamics in the stability of
a sliding mode controlled buck converter. The dynamics of the sensors are not modeled during
the design of the system, but can deteriorate the performance of sliding mode controllers.
Therefore, the thesis introduces a model of the dynamics of the sensors in the design of the
slidingmode. Given a parameterizedmodel of the sensor dynamics, the range of parameters for
the sensor that results in acceptable performance is determined through numerical simulations.
The analysis in this thesis focuses on the voltage fed trans-Z-source converter, a type of
impedance source converter with a coupled inductor [80], [81]. This converter achieves in
practice lower losses for high voltage gains by using the transformer turn ration to boost the
voltage. More significantly, the trans-Z-source converter is a fully actuated system due to the
magnetic coupling in the transformer. Most impedance source topologies are under-actuated.
In the sliding mode control of such converters the state of the converter is allowed to vary
freely on some subspace [82]. For instance in the conventional voltage fed Z-source inverter
circular currents can flow in the impedance network. The voltage fed trans-Z-source inverter in
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contrast requires one less capacitor and eliminates the circular current significantly simplifying
its numerical analysis.
In this thesis a methodology is developed for designing and analyzing hysteresis modulated
sliding mode controllers for impedance source converters. The control objective is to enforce
sliding on a set of invariant surfaces, one for the output of the converter and one for the
impedance network. The proposed method then constructs a set of switching surfaces so that in
their intersection the system slides in the intersection of the invariant surfaces. Themethodology
is applied in the construction of a slidingmode control algorithm for a voltage fed trans-Z-source
DC-DC converter. The sliding dynamics resulting by two hysteresis modulation algorithms are
determined for the proposed sliding mode controller.
Numerical simulations suggest that the impedance source converters display jitter. Even
though jitter appears in many switched topologies [76], this is the first demonstration of jitter in
a practical power electronic topology. The dynamics in the sliding layer are analyzed and the
effect of the modulation algorithm in the steady state drift and variation of the sliding speed are
numerically quantified. A strong dependence of the jitter to the design of the switching surface
is detected.
The specific contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
• Designed a method for generating a class of hysteresis modulation algorithms for the
sliding mode control of power converters with multiple inputs (chapter 3).
• Simulated a hysteresis modulation algorithm for a converter with two control inputs using
a box and an elliptical switching surface (chapter 3).
• Described conditions under which jitter can degrade the performance of hysteresis mod-
ulation algorithms for power electronics, and used an extended minimal convex hull to
determine the range of possible sliding dynamics in system with a finite hysteresis width
(chapter 3).
• Presented a numerical methodology for incorporatingmodels of non-ideal sensor dynam-
ics in the design of sliding mode controllers for power electronic converters (chapter 4).
• Demonstrated the methodology by determining the range of acceptable sensor perfor-
mance for a buck converter controlled by a hysteresis modulated sliding mode controller
so that design constraints in the ripple and switching frequency are satisfied (chapter 4).
1.8 Publications
As part of the work for this thesis the following two articles were published.
[76] M. R. Jeffrey, G. Kafanas, and D. J. W. Simpson, “Jitter in piecewise-smooth dynamical
systems with intersecting discontinuity surfaces”, International Journal of Bifurcation and
Chaos, vol. 28, no. 06, pp. 1–22, 2018.
[83] G. Kafanas, M. R. Jeffrey, and X. Yuan, “Variable structure control for active power
decoupling topologies”, in IET International Conference on Power Electronics, Machines and




The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 the tools for the analysis and design
of sliding mode controllers for impedance source converters are presented. The modeling
framework is established, and methods for determining the ideal sliding dynamics to simplify
the design of the sliding mode are discussed. In chapter 3 the sliding dynamics of a tarns-Z-
source converter sliding in the intersection of two sliding surfaces are analyzed. The converter
is linearized and the equivalent control method is used to design the sliding manifold. Then
a model for the dynamics of the converter with non-ideal components is derived and it is
demonstrated that the resulting convex hull results in a range of sliding solutions. Then a new
method for designing the switching surfaces that enforce sliding on the desired manifold is
developed and used to construct two controllers for the converter with hysteresis modulation.
Numerical simulations indicate the presence of jitter which induces steady state drift in the
constructed controllers. An extension of the convex hull method is then introduced to explain
the magnitude of the drift. In chapter 4 the effects of the dynamics of the sensors on the sliding
dynamics are analyzed. A model for the dynamics of sensors in power electronic converters
is proposed. A methodology is developed for systematically introducing the dynamics of the
sensors in the design of the sliding mode. A parameterized model of the sensor dynamics
in DC-DC buck converter is then numerically simulated, and the sensor configurations that
maintain the output ripple within an admissible range are determined. Finally, in chapter 5 the
results of the thesis are summarized and few suggestions are made on how to approach the




Variable structure control and
sliding modes in power electronics
This chapter provides an overview of the models used for designing controller for power elec-
tronics. Due to the use of switched mode power electronics, power converters are non-smooth
dynamical systems. The dynamical behavior of systemswith non-smooth dynamics is in general
captured by hybrid automata. However, simplified models such as variable structure systems
are used for the designing of controllers for power converters. Sliding, a dynamical behavior
appearing in ideal variable structure systems, has been used extensively for control design.
Modulation algorithms that enforce sliding display a rich dynamical behavior in the boundary
layer of the sliding mode requiring a full hybrid automaton representation to determine the
dynamics of the controlled system. The minimum convex hull theorem simplifies the process
by determining the range of possible sliding dynamics as practical controllers approach the
behavior of the ideal variable structure system. Methods such as the equivalent control method
provide algebraic solutions of the sliding dynamics for specific classes of variable structure sys-
tems. Algebraic methods are particularly useful design tools, as they provide a computationally
efficient method to evaluate the dynamics of the controlled system.
2.1 Dynamics of power electronic converters
Power electronics converters are electrical energy conversion systems characterized by a con-
tinuous state and relatively abrupt changes in their dynamical behavior. A converter consists
of a network of passive elements and semiconductor switches. The topology of the network is
controlled by the state of the switches which is discrete. The state of the passive elements is
continuous and varying smoothly for each topological configuration. Changes in the state of the
switches instantaneous reconfigure the topology of the system and change the dynamics that
determine the variation of the continuous state.
Semiconductor switches for power electronic are continuous dynamical systems with non-
linear dynamics that are approximated accurately by discrete models in control problems. A
typical example is the diode [84], [85] whose circuit diagram is depicted in fig. 2.1a. The
dynamical behavior of the diode is captured by the IV curve of the device. An idealized IV curve
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is used for the design of the converter depicted in fig. 2.1b. This model is accurate in the region
where power electronics operate, but there are subtle differences between the idealized model
and the exact IV characteristic for the steady state operation of the diode depicted in fig. 2.1c.
Focusing on the current axis, there is a voltage drop when the diode conducts. For reverse
voltage above the maximum blocking voltage the diode conducts negative currents. The device
also has some internal dynamics; for instance the current flows in the reverse direction through
the diode for short periods of time as depicted in fig. 2.1d. However, due to the timescale in
which the internal dynamical phenomena occur, they are treated with other non-ideal behavior
as disturbances in the design of controllers for power electronics.
(a) Circuit digram of a diode.
(b) The IV characteristic for a diode idealized
in the region of operation of power electronic
converters.
(c) Details of the actual static IV characteristic of
a diode.
(d) Reverse recovery current. The current in the
diode is momentarily negative as the internal
capacitance of the device charges.
Figure 2.1: The dynamical model of a semiconductor diode. The circuit diagram in fig. 2.1a
displays the voltage and current in the device. The idealized static response of the device is
depicted in fig. 2.1c, and the non-ideal static response of the device is given in the detailed view
of fig. 2.1d. The dynamical response of the diode is depicted in fig. 2.1d. Images from [84].
In semiconductor switches with three terminals, operation in intermediate states is actively
avoided in switched mode power electronics. The IV characteristic response in three terminal
devices is regulated by the input to a special control terminal. The MOSFET, whose circuit
diagram depicted in fig. 2.2a, is a typical example of a three terminal device [84], [85]. The ideal
IV response of the MOSFET, shown in fig. 2.2b, is controlled by the voltage in the gate terminal.
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The IV curves used in power electronics correspond to an on state where the MOSFET allows
current to pass with ideally no voltage drop, and an off state where the MOSFET fully blocks
any current flow. Intermediate states are also available. By appropriately controlling the input
to the gate terminal the MOSFET can operate in other IV curves, demonstrated in the vicinity of
the voltage axes in fig. 2.2c. However, when at least one of the current or the voltage across the
MOSFET are not zero, power is dissipated in the switch. Since the objective of power electronic
circuits is to convert energy without excessive losses, in switched mode power electronics the
input to the control terminal ensures that the switch is either fully on or fully off only, and
the transition is designed to be as fast as possible to minimize losses [84], [85]. Some modern
designs actively control the transient dynamical response of the switches with a modulation
system for the input to the third terminal of the switch which limits losses and the effects of
other phenomena associated with switching transitions such as electromagnetic emissions [86],
[87]. Thus, with respect to the design of controllers for power electronic converters, the change
in the state of the switches is effectively instantaneous.
(a) Circuit digram of an N-
channel MOSFET.
(b) The idealized IV characteristic for
a MOSFET.
(c) Detail of the IV characteristic close to the off
state.
Figure 2.2: The dynamical model of a MOSFET, a three terminal semiconductor switch. The
circuit diagram in fig. 2.2a displays the voltages and currents in the device. The switch operates
either in the on or off state as shown in fig. 2.2b, but unlike the diode, the state is now controllable
by the voltage applied to the gate. The switch can also operate in intermediate states some of
which are depicted in fig. 2.2c. However these are avoided in power electronics as they incur
losses. Images from [84].
Due to the dynamics of semiconductor switches, the state of power converters can be sep-
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arated in discrete and continuous states. Physical quantities corresponding to the states of
passive elements, such as currents in the inductors and voltages in the capacitors, evolve ac-
cording to dynamics described by ordinary differential equations. Control inputs change the
state of switches in power electronics and reconfigure the network of passive elements resulting
in different dynamics for the continuous variables. Since the change in the topology happens
effectively instantaneously in the time scale where the controller operates, the changes are ap-
proximated accurately by discrete transitions, and hybrid systems are used extensively to model
power converters [56], [88]–[95].
2.2 Computational models for power electronics
A number of computational models have been developed for hybrid dynamical systems, which
combine discrete and continuous states in their dynamics. The computational models can be
broadly classified as hybrid automata [96], and constrained difference and differential inclusions
[97], [98]. Hybrid automata were developed primarily for the verification of real time systems
[99]. The hybrid automaton as a generic model for systems with hybrid dynamics was intro-
duced in [100], where it was used to construct symbolic methods for solving the reachability
problem. A slightly extended model, the generalized hybrid automation introduced in [96],
allows for simpler notation and simplifies operation such as composition of hybrid systems.
The constrained difference and differential inclusions computational model is a variation of the
hybrid automaton models that was developed explicitly for the study of dynamical systems
[98], and often allows for simpler representation. The two families of computational models are
equivalent representations, as any system can be translated from one representation to the other
without changing its semantics [97].
The generalized hybrid automatonmodel will be used to succinctly describe control algorithms
as it is simple, expressive and allows various operations on hybrid systems such as composition
to be performed efficiently. The formal definition of generalized hybrid automata found in [96]
is as follows.
Definition 2.2.1 (Generalized hybrid automaton). A generalized hybrid automaton is a tuple
(Q ,Ω, L, Σ, R,Act)where
• Q is a countable set of discrete states,
• Ω ⊂ Rn for some n ∈ N is the continuous state space where the continuous state takes
values,
• L is the discrete communication space, a countable set of labels that are used as input to
control discrete state transitions,
• Σ ⊂ Rm for some m ∈ N is the continuous communications space,
• R is a set of transitions such that
R ⊂ (Q ×Ω) × (L × Σ) × (Q ×Ω) , (2.2.1)
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• and Act : Q → (Ω × Rn × Σ→ Rn) is a mapping that assigns to each discrete state q ∈ Q a
differential algebraic equation determined by Actq : Ω × Rn × Σ→ Rn , as
Actq (x ,Dt x , s) = 0. (2.2.2)
The operational semantics of the generalized hybrid automaton are determined by the tran-
sition set R. The automaton can jump from state q0 to state q1 and the continuous state from x0
to x1, if the continuous communication variable s ∈ Σ, and the discrete communication variable
` ∈ L satisfy (
q0 , x0 , `, s , q1 , x1
) ∈ R. (2.2.3)
For q = q0 = q1 the automaton may remain in the state q, which must be enabled explicitly by R.
Depending on the definition of the transition set, the operational semantics are undefined if
∀q0 , q1 ∈ Q , x0 , x1 ∈ Ω, ` ∈ L, s ∈ Σ :
(
q0 , x0 , `, s , q1 , x1
) 6∈ R, (2.2.4)
or they can be non-deterministic if for some t and any q0 , q1 , q2 ∈ Q such that q1 6= q2 there are
some continuous states x0 , x1 , x2 and for some ` ∈ L, s ∈ Σ such that(
q0 , x0 , `, s , q1 , x1
) ∈ R and (q0 , x0 , `, s , q2 , x2) ∈ R. (2.2.5)
Despite the fact that these kind of behaviors are undesirable in a practical controller, they are
useful in idealizedmodels of the converter behavior for the analysis and design of the controller.
Quite often in the design of a controller, a guard relation with few restrictions is first generated
and then refined to ensure that the controller can be implemented in practice. For instance, in
[101] a guard relation is generated to satisfy liveness constraints, and then refined to ensure that
the resulting controller is well defined and deterministic.
The semantics of hybrid systems are based on extensions of the notion of trajectories for
systems with continuous dynamics. The computation performed by a hybrid system is defined
as the trajectory traced by the evaluation of the corresponding hybrid automaton in [99]. The
evaluation takes place over a totally order set, the time structure, and the evolution of the
discrete and continuous state of the system is described by the hybrid trace. Unlike conventional
trajectories, in a hybrid trace multiple consecutive transitions in the discrete and continuous
states can occur during the same time instance. The time structure differentiates between the
occurrence of such events by maintaining a counter for the number of discrete transitions. A
similar solution structure is used in constrained difference and differential inclusions [97]. The
notion of a trajectory for a hybrid automaton is also formalized in [100] where it is called a
run, and is used to construct a symbolic model for the execution of hybrid automata. Symbolic
reasoning has been used to prove reachability [100] and stability [91] properties for certain
classes of hybrid systems.
Further refinements made to the trajectory structures allow solutions of systems displaying
behavior such as consecutive Zeno limit points. Conventional trajectories of hybrid automata,
such as the hybrid traces defined in [99], are called executions in [102], [103] and they are classified
into three classes: finite executions, where the finite automaton trajectory terminates after finite
time and a finite number of steps, infinite executions where there is a countably infinite number
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of steps taking up infinite time, andZeno executionswhere there are a countably infinite number
of steps taking a finite amount of time. In some practical cases it is desirable that the solution of
the hybrid system continues past a Zeno execution which converges to an accumulation point.
Generalized hybrid domains are introduced in [104], [105] to allow solution trajectories with up
to a countably infinite number of Zeno accumulation points to be defined.
The semantics of the generalized hybrid automata that are used to describe controllers in
this work are determined by their trajectories. The following definition for the trajectory of a
generalized hybrid automaton is taken from [96]. In the definition of the trajectories, the set of
positive rational numbers, R≥0, is defined as
R≥0 = {x ∈ R : x ≥ 0}, (2.2.6)
and the set of all the partial functions from set A to set B is denoted by A 9 B. Finally for any
partial function f : A9 B the set range( f ) is defined as
range( f ) =
{
x ∈ A : (∃y ∈ B : (x , y) ∈ f )} . (2.2.7)
Definition 2.2.2 (Trajectory). A trajectory of a generalized hybrid automaton (Q ,Ω, L, Σ,Act) is
a finite or infinite sequence
τ : N 9 Q × L × R≥0 × (R≥0 9 Ω) × (R≥0 9 Σ) , (2.2.8)
such that
range(τ) ∈ N , (2.2.9)
where
N = {{n ∈ N : n < N} : N ∈ N} ∪ {N} . (2.2.10)
Furthermore, any n ∈ range(τ), such that τn = (q , `, δ, x , s) must satisfy
• q ∈ Q, ` ∈ L, δ ≥ 0, x : ∆∗(δ)→ Ω, and s : ∆∗(δ)→ Σ,
• (q , x(t), `, s(t), q , x(t)) ∈ R for all t ∈ ∆(δ), and











(0, +∞), if ∀k ∈ range(τ) : k ≤ n
(0, δ), otherwise,
(2.2.12)
and for any n ∈ range(τ) such that (n + 1) ∈ range(τ), τn = (qn , `n , δn , xn , sn) and τn+1 =
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(qn+1 , `n+1 , δn+1 , xn+1 , sn+1) must satisfy(
qn , xn(δn), `n , sn(δn), qn+1 , xn+1(0)
) ∈ R. (2.2.13)
Apart frompower electronics, there aremultiple phenomenawhere physical systems display
non-smooth dynamical behavior. A number of application specific representations has been
developed. One such representation that is used extensively to model physical phenomena is
piecewise smooth systems [106]. Physical phenomena modeled by piecewise smooth systems
include impacts [107]–[109], dry friction [110], [111], and discontinuous control inputs [112],
[113]. Similarmodels have been developed for power electronics, but there are subtle differences
as switching is often controllable in power electronics while it is often no controllable in other
physical systems.
2.2.1 Models for controllers of power electronics
Using a hybrid automaton to model both the circuitry and the control of the converter obscures
the details of the internal structure of power converters. For each topological configuration of
the passive element network the dynamics of the network are described by some differential
equationwith a continuous right hand side. The topological configuration of the passive element
network is determinedby the state of the switches. Power conversion circuits are designed so that
the topological configurations result in a range of dynamical behaviors, allowing the controller
of the circuit to regulate the dynamics of the passive elements by selecting the appropriate
configuration. Most models separate the dynamics of the passive elements that are continuous,
from the dynamics of the control input that are discrete due the nature of semiconductor
switches.
To separate the dynamics of the power circuit from those of the controller, the dynamics
of the passive element network are modeled by a switched system. In switched systems the
dynamics of the continuous states are selected from a family of vector fields with the selection
being determined by a discrete control input. A switched systemmodel for the circuit dynamics
forms the basis of many models used in the design of controllers for power converters, most
notably the variable structure model with discrete control inputs [56], [92]–[95]. The switched
systemmodel is also used to derive othermodels for the converter dynamics such as the averaged
dynamics of power converters that are used in the design of linear controllers [88]–[90]. The
following definition is found in [114, §1.1.2]. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the
family of switched systems is autonomous.
Definition 2.2.3 (Family of switched systems). A family of switched systems for some finite set P
and Ω ⊂ Rn , is a function f : Ω × P → Rn , where
Dt x = f (x , u), (2.2.14)
where x is the continuous state of the system, u is the control input, and and f is smooth in x
for all u ∈ P.
Various classes of control algorithms with discrete input have been developed for families
of switched systems, and many of them found application in the control of power electronics.
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Control objectives in switched systems are often formalized as enforcing a series of transitions
along a constrained region in the state space. Discrete controllers enforcing such trajectories have
been developed in [115] by combining solutions to reach control subproblem, and in [91] where
the control objective of stabilizing a boost converter was described as following a trajectory in the
state space and a controller was developed to enforce such a trajectory. Many controller designs
for power electronics directly enforce convergence to a desired operating point by selecting a
control input that reduces a suitable selected Lyapunov function to zero monotonically [116]–
[118]. The methods for designing the Lyapunov function and selecting the control input for
power converters that have been developed include passivity based control [54], [119]–[121],
and direct numerical methods [122].
2.2.2 Variable structure control
A specially kind of controllers for systems with discrete input is discrete variable structure
controllers that change their control signal when the system crosses surfaces in the state space
[74], [112]. In general, variable structure controllers allow for a continuous control input.
Without loss of generality the variable structure controller is defined for autonomous systems.
The following definition is found in [74].
Definition 2.2.4 (Variable structure system). A variable structure systemwith a state spaceΩ ⊂ Rn ,
is a dynamical system
Dt x = f (x , u), (2.2.15)
where f : Ω × Rm → Rn is continuous in all its inputs for some m < n, x is the continuous state
of the system, and the control input u is determined by
ui =
{
u+i (x), Si(x) < 0
u−i (x), Si(x) > 0,
(2.2.16)
for i = 1, . . . ,m, where u+ , u− , S : Rn → Rm are smooth functions. The functions Si for
i = 1, . . . ,m, are called the switching functions of the system, and the corresponding sets
Si = {x ∈ Ri : Si(x) = 0} , (2.2.17)
are the switching surfaces.
In power electronics however, the control input can only take discrete values. Usually only
two control input values are attainable, corresponding to the on and off states of the switches.
Thus in the design of most sliding mode controllers for power converters the dynamics of the
variable structure system are modeled by an autonomous family of switched systems, such that
Dt x = f (x , u), (2.2.18)
where the discrete control input is provided by
ui =
{
u+i , Si(x) < 0
u−i , Si(x) > 0,
(2.2.19)
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for some vectors of constants u+ , u− ∈ Rm . Since there are only two states available for the
switches, in most models used in the design of discrete variable structure controllers for power
electronics, each input ui , receives values 0 and 1 corresponding to the off and on states of the
switch [78], [93]–[95], [123]–[132]. Thus, the control input is further simplified to
ui =
{
1, Si(x) < 0
0, Si(x) > 0.
(2.2.20)
The variable structure control is an ideal model. Direct implementations of variable struc-
ture controllers lead to dynamical behaviors with infinite frequency switching, such as Zeno
dynamics and ideal sliding [106]. However, the ideal control input is still useful as an analysis
and design tool. Sliding in particular finds many applications in the design of controllers, as it
has been proven that the dynamics of systems controlled by hybrid controllers tend to an ideal
limit that can be evaluated analytically. In switched systems, this limit appears as the controller
limits the state close to the switching surface of a variable structure controller.
2.3 Sliding modes in variable structure systems
Adynamical structure that often appears in variable structure systems and is particularly useful
in control applications is sliding modes [112]. To completely define the dynamics of a variable
structure system, the vector fields on all the points of the state space must be determined, so that
the trajectory of any initial point in the state space can be constructed. Outside the switching
surfaces, function f is Lipschitz continuous as the control inputs are smooth functions, and the
solution of the system in definition 2.2.4 is well defined. However, the control input is not
determined on the switching surfaces themselves.
Sliding modes appear when extending the dynamics on the switching surfaces so that
trajectories can be defined in the whole state space. In regions of the state space where vector
fields direct the state of the system on the intersection of multiple switching surfaces, the
solution of the system is selected so that the state moves along the intersection. The range of
possible sliding speeds along the intersection is determined by the minimal convex hull method
developed by Filippov and Utkin [73], [74]. The dynamics on the switching surfaces are now
defined for a class of variable structure systems where the gradients of the switching functions
are linearly independent [133].
Definition 2.3.1 (Variable structure system with linearly independent switching surfaces). A
variable structure systemwith control input given by
ui =
{
1, Si(x) < 0
0, Si(x) > 0.
(2.3.1)
for some smooth function S : Rn → Rm where m < n, has linearly independent switching surfaces
if the set
{∂xSi : i = 1, . . . ,m} (2.3.2)
is linearly independent for any x ∈ Rn .
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Sliding modes appear when extending the definition of the vector field on the switching
surfaces. To formalize the definition of the vector field, the flow function of the system that
maps every point of the state space to its trajectory is introduced, and the control input is
defined so that the flow satisfies the following properties. There are three cases regarding the
dynamics close to points of a switching surface Si [113], [134]:
• if vector fields in opposite sides of the switching surface point to the same side of the
surface, trajectories starting close to the switching surface cross the surface changing from
one flow to the other;
• if vector fields in both sides point towards the switching surface, trajectories starting close
to the switching surface reach the surface in finite time since the closing speed is finite, and
then move along the surface; the resulting motion is called stable sliding and the surface
where sliding occurs is called the sliding surface;
• if vector fields point away from the switching surface, trajectories staring on the switching
surface follow any of the two vector fields in either side of the surface.
In general, points on the switching surface where the dynamics in each side point to opposite
directions are not reachable in practical systems. The definition is formalized using the flow
function of the system. Flow functions are defined locally on the switching surfaces Si by
relaxing the requirement that the control input is discrete on the switching surface, and on each
of the regions
S+i = {x ∈ Rn : Si(x) > 0}, S−i = {x ∈ Rn : Si(x) < 0}. (2.3.3)
The overall flow is then constructed by connecting the flows in each individual region.
2.3.1 The minimal convex hull method and semantics of the ideal sliding
dynamics
The minimal convex hull method, developed originally by Filippov and Utkin [73], [74], deter-
mines an ideal set of solutions to the sliding dynamics. To construct the minimal convex hull
for a point on the sliding surface, the vector fields for all available control inputs in a vanishing
vicinity of the point are first determined. The convex hull of all the vector fields is constructed,
and the set of solutions for the sliding dynamics at the point of the sliding surface are the
vector fields in the convex hull that are tangent to the sliding surface. Combining the vector
fields determined by the convex hull with the dynamics in other sectors of the state space, the
flow functions of the system are defined over the whole state space as the solution of a set of
constrained differential inclusions, so that trajectories of the complete solution are constructed
by combining trajectories from individual domains [134].
Definition 2.3.2 (Flow function). Let f : Ω→ Rn be a smooth function for some open setΩ ⊂ Rn .
The flows of the system
Dt x = f (x), (2.3.4)
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is a function φ : Rn × R→ Rn , such that for any x0 ∈ Ω
Dtφ(x0 , t) = f (φ(x0 , t)). (2.3.5)
Flow functions of autonomous systems with a smooth right hand side satisfy the properties
in the following proposition; a detailed discussion of flows and proofs of their properties can be
found in [135, §6].
Proposition 2.3.1 (Properties of flow functions). Let f : Ω→ Rn be a smooth function for some open
set Ω ⊂ Rn . The flows of the system
Dt x = f (x), (2.3.6)
have the following two properties,
∀x0 ∈ Rn : φ(x0 , 0) = x0 , (2.3.7)
and
∀x0 ∈ Rn , t0 , t1 ∈ R : φ(x0 , t0 + t1) = φ(φ(x0 , t0), t1). (2.3.8)
According to the chain rule, the time derivative of a smooth function Si : Rn → R is
DtSi = ∂xSi(x) · f (x , u). (2.3.9)
Using this notation, the flows in a region of the state space separated by a single switching
function are defined as follows. The dynamics on a switching surface where sliding appears, are
determined according to the minimal convex hull method [73], [74]. In this method, a solution is
selected from the minimal convex hull generated by the vector fields for all the available control
inputs, so that the resulting flow remains on the surface. In the special case of variable structure
systems with discrete control inputs, the construction of the minimal convex hull is straight
forward, and the details of the process can be found in [74, §3]. In the following definition,
A→ B denotes the set of functions from set A to set B.
Definition 2.3.3 (Minimal convex hull in variable structure systems with discrete control input).
The minimal convex hull of a variable structure system with discrete control input, generated by a















Definitions of the minimal convex hull for more general classes of systems can be found in
[73], [136]. In the following definitions the setH denotes the minimal convex hull, and T is the
set of tangent vector to sliding surface according to the notation introduced in [136].
Definition 2.3.4 (Flow functions in variable structure systems with sliding). Consider a variable
structure system with linearly independent switching surfaces
Dt x = f (x , u), (2.3.12)
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where f : Ω×R→ Rn and a switching function S : Rn → R. For any x0 ∈ Ω such that S(x0) 6= 0,
the flow φ(x0 , t) is the solution of the constraint differential equation:
1. Dt x = f (x , 0), S(x) ≥ 0 if S(x0) > 0,
2. Dt x = f (x , 1), S(x) ≤ 0 if S(x0) < 0.
If S(x0) = 0, the flow φ(x0 , t), is the solution of:
Dt x = f (x , 0), S(x) ≥ 0 if DtS(x0 , 0) > 0 and DtS(x0 , 1) > 0, (2.3.13)
Dt x = f (x , 1), S(x) ≤ 0 if DtS(x0 , 0) < 0 and DtS(x0 , 1) < 0, (2.3.14)
Dt x = f (x , u), (2u − 1)S(x) ≤ 0 if DtS(x0 , 0) > 0 and DtS(x0 , 1) > 0, (2.3.15)
where either u = 0 or u = 1, and
Dt x ∈ F (x), S(x) = 0 if DtS(x0 , 0) < 0 and DtS(x0 , 1) < 0, (2.3.16)
where
F (x) = H{0,1}(x) ∩ T (x) (2.3.17)
for the convex hullH{0,1}(x) and the set of tangent vector fields
T (x) = {v ∈ R2 : ∂xS(x) · v = 0} . (2.3.18)
The vector field is thus defined in all the state space and the flow functions of the system are
constructed by concatenating flow functions from the various regions. Points where the flows
of the vector fields are tangent to the switching surfaces are not considered in this definition.
A number of methods have been proposed for defining the flow in tangency point [133], [134].
Defining the flow in points where one or more of the vector fields are tangent to the switching
surface is not crucial in the design of sliding mode controllers for power electronics, as am-
biguous behavior is avoided by an appropriate selection of the controller parameters. Tangency
points affect some aspects of the performance of the controller, as they determine the boundaries
of the region on the sliding surface where sliding is stable.
The analysis of the vector field that enforces sliding is more involved when sliding in the
intersectionofmultiple surfaces of co-dimensionone [137]–[141]. For instance, stable slidingmay
exist in the intersection of two surfaces without stable sliding existing in each of the two surfaces
individually [142]. The sliding solution is easier to define in the intersection of co-dimension
one surfaces if all the intersecting surfaces are attracting [143]. A detailed description on how
the flow functions of each region are combined can be found in [133, §4.2].
Definition 2.3.5 (Stability of a sliding surface). Stable sliding exists for a set of control inputs
U in the intersection Is ⊂ {0, . . . ,m} of a variable structure system with linearly independent
switching surfaces, if there exists a map σ : Is → {0, . . . ,m} defining the function Sσ : Rn →
R|Is | , where
Sσi (x) = Sσ(i)(x) (2.3.19)
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for i = 1, . . . , |Is |, such that
∀x , y ∈ Is : σ(x) = σ(y)⇒ x = y , (2.3.20)
and there exists a continuous and continuously differentiable function V : R|Is | → R, such that
1. ∀s ∈ Rm : V(s) ≥ 0, and
2. ∀s ∈ Rm : V(s) = 0⇒ x = 0,
and
∀y ∈ U : Dt(V ◦ Sσ)(x0 , u) < 0. (2.3.21)
A definition of the sliding vector fields for systems with discrete control input and multiple
switching surfaces follows. The notation
step(s) =
{
1, s > 0
0, s < 0
(2.3.22)
is used for the partial step function, and the notation
sing(s) =
{
1, s > 0
−1, s < 0
(2.3.23)
is used for the partial sign function. Furthermore, let I ⊂ {1, . . . ,m} be a finite collection of





Definition 2.3.6 (Sliding in the intersection of attracting co-dimension one surfaces). Consider
a variable structure system with linearly independent switching surfaces
Dt x = f (x , u), (2.3.25)
where f : Ω×Rm → Rn and a switching function S : Rn → Rm for some m < n, and let I be the
maximal subset of {1, . . . ,m} such that x0 ∈ SI . A sliding solution is then defined on any SIs ,
for some Is ⊂ I, where Is satisfies
∀i ∈ I : ((∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : ui = 0⇒ DtSi(x0 , u) < 0) and
(∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : ui = 1⇒ DtSi(x0 , u) < 0)) ⇒ i ∈ Is , (2.3.26)
if stable sliding exists on the intersection of Is forU , where the sliding solution on the surface
SIs is the solution of the constrained differential inclusion
Dt x ∈ F (x), x ∈ SIs ∩ B(x0) (2.3.27)
where
F (x) = HU (x) ∩ T (x), (2.3.28)
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for the convex hullHU (x), the set of tangent vector fields
T (x) = {v ∈ Rm : (∀i ∈ Is : ∂xSi(x) · v = 0)} . (2.3.29)
and




G2(i , x0), (2.3.31)
where





x ∈ Ω : sign (Si(x0)) S(x) ≥ 0
})}
, Si(x0) 6= 0
{(1, {x ∈ Ω : Si(x) ≤ 0})} , Si(x0) = 0 and cross+(i , x0)
{(0, {x ∈ Ω : Si(x) ≥ 0})} , Si(x0) = 0 and cross−(i , x0)
{(0, {x ∈ Ω : Si(x) ≥ 0}) , (1, {x ∈ Ω : Si(x) ≤ 0})} , Si(x0) = 0 and diverge(i , x0)
(2.3.32)
where
cross+(i , x0) =
(∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : ui = 0⇒ DtSi(x0 , u) > 0) and(∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : ui = 1⇒ DtSi(x0 , u) > 0) , (2.3.33)
cross−(i , x0) =
(∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : ui = 0⇒ DtSi(x0 , u) < 0) and(∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : ui = 1⇒ DtSi(x0 , u) < 0) , (2.3.34)
and
diverge(i , x0) =
(∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : ui = 0⇒ DtSi(x0 , u) > 0) and(∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : ui = 1⇒ DtSi(x0 , u) < 0) . (2.3.35)
2.3.2 Practical implementations of sliding modes and regularization theo-
rems
The variable structure system is an ideal model that does not capture the details of switching;
it is used in conjunction with idealized dynamics on attracting switching surfaces to define
the system trajectories. However, due to the discontinuity in the control signal of variable
structure systems at either side of the switching surface, direct use of the variable structure
control signal for the control of a family of switched systems leads to high frequency switching
between the control inputs. The resulting high frequency oscillation in the control input is
called chatter [144], and its frequency is determined by unmodeled dynamical behavior in the
system. In some applications, such as mechanical actuators, chatter is undesirable [145], [146].
Sliding mode controllers for power electronics rely on switching to impose sliding, but there are
constraints in the resulting switching frequency [132].
The switching frequency in power electronics is constrained within some finite range de-
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termined by the topology and components in the power circuit. The high frequency switching
cased by chatter increases losses and electromagnetic emissions. Electromagnetic interference
with control signals in particular can cause the circuit to enter temporary in unsafe configura-
tions increasing the probability of failure [147]. A typical example is short circuits in the phase
bridge of voltage source converters. As a result, the modulation algorithm enforces a finite
switching frequency. Due to the finite switching frequency the state of the system varies in the
boundary region of the sliding manifold. This variation is persistent even during steady state
operation, when a limit cycle appears in the dynamics of the boundary layer. The resulting
variation in the continuous states of the converter due to the modulation is called ripple. The
ripple adversely affects the stability of systems connected to the coveter output, so it is often
attenuated using filters [84]. However, the losses in the filter and the physical size of the filter
increase with the ripple [84], [85]. As a result the switching frequency is kept sufficiently high
to maintain a low ripple in the converter output. Overall, the switching frequency is regulated
by a modulation algorithm, and it is kept fixed within a predetermined range.
A set of models for systems with non-smooth control inputs are now proposed to model the
details of the switching process. In these models, the control input for the system dynamics
is provided by a hybrid automaton according to a switching function. The hybrid automaton
has access to the system state through the output of the switching function. Two classes of
algorithms implementing the control signal are defined: a generic class with a non-smooth
control signal, and a class with a discrete control signal.
Definition 2.3.7 (Variable structure systemwithnon-smooth control signal). Avariable structure
system with non-smooth control signal over a state space Ω ⊂ Rn , is a dynamical system
Dt x = f (x , u), (2.3.36)
where f : Ω × Rm → Rn is continuous in all its inputs for some m < n, x is the continuous state
of the system, and u the control input, together with a smooth function S : Rn → Rm such that
the set
{∂xSi : i = 1, . . . ,m} (2.3.37)
is linearly independent for any x ∈ Rn . The algorithm generating the control signal is a hybrid
automaton (Q ,Ω, L, Σsys × Σctrl , R,Act) such that
• L = ,
• Σsys = Σctrl = Rm ,
and the continuous communication variable of the automaton is given by the pair of the switch-
ing function and the control input (S(x), u).
Definition 2.3.8 (Variable structure system with discrete control signal). A variable structure
system with discrete control signal over a state space Ω ⊂ Rn , is a dynamical system
Dt x = f (x , u), (2.3.38)
where f : Ω × Rm → Rn is continuous in all its inputs for some m < n, x is the continuous state
of the system, and u the control input, together with a smooth function S : Rn → Rm such that
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the set
{∂xSi : i = 1, . . . ,m} (2.3.39)
is linearly independent for any x ∈ Rn . The algorithm generating the control signal is a hybrid
automaton (Q ,Ω, L, Σsys , R,Act) such that
• L = {0, 1}m ,
• Σsys = Rm ,
and the continuous communication variable of the automaton is given by S(x), where as the
discrete communication variable provides the control input u.
Typical examples of modulation algorithms for generic variable structure systems include
the saturation (fig. 2.3), hysteresis (fig. 2.4b), and their combination [113]. In variable structure
systemswith discrete control inputs the selection of control signal ismore restricted; for instance
saturation cannot be used as it requires a continuously varying control signal. Hysteresis
controllers are used in power electronics as their discrete control output can be used directly as
input for the semiconductor switches. In hysteresis controllers, the width of the hysteresis zone
is used to regulate the switching frequency. For a fixed hysteresiswidth, the switching frequency
varies along the sliding surface. However, the range of frequency variation is determined by the
hysteresis width, simplifying the design of passive filters as the filter performance is optimized




s1 ≥ −ε, s2 = − 1ε s1
s1 > ε, s2 = −1s1 ≥ ε, s2 = − 1ε s1
s1 < −ε, s2 = 1
s1 < −ε, s2 = 1
−ε ≤ s1 ≤ ε, s2 = − 1ε s1
s1 > ε, s2 = −1
Figure 2.3: A saturation algorithm for the control signal. Given a continuous input by some
switching function s1 = S(x), it produces a continuous control signal u = s2. The control signal
is normalized in the interval u ∈ [−1, 1]. Continuous control inputs cannot be used directly for
the control of power semiconductor switches.
Practical switching algorithms constrain the state of the converter in a region close to the
sliding surface and not exactly on the surface. The definition of stable sliding is extended to
practical controllers by formally defining the stability of domains of the sliding manifold [74,
§4.1]. For a sliding domain S stable sliding is defined in a neighborhood of S. The sliding
domain S is stable, if given a δ neighborhood of the sliding domain, an ε neighborhood exists
such that any solution starting at an x0 ∈ Rn inside the ε neighborhood can only exit the δ
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1
0
s > 0, ` = 0s < 0, ` = 1
s ≤ 0, ` = 1
s ≥ 0, ` = 0
(a) An ideal sliding mode controller for a
switched system. Solutions of the system with
ideal control are not well defined, and in prac-




s > ε, ` = 0s < −ε, ` = 1
s ≤ ε, ` = 1
s ≥ −ε, ` = 0
(b) A realistic hysteresis switching algorithm. A
hysteresiswidth of ε > 0 is used to avoid chatter.
Figure 2.4: Hysteresis switching for variable structure systems with discrete input. An ideal
and a realistic switching algorithm are depicted. The value of the continuous input s = S(x) is
provided by the switching function, and the value of the discrete control input of the switched
system is provided by the discrete communication variable u = `.
neighborhood from a δ neighborhood of a boundary point of S. This idea is formalized in
definition 2.3.9. The diagram in fig. 2.5 displays the key components for defining when a sliding
surface is stable in a domain S. The ε neighborhood B(x , ε) of a point x ∈ Rn is defined for
ε > 0 as
B(x , ε) = {y ∈ Rn : y − x < ε}, (2.3.40)
where ‖x‖ = (xT · x) 12 is the Euclidean norm inRn . The notion of the ε neighborhood is extended




B(x , ε). (2.3.41)
The set ∂S is the boundary of S, and S◦ is the interior of S. The definition of stable sliding in
[74, §4.1] is now formally presented.
Definition 2.3.9 (Stability of a sliding surface). Let φC(δ) : Rn × R → Rn be the flow induced
by a family of switched systems for a controlling hybrid automaton C parametrized by δ. Let
H : Rm → Rn be a smooth function for m < n such that the set
{∂xHi : i = 1, . . . ,m} (2.3.42)
is linearly independent, and define
M = {x ∈ Rn : H(x) = 0} . (2.3.43)
LetD ⊂ M be a connected set. The hybrid automaton controller C enforces sliding onD if
∃η > 0,∀δ > 0 : δ < η ⇒ (∃ε > 0,∀x0 ∈ Rn : x0 ∈ B(D , ε)⇒ sliding(x0 , δ,D)) . (2.3.44)
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where
sliding(x0 , δ, S) = ∀t ≥ 0 :
(
φC(δ)(x0 , t) 6∈ B(S, δ)⇒ exit(t , x0 , δ, S)
)
, (2.3.45)
exit(t f , x0 , δ, S) = ∃te ∈ (0, t f ) : φC(δ)(x0 , te ) ∈ E(S, δ) and slided(te , x0 , δ, S), (2.3.46)
E(S, δ) = ∂B(∂S, δ)\B(S◦ , δ), (2.3.47)
and
slided(te , x0 , δ, S) = ∀t ∈ (0, te ) : φC(δ)(t , x0) ∈ B(S, δ). (2.3.48)
S
x0






Figure 2.5: The diagram displays the key components for defining when a domain of a sliding
surface is stable. The stability of the sliding surface requires that all trajectories leave any
neighborhood of the sliding domain from neighborhoods of the boundary points of the domain,
given that they start in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the domain. Thus, trajectories cannot
leave the vicinity of the sliding surface except from the boundaries of the sliding domain.
2.3.3 Boundary layer dynamics and regularization theorems
The dynamics of variable structure systems where the control input is provided by a practically
implemented controller in the limit as the controller restricts the system closer to a sliding surface
of the system are determined by various regularization theorems [74]. In regularization the ideal
control input is replaced by a more accurate model of the controller. The regularized control
input then constraints the system locally in a region around the manifold where sliding occurs.
The region where the system is constrained by the control algorithm is called the boundary layer.
A boundary layer of width ∆ around a sliding manifold
S(x) = 0 (2.3.49)
is defined as the set of points x ∈ Rn such that
‖S(x)‖ ≤ ∆, (2.3.50)
where ‖s‖ = (sT · s) 12 . Given any neighborhood of a domain of the sliding surface, a boundary
layer exists so that it is fully contained within the neighborhood, up to the neighborhood of
the boundaries of the sliding domain. Thus, any controller that maintains the system in the
boundary layer as the boundary layer shrinks around the sliding domain, enforces stable sliding.
The exact sliding solution is then determined by the resulting motion along the direction of the
sliding surface.
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The minimal convex hull determines the range of possible dynamical behaviors that can
be achieved by regularized systems. For various classes of controllers for variable structure
systems it has been proven that the dynamics of the controller converge to some dynamics
within the minimal convex hull as the size of the boundary layer δ tends to zero. Proofs have
been developed for systems, such as in systems linear with respect to their control input [74,
§2.3], and systems with a step scalar control input [74, §3.1.1]. In some cases, such as systems
that are linear with respect to their control input, the minimal convex hull contains a unique
solution, and thus all regularized controllers converge to the same solution. Theminimal convex
hull however does not always contain a unique solution.
The minimal convex hull method determines the range of possible solutions for the sliding
dynamics [73], [74]. The minimal convex hull is constructed of all available vector fields in the
vicinity of a given point on the sliding surface. Then, the set of vectors in the convex hull that
are tangent to the sliding surface give all the possible sliding vector fields at the given point of
the sliding surface. In some systems, the minimal convex hull results in a set of solutions. For
instance, systems with a discrete control signal that are non-linear with respect to their control
input have a continuum of sliding solutions [74, §3.1.2].
When the solution predicted by the minimum convex hull is not unique, the exact solution
depends by the details of the switching algorithm. The switching algorithm enforces some
trajectory within the boundary layer, and as the boundary layer vanishes the limiting behavior
of the trajectory is determine by the regularization process. For some switching algorithms
the solution in the boundary layer converges to a unique value. For instance, in systems that
slide in the intersection of two switching surfaces, where there is a switching surface for each
switch and the control signal for the switch is generated independently from other switches
by hysteresis switching with respect to the corresponding surface, it has been proven in [75]
that the resulting dynamics converge to a unique sliding solution. However, in other hysteresis
switching controllers it has been demonstrated that there is no unique regularization limit. For
instance, in algorithms where there are interactions between the modulation of the switches
the solution where the sliding dynamics converge depends on parameters such as the initial
conditions [139]. In systems with a non-unique regularization limit all regularized sliding
vector field are within the range determined by the minimal convex hull, but the regularization
process does not produce well defined sliding dynamics to which all practical implementations
converge.
2.3.4 Stability of a sliding surface in a practical controller
Given a variable structure systemwith a practical control algorithm, slidingmay appear in any of
the switching surfaces of the system and their intersections over some sliding domain. Sufficient
conditions for stable sliding to appear on the intersection of a set of switching surfaces for system
linear with respect to their control input were provided in [74, §4]. In some special cases it can
be proven that a controller that enforced stable sliding on a domain of an arbitrary sliding
manifold can be constructed. For instance in an intersection of multiple switching surfaces
where all vector fields point to the intersection in a node like structure, a vector field can always
be chosen that ensures that the system moves towards the intersection [122], [138], [140]. This
construction is formalized in the following theorem, and a depiction of the construction process
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can be seen in fig. 2.6.
Proposition 2.3.2 (Stability of node like intersection). Let the dynamics of a variable structure system
with discrete input be given by
Dt x = f (x , u) (2.3.51)
for some function f : Ω × Rm → Rn witch is smooth on all its inputs, and let Ω ⊂ Rn where n > m.
Furthermore, letM be a sliding manifold defined by the function H, and define V : Rn → R where
V(x) = 12 (H(x))
T · H(x). (2.3.52)
If for a sliding domainD,
∃δ > 0,∀ε > 0 : ε < δ⇒ (∀x ∈ B(D , ε), ∃u ∈ {0, 1}m : DtV(x , u) < 0) (2.3.53)
then for any x∗ ∈ D a control input exists that enforces sliding onD in a neighborhood of x∗.
Proof. Let x∗ ∈ D. Using the Taylor expansion of H on x∗,





in a sufficiently small neighborhood of x∗. Then in the same neighborhood
V(x) = 12 (x − x






A = (∂xH)T · ∂xH. (2.3.56)
Choosing a sufficiently small εD > 0 so that H is approximated sufficiently accurately by the
linear term of the Taylor expansion, define the sliding domain
Ds = D ∩ B(x∗ , εD). (2.3.57)
According to the definition of stability of a sliding domain,Ds is stable if the system trajectories
exit the B(Ds , εD) only through the neighborhoods of the boundary points of Ds . Thus, it is
sufficient to demonstrate that for a given control input the system never crosses points that are
only in the boundary of the neighborhood of internal points ofDs .
The row vectors of ∂xH are linearly independent, thus the null space of ∂xH,
null(∂xH) = {x ∈ Rn : ∂xH · x = 0} (2.3.58)
has dimensionality n −m. Similarly since the rows of ∂xH are linearly independent, the column
space of (∂xH)T ,
column((∂xH)T) =
{
(∂xH)T · c : x ∈ Rm
}
(2.3.59)
has dimensionality m. Therefore, there exist orthonormal matrices BM ∈ Rn×(n−m), and BH ∈
Rn×m that form a basis with their column vectors for null(∂xH) and column((∂xH)T) respectively.
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form a basis for Rn , and since the column vectors of BM are orthogonal to the column vectors of
BH , the basis is orthonormal.
To prove the sliding stability of Ds it will be demonstrated that for some εs > 0 such that
εs < εD the system trajectories do not cross B(Ds , εs) through the set of points that are only in
the boundary of the neighborhood of internal points ofDs ,
T = ∂B(Ds , εs)\∂B(∂Ds , εs). (2.3.61)
An explicit form for T is derived; it is then proven that for any x ∈ T there exists a y ∈ Rn−m
and a z ∈ Rm with BM · y + x∗ ∈ Ds and ‖z‖ = εs such that
BM · y + BH · z + x∗ = x. (2.3.62)
The column vectors of matrix B form a basis for Rn , so any x can be written in the form of
relation (2.3.62) uniquely. Let x ∈ T , then for some unique y ∈ Rn−m and a z ∈ Rm ,
x = BM · y + BH · z + x∗. (2.3.63)
The projection of x along null(∂xH)+ x∗ is then BM · y + x∗. If BM · y + x∗ ∈ Ds , then theminimum
distance of x fromDs is x − (BM · y + x∗) = ‖BH · z‖ (2.3.64)
= ‖z‖ . (2.3.65)
Thus the point x is on T if and only if ‖z‖ = εs . If BM · y + x∗ 6∈ Ds , then x cannot be in the
boundary of an internal point. The set Ds = Ds ∪ ∂Ds is a complete and totally bounded set,
thus the continuous function ‖x − x∗‖ attains a minimum value inDs . Since x ∈ T ,
min
x∈Ds
‖x − x∗‖ = εs . (2.3.66)
Let
xm = BM · ym + x∗ (2.3.67)
be the point for which the minimum distance is attained. Since BM · y + x∗ 6∈ Ds , the point
BM · ym + x∗ has to be a boundary point ofDs , and thus the x must be in the neighborhood of a
boundary point. If xm is not a boundary point, there exists εm > 0 such that
xm + εmBM · (y − ym) ∈ Ds . (2.3.68)
Then
‖x − xm ‖ =
BM · (y − ym) + BH · z (2.3.69)
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=
(y − ym2 + ‖z‖2) 12 (2.3.70)
= εs , (2.3.71)




y − ym2 + ‖z‖2) 12 (2.3.73)
< εs . (2.3.74)
This is a contradiction, so x is not on the boundary of the neighborhood of an internal point.
Thus overall,
T = {BM · y + BH · z + x∗ : ‖z‖ = εs and BM · y + x∗ ∈ Ds} . (2.3.75)
It will now be demonstrated that the function V can be used to ensure that the state of the
system is withing B(Ds , εs). The matrix A ∈ Rn×n is Hermitian, and thus it is diagonalizable
with real eigenvalues. Thus there exists a matrix E whose column vectors are eigenvectors that
form a basis for Rn , and a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues Λ = diag(λ1 , . . . , λn), where some
eigenvalue may repeat such that
A = E−1ΛE. (2.3.76)
Then for any x = BM · ym + x∗,
V(x) = 12 (x − x







BM y + BH z
)T(∂xH)T∂xH (BM y + BH z) + O (‖x − x∗‖3) (2.3.78)
= 12 z

















where relation (2.3.79) follows from the fact that the column vectors of BM form a basis for the
null space of ∂xH. For a diagonal matrix Λ = diag(λ1 , . . . , λn), and any vector x ∈∈ Rn ,
xT ·Λ · x =
n∑
i=1







Therefore, an upper bound for the value of V is
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where
K = 12 n max {λi : i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} . (2.3.86)
Thus, a constant εV > 0 can be chosen so that for all y ∈ Rn−m such that BM · y + x∗ ∈ Ds ,
V(BM y + BH z + x∗) < εV ⇒ ‖z‖ < εs . (2.3.87)
The final step in the proof is to show that there is a control input so that the state does not
cross T except after exiting B(Ds , εs). Assume that for some x = BM · y + BH · z + x∗,
V(x) = εV . (2.3.88)
Then, by assumption there exists a control input u ∈ {0, 1}m such that
DtV(x , u) < 0. (2.3.89)
Let the control algorithm select such a control input, and let φ : Rn ×R→ Rn be a flow function
of the system. Then, since the derivative is negative, and using the Taylor expansion of the
smooth function V ◦ φ,
V(φ(x , t)) = εV + DtV(x , u)t + O(t2), (2.3.90)
and thus V(φ(x , t)) ≤ εV , for any sufficiently small t. Therefore, the system cannot cross
V(x) = εV , and thus it cannot cross T unless it exits through the neighborhood of a boundary











f (x(te ), u1)
f (x(te ), u2)
Figure 2.6: Control input selection for nodal stability. The figure depicts the boundary for the
neighborhoods of internal points T . Any point x ∈ T can be decomposed in coordinates y and
z such that x = BM · y + BH · z + x∗ such that ‖z‖ = εs and BM · y + x∗ ∈ Ds . By selecting an
appropriately small εV the set of points {x ∈ Rn : V(x) < εV } does not cross T . Selecting at
every x(te ) for which V(x(te )) = εV the control input that decreases V , for instance the control
input u2 in the figure, the trajectory x(t) does not cross T .
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2.4 Sliding mode control
Sliding motion is a useful tool in the design of variable structure controllers. Due to the
contraction of the system in the neighborhood of a restricted manifold in the state space, sliding
mode algorithms offer a number of advantages over conventional linear controllers, such as
global stability [148], complete rejection of disturbances outside an invariant surface [112], [113],
and simple implementation of large signal stabilization [112]. These benefits lead to applications
of sliding modes in the control of power electronics soon after sliding mode control theory
became widely known [149].
As systems on the sliding mode remain on the sliding manifold, the sliding manifold be-
comes a topological invariant of the system. Thus the controlled system completely rejects any
disturbance outside the sliding manifold up to saturation of the control input. Furthermore,
as the flows in each side of a sliding manifold approach the manifold with a finite speed, the
sliding manifold is reached in finite time. Thus by appropriately selecting switching manifolds,
a control invariant can be enforced in finite time.
2.4.1 Sliding mode control for stabilization
Slidingmode controllers are a class of control algorithms that exploit the properties of the sliding
motion. The objective of the stabilization problem for the autonomous variable structure system is
to move and maintain the converter state on some point x∗ ∈ Rn in the state space of the system.
Sliding mode controllers achieve this objective by forcing the state of the system to slide on a
surface in the state space. Thus the operation of the controller can be partitioned in two distinct
phases [113], [144], [148]:
(i) a reaching mode, a phase where the full order dynamics of some of the switch modes of the
system determine the flow of the system, and
(ii) a sliding mode, a phase where after reaching a sliding surface S of the system, the state of
the system moves along the sliding surface according to some reduced order dynamics
determined by the minimal convex hull method.
In order to stabilize the converter on the state x∗ ∈ Rn the sliding surface must be chosen so that
the state is on the sliding surface x∗ ∈ S, and furthermore, x∗ must be a fixed point of the sliding
dynamics.
Definition 2.4.1 (Sliding manifold). A sliding manifold of a variable structure system with a
variable structure controller is a manifold defined by the null space of a smooth function
H : Rn → Rm for m < n,
M = {x ∈ Rn : H(x) = 0} , (2.4.1)
such that the set
{∂xHi : i = 1, . . . ,m} (2.4.2)
is linearly independent.
The sliding manifold is thought of in this thesis as a control objective, and it is independent
from the switching surfaces. It is an invariant condition that the switching algorithm of the
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converter enforces. A sliding mode controller enforces sliding on a manifoldM if the system
state x ∈ Rn of the controlled system if
• x reachesM in finite time, and
• stable sliding is established onM.
In general the sliding manifold is not identical to the switching surfaces of the system so a
different symbol is used for the slidingmanifold and the sliding surfaces. Defining themanifolds
Mi = {x ∈ Rn : Hi(x) = 0} , (2.4.3)











The design of a slidingmode controller usually starts with the selection of a slidingmanifold
M. The range of the expected dynamics on the sliding mode is determined by the minimal
convex hull or some regularization method, and the sliding manifold is selected so that the
sliding dynamics satisfy the control objectives. In order to enforce sliding in the selected
manifoldM, the ideal switching surfaces of a variable structure system are selected so that for
some subsetI of the switching surfaces, sliding exists on the intersection of the surfacesSI , and
furthermoreM coincides with the intersectionM = SI . Finally, an algorithm for generating
the switching signal is constructed to implement the sliding mode.
2.5 Evaluating the vector fields of the sliding dynamics
The design of a sliding mode controller for the trans-Z-source converter requires the evaluation
of the sliding dynamics on arbitrary sliding manifolds. The design is based on a parametrized
family of sliding manifolds. The sliding dynamics are chosen by adjusting the parameter
determining the sliding surface. Thus in order to select the parameter a method is required to
determine the dynamics on the sliding surface, and provide a relation between the parameter
of the sliding surface and the sliding vector field.
Notation is now introduced that simplifies the analysis of switched systems such as power
converter and the derivation of the sliding vector field. The convex hull of switched systems is
constructed using the scalar combination of the available vector fields. A notation for the scalar
combination of the available vector fields is first introduced. Then the convex hull is defined,
and a set of constraints is introduced that describe the sliding dynamics solutions predicted by
the convex hull.
Definition 2.5.1 (Scalar combination of vector fields). Given the dynamics of a variable structure
system,
Dt x = f (x , u) (2.5.1)
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where f : Ω × Rm → Rn for m < n, Ω ⊂ Rn , and f is smooth on all it inputs, the scalar
combination of the vector fields is the vector field
Dt x = fs(x , γ) (2.5.2)
where
fs(x , γ) =
∑
w∈U
γw f (x , w), (2.5.3)
U = {0, 1}m is the finite set of binary discrete inputs, and γ : U → R.
Any control input of the original system is translated to a control input for the scalar system
by an appropriate mapping to scalar combinations of vector fields. Given any u ∈ U, the control
input γ : U → R for the scalar combination of vector fields given by
γi =
{




fs(x , γ) = f (x , u), (2.5.5)
which is the dynamics of the variable structure systemwith discrete inputs, for the control input
u. Thus, in general the mapping m : U ×U → R, given by
mi(u) =
{
1, i = u
0, otherwise
(2.5.6)
maps the control input for the variable structure systemwith discrete inputs to the control input
of a scalar combination of vector fields that displays the same dynamical behavior.
2.5.1 The minimal convex hull
The most generic method for evaluating the sliding vector field is the minimal convex hull
method. The solutions of the minimal convex hull are determined by the set of all collections of
scalarmultipliers that enforce sliding. The solutionsmay not be unique, and they do not provide
a mechanism for implementing the sliding solution. It will be later demonstrated for the case of
the trans-Z-source converter how optimization algorithms can be used to determine the range
of possible sliding vector fields. The range of sliding solutions is important in the control design
problems as it determines whether any practical controller can achieve the desired dynamical
response for the controlled system.
Definition 2.5.2 (Minimal convex hull for a scalar combination of vector fields). Given a scalar
combination of vector fields and a sliding surfaceM defined by a function H, if stable sliding exists




γu f (x , u) (2.5.7)
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for any γ : U → R that satisfies the constraints

∂xH · fs(x) = 0,∑
u∈U
γu = 1,




The minimal convex hull definition provides a set of possible dynamical responses for every
point on the sliding surface. The performance that sliding mode controllers achieve for a given
surface can then be determined by determining the optimal solutions over the convex hull by
any quadratic optimization algorithm. The condition in relation (2.5.8a) requires that the system
remains on the sliding surface, and can be expressed in terms of γ as












∂xH · f (x , u)
)
= 0. (2.5.11)
The controller for the converter is implemented by switching in the vicinity of the sliding
surface. A number of m switching surfaces is enough to define a sliding manifold of co-
dimension (n − m). The sliding dynamics fs , are parameterized by γ : U → R, which are
|U | = 2m parameters, whereas there are (m + 1) equality constraints in the minimal convex hull.
Thus except for m = 1, the convex hull describes a set of possible solutions. In cases where for
some x ∈ M the set
{ f (x , u) : u ∈ U} (2.5.12)
is not linearly independent, there is not a one-to-one correspondence between sets of scalar
multipliers γ and the sliding dynamics in relation (2.5.7). Thus unique sliding solutions may
arise even when there are multiple solution for the scalar multipliers. A typical example
is systems that are linear in their control input [74, §2]. When multiple solutions exist, the
flow function for the ideal dynamics of the variable structure systems are given by differential
inclusions. In practical implementations of the controller the flow is deterministic and depends
on the exact implementation of the control algorithm providing the switched control signal.
The notation in the convex hull solution provides some intuition about the meaning of scalar
multipliers. The parameter γu for each mode u, is the portion that mode u contributes in the
slidingmotion. For instance, in hysteresis switchingwhere the limit of the regularized dynamics
exists, γu tends to the time the system spends onmode u on average as the hysteresiswidth tends
to zero. Regularization theorems, such as those for hysteresis controllers, prove the convergence
of the fraction of time that the solution spends in each mode as the boundary layer vanishes.
The scalar multipliers are determined by the time fractions and are then used to evaluate the
sliding vector field in relation (2.5.7). In some cases the time fractions do not converge to a
unique value. For instance, in some cases the resulting sliding vector field depends on the initial
conditions inside the boundary layer. However, even if the sliding dynamics are not unique the
sliding vector field is always located in the minimal convex hull.
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2.5.2 Sliding dynamics for a continuous control input
In the design of sliding mode controllers it is quite often easy to construct an ideal continuous
control input that maintains the system state on the sliding surface. Given such a control input,
the resulting sliding dynamics are then determined to ensure that the dynamics on the sliding
mode display the desired behavior. For systems linearwith respect to their control input, regular
forms and the accompanying reductionmethods are formalized in various textbooks such as [74,
§6.4], and simplify the process of deriving the sliding dynamics. The regularization methods
are extended to handle generic systems that can be non-linear with respect to their control input.
The discussion focuses on linear switching surfaces which are later used for the sliding mode
control of trans-Z-source converters. A process is described that given any sliding manifoldM,
defined by a function H, and a control input u enforcing sliding onM, constructs the sliding
dynamics.
Let the sliding manifoldM be defined by the function H, and let the dynamics of a variable
structure system while it slides onM be defined as
Dt x = f (x , u), x ∈ M (2.5.13)
for some control input u resulting in sliding, and some function f : Ω×Rm → Rm , where m < n,
Ω ⊂ Rn , and f is smooth on all its inputs. While the system slides on the surfaceM, the system
state x ∈ Ω satisfies the relation
H(x) = 0, (2.5.14)
and therefore the dynamics must also satisfy
Dt H = 0. (2.5.15)
Expanding the time derivative according the chain rule,
Dt H = ∂xH · Dt x (2.5.16)
= ∂xH · f (x , u), (2.5.17)
where the dynamics of x were substituted from relation (2.5.13).
A mapping from the sliding manifoldM to the vector space Rn is now constructed for the
special case where H is a linear affine function. The sliding surface function H : Rn → Rm
determines the sliding surfaceM by its null space
M = {x ∈ Rn : H(x) = 0} . (2.5.18)
When H is a linear affine function, then
H(x) = A · x + c (2.5.19)
for some A ∈ Rm×n that has full rank and c ∈ Rm . Furthermore, since H defines a sliding surface,
the set
{∂xHi : i = 1, . . . ,m} (2.5.20)
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is linearly independent, and thus
A = ∂xH (2.5.21)
has full rank. Defining a matrix
BM =
(
b1 . . . bn−m
)
(2.5.22)
whose columns b1 , . . . , bn−m ∈ Rn form a basis for null(∂xH) where
null(∂xH) = {x ∈ Rn : ∂xH · x = 0} . (2.5.23)
Then given any x∗ ∈ Rn on the sliding surface such that H(x∗) = 0, the function M : Rn−m → Rn
where
M(y) = BM · y + x∗ (2.5.24)
provides a map from Rn−m toM. Indeed for any y ∈ Rn−m ,
H(M(y)) = H(BM · y + x∗) (2.5.25)
= A · (BM · y + x∗) + c (2.5.26)
= (A · BM) · y + (A · x∗ + c) (2.5.27)
= (A · BM) · y + H(x∗) (2.5.28)
= 0, (2.5.29)
since H(x∗) = 0 by definition, and A · BM = 0 as the column vectors of BM span null(∂xH) =
null(A).
To determine the dynamics of the system on the sliding mode it is enough to determine the
dynamics of y ∈ Rn−m . For any y ∈ Rn−m there exists an x ∈ M such that
x = M(y). (2.5.30)
Therefore,
Dt x = Dt M(y) (2.5.31)
⇒ f (x , u) = BM · Dt y (2.5.32)
where the last equality follows from relation (2.5.24), and the dynamics of x. Since the column
vectors of BM are linearly independent, a matrix BM ∈ R(n−m)×n can be constructed by the
Gram-Schmidt process [150], such that
BM · BM = In−m , (2.5.33)
where In−m ∈ R(n−m)×(n−m) is the identity matrix. Therefore,
BM · Dt y = f (x , u) (2.5.34)
⇒ Dt y = BM · f (x , u) (2.5.35)
⇒ Dt y = BM · f (M(y), u), (2.5.36)
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where in the last equality the fact that x = M(y) was used. The problem of evaluating BM can
be simplified in terms of computational complexity by selecting an orthonormal base for BM , in
which case BM = BMT .
2.6 Algebraic methods for evaluating the sliding dynamics
When a sliding solution exists, algebraic methods significantly simplify the evaluation of the
sliding manifold. In the design of a sliding mode controller where the sliding manifold is
selected from a family of sliding manifolds, the sliding dynamics must be evaluated for every
member of the family. Algebraic method can efficiently generate closed form solutions for the
sliding dynamics. Two methods are explored, the equivalent control and the canopy method.
2.6.1 Equivalent control
The equivalent control is defined on the sliding surface of systems linear to their control input
[74]. The dynamics of an autonomous variable structure system which is linear with respect to
its control input are
Dt x = f (x) + g(x) · u (2.6.1)
where f : Rn → Rn , g : Rn → Rn×m are smooth functions, and u ∈ Rm is the control input.
Given a sliding manifoldM defined by the function H, the equivalent control method allows
the construction of an ideal continuous feedback control function ueq on the manifoldM, such
that for any trajectory x : R→ Rn solving
Dt x = f (x) + g(x) · ueq , (2.6.2)
if x(t0) ∈ S then x(t) ∈ S for t > t0. While x ∈ M,
H(x) = 0. (2.6.3)
Therefore, the solution x must also satisfy
Dt H = 0 (2.6.4)
while on S.
According to the chain rule, the time derivative of H is evaluated as follows.
Dt H = ∂xH · Dt x (2.6.5)
= ∂xH ·
(
f (x) + g(x) · u) (2.6.6)
= ∂xH · f (x) + ∂xH · g(x) · u , (2.6.7)
where the dynamics of x were substituted from relation (2.6.1). The Lie derivative defined as
L f H = ∂xH · f (x). (2.6.8)
can simplify the notation in relation (2.6.7). So using the Lie derivative notation the time
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derivative of H is
Dt H = L f H + LgH · u. (2.6.9)
Therefore, the equivalent control is defined as follows.
Definition 2.6.1 (Equivalent control). The equivalent control input for variable structure system
with dynamics defined by relation (2.6.2), on the sliding manifoldM defined by a function H is
the control input ueq solving the equation
L f H + LgH · ueq = 0, (2.6.10)
and is defined for any x ∈ M.
Todetermine thedynamics on the sliding surfaceM definedbyanaffine functionH under the
equivalent control, the control input u = ueq is substituted in relation (2.5.36). The equivalent
control is defined implicitly over the sliding manifold in relation (2.6.10) is a function of the
system state, ueq :M → Rm . Let M be the mapping introduced for H in relation (2.5.24). Since
M(y) ∈ M for all y ∈ Rn−m , substituting the equivalent control input in relation (2.5.36) for the
system in relation (2.6.1), the dynamics on the sliding mode under the equivalent control are
Dt y = BM ·
(
f (M(y)) + g(M(y)) · ueq
)
(2.6.11)
= BM · f (M(y)) + BM · g(M(y)) · ueq. (2.6.12)
Defining the function gs : Rn−m → Rn−m , where
gs(y) = BM · f (M(y)) + BM · g(M(y)) · ueq , (2.6.13)
the dynamics are then
Dt y = gs(y). (2.6.14)
The equivalent dynamics describe an autonomous system, not affected directly by the control
input. The equivalent dynamics are however determined directly by the selection of the sliding
surface, which implicitly determines the equivalent control input ueq.
2.6.2 The canopy solution
In systems that are linear with respect to their control input, the equivalent control method can
be used to construct an ideal control input enforcing sliding. However, the equivalent control
method cannot be applied in systems non-linear with respect to their control input. In non-
linear systems the convex hull intersection with the sliding surface can contain multiple points
resulting in multiple sliding solutions. An extension of the equivalent control method, the
canopy method, is introduced in [151] to algebraically construct a control input enforcing sliding
in systems that are non-linear with respect to their control input.
The canopy is a subset of the convex hull defined by the intersection of a surface of co-
dimension one with the slidingmanifold. The canopy solutions are then defined as the intersec-
tions of the canopy with the sliding surface. For systems non-linear in their control input, the
canopy results in a finite number of isolated solutions located inside the convex hull. Further-
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more, when the convex hull is flat, the canopy coincides with the convex hull. In this case the
canopy method results in the same unique sliding speed predicted by the convex hull method
and the equivalent control method. Canopy solutions are an ideal control input like the equiva-
lent control and they provide no information on how to implement them. However, the canopy
solutions are a useful reference point when analyzing the convex hull, and they will be used in
the analysis of the sliding dynamics of the trans-Z-source converter.
For a variable structure system and a sliding manifoldM defined by some function H, the









f (x , u) (2.6.15)
where for all i = 1, . . . ,m,
0 ≤ µi ≤ 1, (2.6.16)
and
µ1i = µi , µ
0
i = 1 − µi , (2.6.17)



















∂xH · f (x , u)
)
= 0. (2.6.19)
The canopy equations result in a finite number of isolated solutions in the convex hull. Let M be
the mapping introduced for H in relation (2.5.24). Since M(y) ∈ M for all y ∈ Rn−m and given
a specific solution for the canopy equation, µcp :M → Rm , the resulting sliding dynamics are
determined by








f (x , u)
)
. (2.6.20)
Defining the function gcp : Rn−m → Rn−m ,








f (x , u)
)
, (2.6.21)
the dynamics of the sliding mode according to the canopy solution are
Dt y = gcp(y). (2.6.22)
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2.7 Concluding remarks
The section introduced the main constructs required for the design of a sliding mode controller
for the trans-Z-source converter. Power electronic converters are modeled as variable structure
systems with discrete inputs. Variable structure systems are an ideal model where a dynamical
behavior called the sliding appears on a surface where ideal switching occurs, when the surface
satisfies some stability conditions. The solutions for variable structure systems with discrete
inputswere thendefinedusing theminimal convex hull. Thedynamics of actual implementation
tend to the dynamics within the convex hull as the non-ideal behavior in the implementation
vanishes.
Controllers for variable structure systems are designed by selecting the sliding surface of the
system to enforce the desired dynamics on the sliding mode. Algebraic methods simplify the
derivation of the sliding dynamics. The resulting solutions do not provide an implementation of
the required control input, but they provide a computationally efficient method for determining
the dynamics of the controlled system. In some cases where the sliding dynamics of algebraic
solution such as the equivalent control can be enforced, there are regularization proofs for some
classes of controllers proving that the resulting sliding dynamics tend to the dynamics predicted
by the algebraic solution.
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Sliding mode control and jitter in
the trans-Z-source converter
Designing a sliding mode controller for impedance source converters is a challenging problem.
In this section, a stabilizing sliding mode controller is designed for the DC-DC voltage source
trans-Z-source converter, a member of the impedance source converter family with a coupled
inductor. As part of the design process, a sliding manifold is selected, and two switching
algorithms are constructed that enforce sliding. The sliding manifold of the impedance source
converter lies in the intersection of two switching surfaces. The minimal convex hull method
predicts the existence of a continuum of sliding solutions for certain systems sliding on the
intersection of multiple switching surfaces. In the boundary layer of the intersection defining
the sliding manifold, the system converges into some limit cycle; bifurcations in this limit cycle
as the systemmoves along the sliding surface lead to discontinuous changes in the rate of change
of the sliding speed, a phenomenon called jitter. It is demonstrated in this chapter that jitter
appears in the trans-Z-source converter. This is to our knowledge the first demonstration of
jitter in a practical power electronic circuit.
3.1 Introduction
The impedance source family of converters is a set of converter topologies that introduces a
network of passive elements between the source and the output bridge. The dynamics of
the impedance network were first used in power inversion where impedance source inverters
overcome some of the fundamental limitations of conventional voltage source and current source
inverters [26], [81], [152], [153]. In the conventional voltage source inverter, themaximumoutput
voltage is less than the input voltage and a dead-time in the switching devices of each phase
leg is required to prevent an accidental shoot-through. Conversely, in the conventional current
source inverter, the output voltage can only be higher than the input voltage and an overlap
time between the phase legs is required to avoid an accidental open-circuit between the high
and low voltage output terminals of the phase bridge. By storing energy in the impedance
network, impedance source converters provide a theoretically unlimited voltage gain range in
their output, and furthermore they are tolerant to both shoot-through and open-circuits in the
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phase bridge eliminating the need for programming dead-time in the modulation signal [29].
Impedance source topologies have found many applications apart from single level power
inversion. Variations of the basic topology have been developed including galvanically isolated
converters [154]–[156], multilevel converters [27], and DC-DC converters [29], [72]. Impedance
source converter topologies can be broadly classified as voltage and current fed converters
depending on the type of the power source with topologies appearing in symmetrical pairs of
current and voltage fed topologies [153]. Due to this symmetry the following discussion focuses
on voltage fed topologies only.
3.1.1 Control and modulation of impedance source converters
Impedance source converters are characterized by non-minimumphase response to their control
input. The impedance network modifies the dynamical behavior compared to conventional
converters allowing new topological configuration in output phase bridge. In addition to the
zero and active modes an energy transfer mode is available in impedance source converters,
which are the short-circuits of the phase bridge (shoot-through) in voltage fed converters and
the open-circuits in current fed converters. The impedance network is a form of a bilinear
network [124] where the transfer of energy during shoot-through modes boosts the output
voltage. However, shoot-through states are identical to the zero state of the converter during
which there is no control of the output resulting in non-minimum phase behavior [69].
Averaged controllers are extensively used in impedance source converters. Nested feedback
control loops are required to ensure stability due to the non-minimum phase response of the
converter to their control input. Early designs used linear control with gain scheduling due to its
simplicity [157]. However, gain scheduling does not regulate accurately the impedance network,
where transients in high power applications cause large voltage spikes across switches. This
problem is rectified in dual loop controllers that directly control the filter current [158]–[161].
More accurate control of the bridge peek voltage is achieved by combining the feedback with
direct feed-forward control of the bridge voltage [162]. In an effort to improve the performance of
the control algorithms in regulating the transient response and ensure global stability, averaged
non-linear control methods have been developed. To control the peak DC-link voltage, a fuzzy
logic controller is introduced in [163], and a unified controller of the output and impedance
network voltages based on space vector modulation in [164].
The continuous control signal produced by averaged controllers is converted to the discrete
input that drives the switches by a pulse width modulation algorithm. Pulse width modulation
schedules the active and shoot-through states according to a predetermined series of transitions
in the system topology. Modulation schemes have been developed in an effort to regulate
and balance voltage stresses in the output bridge switches and the maximum voltage gain
of the converter [69]–[71]. The basic pulse width modulation schemes for impedance source
converters are constant boost modulation [67] which minimizes voltage stress, maximum boost
modulation [66] that maximizes the voltage gain, and maximum constant boost modulation
[65] that provides a balance between voltage gain and voltage stress in the switches. Space
vector pulse width modulation algorithms dynamically determine the series of state transitions
offering superior transient response [164]. Space vector modulation schemes for the reduction
of switching losses [68], and the control of multilevel impedance source topologies have been
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developed [28]. However, pulse width modulation cannot be used with every controller. Many
sliding mode controllers rely in hysteresis modulation to ensure stable sliding.
3.1.2 Sliding mode control for impedance source converters
Sliding mode control algorithms have been explored for impedance source converters. Advan-
tages of sliding mode controllers over averaged control designs include global stability [148],
complete rejection of disturbances outside an invariant surface [112], [113], and a structured and
computationally efficient design of the controller by the selection of a sliding manifold [112].
Furthermore, due to the restriction of the state on the sliding manifold the dynamics of the
controlled system are of reduced order, simplifying the analysis and the design of the controller.
The designs developed for impedance source converters however, impose sliding either on the
state of the impedance network or the converter output, but not both.
The main obstacle in constructing implementing sliding mode controllers for impedance
source converters is that in hysteresis modulation there is interference between the modulation
of the output and the impedance network. A sliding mode controller developed in [60] uses
hysteresis modulation for the output current, and shoot-through states are inserted in the zero
states of the hysteresis modulation according to a pulse width modulated signal. Conversely, in
[61] and [62] sliding mode controllers are used for the impedance network and shoot-through
states are inserted in the zero states of the modulation of the impedance network. Integral
sliding modes ensure asymptotic convergence to the control objective while maintaining the
state of the system on the sliding surface at all times. As there is no reaching phase, integral
sliding modes provide a continuous control signal that can be implemented with pulse width
modulation. Integral sliding mode controllers for the impedance network introduced in [63]
and [64] are thus used directly with averaged controllers for the output of the converter, and
the switching signal is generated by any of the available pulse width modulation schemes for
impedance source converters.
Sliding mode controllers able to control impedance source converters in the full range of
their dynamical behavior have not yet been developed. In hybrid approaches the advantages
of sliding modes, such as the complete rejection of disturbances outside the sliding manifold
and reduced order dynamics are not realized for the control objectives that are not enforced
using sliding modes. As a result, the performance of the controller is poorer than a controller
enforcing all control objectives using sliding modes, and the analysis of the response of the
controlled system is more computationally complex as a dynamical system of higher order is
analyzed. Sliding mode control algorithms using a single sliding surface have been developed
for DC-DC impedance source converters in special applications to overcome the constraints of
hybrid approaches. In such applications however, additional constrains are placed in the control
of impedance network. For instance, in the controller developed in [72] the network operates in
maximum boost mode; as a result the input and output power are coupled and the converter
cannot be used in application such as active power filtering. To fully exploit the dynamics of
impedance source converters and the advantages of sliding modes, a sliding mode controller
with two independent switching surfaces is required.
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3.1.3 Designing a sliding mode controller for impedance source converters
A sliding mode controller is proposed for the control of impedance source converters. The
controller uses two invariant surfaces to track a desired state in the impedance network and the
converter output. The intersection of the two invariant surfaces forms the slidingmanifold. Two
hysteresis algorithms are designed to enforce sliding. The first algorithm uses sliding on the
intersection of two switching surfaces. Sliding is imposed on a surface whenever it is reached,
and the sliding dynamics in each surface are designed so that the state of the systems converges
in their intersection. A method for selecting the switching surfaces for a given sliding manifold
is also developed. The selected switching surfaces are optimal with respect to their ability
to impose sliding under perturbation in the parameters of the system. The second algorithm
imposes sliding to the desired manifold, by imposing sliding on manifolds of progressively
higher co-dimension. Sliding is initially imposed on a conventional co-dimension one surface,
and when a desired co-dimension two manifold is reached in this initial surface, sliding is
imposed on the manifold. To enforce sliding on the co-dimension two manifold, a modulation
algorithm where switching occurs with hysteresis with respect to a co-dimension two manifold
is used.
The design of the control algorithm focuses on the voltage fed trans-Z-source converter, a
type of DC-DC impedance source converter with a coupled inductor in its impedance network
[80], [81]. Converters with coupled inductors are preferred in applications with high voltage
gain where by using the transformer turns ratio to boost the voltage, the converter reduces the
switching losses associated with high peak currents. Furthermore, the trans-Z-source converter
is a fully actuated system that simplifies the design of the controller. Most impedance source
topologies are under-actuated, and circular currents can appear in the impedance network. In
the sliding mode control of such systems, the system state is allowed to vary freely on some
subspace [82], and thus a transformation of the coordinate system is required. Impedance
source converters with coupled inductors, such as the trans-Z-source converter, are however
fully actuated systems due to the magnetic coupling of the inductor thus eliminating the need
for a state transformation.
3.1.4 Jitter and its effects on the controller performance
Sliding mode controllers regulating the whole state of the Z-source inverter require sliding
along a manifold of co-dimension higher than one. When the sliding is implemented using
hysteresis modulation, the dynamics of the motion in the hysteresis layer determine the speed
along the sliding surface. If the system is sliding on the intersection of two switching surfaces,
a regularization process introduced in [75] determines the sliding dynamics in the ideal limit
where the hysteresis layer vanishes. As the hysteresis layer vanishes, the dynamics of the system
are effectively linearized and projected on a plane perpendicular to the sliding surface. A limit
cycle appears in the projected system that determines the resulting sliding speed [75]. As the
system moves along the sliding surface bifurcations appear in the limit cycle; the resulting
variation in the sliding speed called jitter was analyzed in [76].
In a system sliding on a manifold of co-dimension two, the modulation uses switching with
hysteresis with respect to the co-dimension two sliding manifold. The resulting trajectory in
the sliding manifold does not always converge to a well defined limit cycle. When applying the
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regularization process in hysteresis layer around a manifold of co-dimension two, the resulting
trajectory in the projecteddynamicsmaybe chaotic ormay converge to a limit cycle dependent on
the initial state. Thus the existence of limit of the regularizationprocess cannot beproven in every
system [139]. Nevertheless, the resulting sliding dynamics are within the range determined by
the minimal convex hull method. If the convex hull is sufficiently restrictive the performance of
a stabilizing controller using hysteresis modulation around a co-dimension two manifold may
be sufficient. Thus the evaluation of the convex hull is necessary.
3.1.5 Contributions
In this section it is demonstrated that jitter appears in hysteresis modulated trans-Z-source
converter used for DC-DC voltage conversion. To our knowledge, this is the first time this
behavior has been detected in a practical power conversion circuit. To determine the effects
that jitter has on the design of a hysteresis modulated controller regulating both the output
current of the converter and the state of the impedance network, the sensitivity of the jitter in
the non-ideal dynamics present in the converter and the selection of the hysteresis manifold are
investigated. It is demonstrated that non-ideal equivalent series resistance in the switches of
the converter result in jitter. The convex hull in practice is not flat due to parasitic dynamics,
resulting in multiple sliding solutions according to the minimal convex hull theory, and thus
allowing for the appearance of jitter. Jitter appears in hysteresis modulated controllers, with
independent modulation of the switches, and it is much more sensitive to the size and shape
of the hysteresis layer than to non-ideal component dynamics. Finally, based on these findings
some recommendations are made on how to select a switching algorithm that does not display
jitter in a sliding mode control systems with a co-dimension two sliding surface. The section is
organized as follows:
• In section 3.2 the dynamics of the system are introduced, the dynamics of an ideal system
are linearized with respect to the control input, and a steady state analysis is performed to
show that it is equivalent to the averaged methods conventionally used in the analysis of
Z-source topologies.
• In section 3.3 a sliding surface is constructed based on the equivalent control method. The
convex hull of the system solutions of the system are constructed and it is demonstrated
that infinitely many solutions exist in systems with non-ideal dynamics. The canopy
method is then used to construct a solution which is used as the reference solution in the
analysis of the sliding dynamics.
• Section 3.4 introduces a method for the construction of the switching surface, and con-
structs two switching manifolds for the hysteresis modulation of the trans-Z-source con-
verter.
• Section 3.5 demonstrates the appearance of jitter in the DC-DC trans-Z-source converter,
and introduces the concept of the extended convex hull that explains the magnitude of the
jitter.
• Section 3.6 concludes the chapter and provides a few thoughts on how the selection of the
sliding surface can potentially eliminate the jitter in the trans-Z-source converter.
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3.2 Dynamics of the trans-Z-source converter
The trans-Z-source family of inverters was first introduced in [80] and the topology was later
generalized in [81]. The trans-Z-source inverters employ a non-isolated transformer to offer
greater voltage gain with a smaller shoot through duty ratio than equivalent conventional Z-
source topologies. This improves the efficiency of the power conversion, as the peak current
in the impedance network of Z-source inverters increases with a larger shoot-through ratio.
Furthermore, due to the coupling introduced by the transformer, one of the capacitors in the
Z-source network is also eliminated simplifying the circuit.
The trans-Z-source inverter has a total of three state variables. Since jitter appears on system
sliding onmanifolds of co-dimension twoor higher, three state variables is theminimumnumber
of state variables required in a system to exhibit jitter. Other impedance network topologies
with two capacitors have four state variables, and exhibit a richer dynamical behavior when the
capacitor voltages are not balanced. These topologies can also display jitter, but the analysis of
their sliding dynamics is more involved. The trans-Z-source network topology introduced in
[80] was chosen to simulate a realistic system.
3.2.1 Converter model
The circuit diagram of the voltage fed quasi trans-Z-source converter with a full single phase
bridge is depicted in fig. 3.1. In order to determine the dynamics of the circuit, the equivalent
circuit model of the transformer is used in fig. 3.1b. In this model the transformer is represented
by an ideal transformer with turns ratio n:1 and a magnetizing inductance Lm . The dynamics
of the voltage fed trans-Z-source inverter are then derived according to the ideal transformer
model. The state variables in this model are the magnetizing current of the transformer iLm , the
output current iL and the voltage of the capacitor in the filter vC . The dynamics are determined
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where the values of the switching variables u+ , u− ∈ {0, 1} are related to the input of the circuit
switches si for i = 1, . . . , 4 according to the relations{
u+ = s1 (1 − s2) (1 − s3) s4 ,
u− = (1 − s1) s2s3 (1 − s4) .
(3.2.2a)
(3.2.2b)
The input to the shoot-through switch sD is not independent. In converters with unidirectional
power flow from the source E1 to the load E2 only, the switch is implemented by a diode. When
bidirectional power flow is required the switch sD is implemented with an unidirectionally
blocking voltage switch. Furthermore, in the converters with bidirectional power flow, the
switch has to be closed during the shoot-through states otherwise a short-circuit occurs. Thus,
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the value of sD is determined by the input to the other switches as
sD = 1 − u+u−. (3.2.3)
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(b) Circuit diagram with the equivalent circuit of the transformer.
Figure 3.1: Single phase trans-Z-source inverter with a constant voltage source load with a
transformer with magnetizing inductance Lm .
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where u+ , u− ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore, the dynamics of an ideal circuit can then be expressed as
Dt x = fid(x , u), (3.2.7)
where




(−E2 + (u+ − u−) (vC + 1n (vC − E1)) )
1
Lm
((1 − u+u−) 1n (E1 − vC) + u+u−vC )
1
C
(−u+u−iLm + (1 − u+u−) 1n iLm − (u+ − u−) (1 + 1n ) iL )
ª®®¬ . (3.2.8)
Since the product of the control inputs appears in the dynamics, the system is not linear with
respect to its control input.
The values of the component parameters for the converter being analyzed are give in table 3.1.
The passive elements values were taken from an inverter tested in [80], and the 3-phase bridge
was replace by a single phase bridge for a bidirectional DC-DC converter. A turns ratio of 2:1
instead of 1:1 was chosen to improve the system transient stability at the expense of a higher
magnetizing current [81]. A higher turns ratio can achieve the same voltage gain with a smaller
shoot through duty ratio, allowing a larger portion of the duty cycle to be devoted to non-shoot
through states. As the impedance source converters are minimum phase systems, they rely on
non-shoot through states to control the output current. In conventional averaged controllers
reducing to shoot through duty ratio increases the control bandwidth for the output current iL.










Table 3.1: Parameters for the dynamics of the simulated voltage fed, DC-DC, trans-Z-source
converter. The parameters were taken from [80], with a higher turns ratio being used to increase
the region of stability of the sliding mode controller.
3.2.2 Steady state analysis
The averaged dynamics of the converter are useful in the design of averaged controllers and
in the steady state analysis of the converter [85, §7]. In the design of stabilizing sliding mode
controllers, the sliding surfaces for the stabilization of the converter output are selected from a
family of surfaces that contain an ideal fixed point determined by the averaged analysis of the
converter. The ideal fixed point is the fixed point of the converter for an ideal continuous control
input and is selected so that it results in the desired output for the converter. To design the
slidingmode controller, a sliding surface is selected so the ideal fixed point is a fixed point of the
sliding dynamics. Linear affine switching surfaces are used for the control of the trans-Z-source
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converter, so the family of surfaces passes from the ideal fixed point and is parametrized by an
orientation vector.
Given the nominal output for the converter, the ideal fixed point that results in the desired
output is evaluated using the averaged dynamics of the converter. An ideal continuous control
input required to produce the desired output is evaluated in the process of determining the
averaged steady state dynamics. This control input provides an insight in the operation of
switching algorithms in the stead state of the converter. In pulse width modulation the ideal
control input coincides with the steady state duty ratios. Similarly, in any stabilizing sliding
mode controller, the value of the control input during steady state operation when it is filtered




Table 3.2: Nominal steady state for the simulated voltage fed, DC-DC, trans-Z-source converter.
The nominal output for the simulated trans-Z-source converter is given in table 3.2. In the
design of controllers for the voltage fed trans-Z-source converter, the nominal value the output
current iL and the nominal voltage of the capacitor in the impedance network vC are known
design parameters. The magnetizing current iLm in the ideal fixed point is then determined.
Given the nominal values i∗L for the output current and the voltage v
∗
C for the capacitor voltage,
the steady state analysis also determines the idealized continuous control input required so that
in the fixed point of the resulting dynamics, the output current iL and capacitor voltage vC attain
their nominal values. For the same ideal continuous control input, the averaged magnetizing
current attains its nominal steady state value, i∗Lm .
3.2.2.1 Control input linearization
A transformation that linearizes the system with respect to the control inputs greatly simplifies
the algebraic analysis of the dynamics. The transformation conventionally used in the trans-Z-
source inverters to linearize the dynamics with respect to the control input is
{m = u+ − u−
D = u+u− ,
(3.2.9a)
(3.2.9b)
where D is the shoot through duty ratio and m is the modulation index of the phase bridge. To
translate the linearized control inputs m and D into inputs for the converter dynamics, the
system of equations in (3.2.9) is solved. Using the substitution,
u+ = u− + m , (3.2.10)
D = (u− + m) u− (3.2.11)
⇒ u−2 + mu− − D = 0. (3.2.12)
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Since u− , u+ ∈ [0, 1] the limits for the control inputs according to relation (3.2.9) are
m ∈ [−1, 1], D ∈ [0, 1]. (3.2.13)































resulting in a one-to-one mapping between the linearized control input and the converter input.





















the linearized dynamics are determined by
Dt x = fid(x , `(m ,D)). (3.2.17)
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Note that in the resulting system the control inputs m and D are not independent, but they are
related according to relation (3.2.9). Without this relation, the averaged control input may not
realizable by the actual input for the switches, u+ and u−.
3.2.2.2 Nominal operating state
To determine the nominal operating state of the converter, a relation between the magnetizing
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the ideal control input is found by solving the equation
f (x∗ , `(m ,D)) = 0. (3.2.20)
Thus, a relation is derived by the idealized steady state operation, where the ideal continuous
control input maintains the state of the system on the nominal state x∗. Therefore
x = x∗ (3.2.21)
⇒ Dt x = 0 (3.2.22)
⇒ f (x∗ , `(m ,D)) = 0. (3.2.23)
The steady state analysis also determines the relation between the nominal state and the resulting
ideal averaged control input. The condition in relation (3.2.20) is equivalent to the capacitor
voltage balance and inductor voltage second balance conditions used in the steady state analysis
of pulsewidthmodulated controller [81]. Analyzing this condition componentwise and starting
from the second component,
f2(x∗ , `(m ,D)) = 0 (3.2.24)
⇒ (1 − D) (E1 − v∗C ) + nDv∗C = 0 (3.2.25)
⇒ v∗C (1 − (n + 1)D) = (1 − D)E1 (3.2.26)
⇒ v∗C =
1 − D
1 − (n + 1)D E1 , (3.2.27)
where solving for the control input D,
D =
v∗C − E1
(n + 1)v∗C − E1
. (3.2.28)
Similarly,
f1(x∗ , `(m ,D)) = 0 (3.2.29)









⇒ − nE2 + m
(
(n + 1)v∗C − E1
)
= 0 (3.2.31)
⇒ m = nE2(n + 1)v∗C − E1
. (3.2.32)
Substituting v∗C from relation (3.2.27), the two control inputs are related according to the equation
m = E2
E1
(1 − (n + 1)D) . (3.2.33)
Finally, the third component can beused todetermine themagnetizing current of the transformer
with respect to the control inputs and the load current,
f3(x∗ , `(m ,D)) = 0 (3.2.34)
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i∗L = 0 (3.2.35)
⇒ i∗Lm =
(n + 1)m
1 − (n + 1)D i
∗
L . (3.2.36)
Thus, the magnetizing current is an increasing function of the shoot-through duty ratio. To
extract a relation for the steady state of the magnetizing current i∗Lm that depends only on the
parameters of the converter, v∗C is substituted from relation (3.2.27), resulting in
i∗Lm = (n + 1)
E2
E1





Pout = E2i∗L , (3.2.38)
is the nominal power output. The results of the steady state analysis are identical to the averaged
analysis typically employed in the design of pulse width modulated controllers [80], [81].
3.3 Design of the sliding surface for a sliding mode controller
In this section a linear sliding manifold of co-dimension two is designed for a sliding mode
controller for the trans-Z-source converter. A parametrized family of sliding manifolds is con-
structed for the converter. The family consists of linear manifolds passing through the averages
steady state x∗ and are parametrized by a direction vector. The equivalent control method is
then used to select a sliding manifold from the family. The manifold is selected so that x∗ is a
stable fixed point of the sliding dynamics. Furthermore, to ensure a swift dynamical response
the local rate of asymptotic convergence to x∗ is selected to be sufficiently fast in the vicinity of
x∗.
3.3.1 Designing a sliding surface family for the controller
In the designing of the sliding mode algorithm, the control objective is the stabilization of the
system, so that in the averaged output of the converter at the steady state is
(iL , vC) = (i∗L , v
∗
C), (3.3.1)
where i∗L and v
∗
C are given parameters. The averaged value of the magnetizing current in the
steady state is determined by relation (3.2.37) for the given i∗L and v
∗
C . To achieve the control
objective it is sufficient to stabilize the system on the nominal operating point x∗ as defined in
relation (3.2.19).
The main control objective of the trans-Z-source DC-DC converter is to regulate the output
current to the load, iL. Given that the value of the output current is known and constant, the
invariant manifold capturing this control objective is
H1(x) = 0, (3.3.2)
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where H1 : R3 → R, and
H1(x) = iL − i∗L , (3.3.3)
with i∗L being the desired load current. A controller solves the control problem for the output
current when it drives and subsequently maintains at all times the state of the system on the
manifold H1 = 0. Using the surface H1 = 0 as one of the sliding surfaces on a sliding mode
controller ensures that H1 = 0 is a control invariant. Since any disturbance is matched by the
control input, all disturbances are completely rejected if sufficient control energy is available
[144], [165]. Furthermore, for hysteresis modulated controllers the system attains the control
objective in finite time H1 = 0. Thus H1 = 0 is selected as one of the sliding surfaces for the
sliding mode controller.
The secondary control objective of the converter is to regulate the state of the impedance
network. The nominal state of the network is given by (i∗Lm , v
∗
C). Since this is an internal state
of the converter, the target stabilization performance will be asymptotic convergence. Thus,
the control objective is to ensure that the controlled dynamics converge to (i∗Lm , v
∗
C) at least
asymptotically. To achieve this secondary control objective, a sliding mode controller that
imposes sliding on the surface
H2(x) = 0, (3.3.4)





+ vC − v∗C , (3.3.5)
is used, where the sliding surface is parametrized by the control parameter k ∈ R. The control
objective is achieved when the sliding dynamics converge to x∗, and locally the convergence is a
least linear. Thus, the second sliding surface for the controller is H2 = 0. Slidingmode controllers
using hysteresis switching to enforce sliding on H2 = 0, require access to themagnetizing current
in order to evaluate the switching function. Sensors, such as Hall effect sensors, canmeasure the
magnetizing current directly from the transformer magnetic field, or the magnetizing current
can be estimated by measuring other currents in the circuit.
Combining the two surfaces H1 = 0 and H2 = 0, the sliding mode controller enforces sliding
on the manifold
H(x) = 0, (3.3.6)







To simplify the notation, the expression determining the value of H is written in matrix form,
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The function H is a smooth function, and furthermore the set {∂xH1 , ∂xH2} is linearly indepen-
dent. Thus H defines a sliding manifold
M = {x ∈ R3 : H(x) = 0} . (3.3.10)
Overall, a sliding mode controller achieves the control objective when it enforces stable sliding
on relation (3.3.6) and in the resulting sliding motion the nominal state x∗ is a stable fixed point.
3.3.2 Sliding manifold stability
The stability of the sliding manifold is analyzed using the projection of the vector fields of the
modes of the system on the range of H. The variable z ∈ R2 defined as
z = H(x) (3.3.11)
is introduced to plot the projection of the vector fields. The time derivative of the sliding surface
determines the projection of the vector field on the range of H, which according to the chain
rule is
Dt H = ∂xH · fid(x , u) (3.3.12)
= KH · fid(x , u). (3.3.13)
Introducing the notation
vH(u) = Dt H(x∗ , u) = KH · fid(x∗ , u), (3.3.14)
the dynamics around the the nominal operating point x∗ when projected the range of H can be
seen in fig. 3.2.
For the stabilization of the trans-Z-source converter, the sliding surface must be stable in a
sliding domain D ⊂ M in some neighborhood of x∗. The stability of the sliding manifold in
the vicinity of x∗ depends on the time derivative of H and thus on the value of the parameter k.
Introducing the function V : R3 → R,
V(x) = 12(H(x))
T · H(x), (3.3.15)
the systemwill be stable in the vicinity of x∗ if there is a control input so that DtV is negative for
any x sufficiently close to the sliding surface according to proposition 2.3.2. Furthermore, for
a local result the requirement fir the negativity of DtV is reduced to a simpler condition. The
time derivative of V is
DtV = H(x) · Dt H (3.3.16)
= H(x) · ∂xH · fid(x , u) (3.3.17)
= z · ∂xH · fid(x , u) (3.3.18)
where the projection z = H(x) is used. Sufficiently close to x∗
fid(x , u) = fid(x∗ , u) + O(‖x − x∗‖2) (3.3.19)
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Figure 3.2: Projection of the vector fields on the range of H. The vector function vH(u) =
KH · fid(x∗ , u) determines the vector field for each control input in the projected space.
since f is a smooth function. Thus,








the system is stable if for a sufficiently small ε > 0, and for any ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) there exists a control






· ∂xH · fid(x∗ , u) < 0. (3.3.22)
The linearized control inputs are used in the proof form simplicity. The time derivative of H
is

















(1 − D) 1
n
(E1 − vC) + DvC
)
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Therefore, the time derivative of V at x∗ for the linearized control inputs is
DtV = mε
(

























































are all positive real numbers. Therefore, defining the function
p(ϕ, k ,m ,D) = mε
(








(−α cosϕ − (kβk − β) sinϕ) , (3.3.33)
the time derivative of V is
DtV = εp(ϕ, k ,m ,D). (3.3.34)
According to the definition of the linearized control inputs in relation (3.2.9), the range of values
for (m ,D) is given by the set
Û = {(0, 0), (−1, 1), (0, 1), (1, 1)} . (3.3.35)





p(ϕ, k ,m ,D) (3.3.36)
is positive. The plot of the function p̂ can be seen in fig. 3.3. The sliding surface is stable for k
sufficiently away from zero. It should be noted that the further away the value of p̂ is from zero,
the more resilient is the system to structural variation due to unmodeled dynamical behavior.
3.3.3 Sliding dynamics under the equivalent control
The dynamics on the slidingmanifoldM are now derived for the ideal trans-Z-source converter.
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Figure 3.3: Stability analysis of the sliding surface with respect to the control parameter k. A
controller stabilizing the surface can be constructed if p̂(k) is negative.
whose column b ∈ R3 is spanning null(∂xH) and furthermore it is a unit vector,
‖b‖ = 1, (3.3.38)
a map is constructed fromM to the state space R3, by the function M : R→ R3 where
M(y) = BM · y + x∗. (3.3.39)


















is a normalization constant. The sliding manifold can thus be constructed explicitly as
M = null(∂xH) + x∗ =
{
b · y + x∗ : y ∈ R} . (3.3.43)
The equivalent control input to the trans-Z-source converter is defined for the system lin-
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earized with respect to its control input. Thus substituting the linearizing transformation in
relation (2.6.13), the sliding dynamics for the equivalent control input are
Dt y = gids (y), (3.3.44)
where gids : R→ R is defined as
gids (y) = BM · f (M(y), `(ueq(M(y)))), (3.3.45)
where ueq : M → R2 is the linearized equivalent control input, and BM ∈ R1×3 is a matrix
satisfying the relation (2.5.33). Thus BM is constructed by finding a vector b such that







Such a vector b is






and therefore, the sliding dynamics can be constructed given the linearized equivalent control
input by substitution in relation (3.3.45).
To determine the sliding dynamics under the equivalent control, the time derivative of the
sliding function is first evaluated. For any x ∈ M, the first component results in
Dt H1 = 0 (3.3.49)
⇒ Dt iL = 0 (3.3.50)








⇒ m = nE2(n + 1) vC − E1 . (3.3.52)
Similarly for the second component,
Dt H2 = 0 (3.3.53)
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n


















Lm (vC − E1) + 1C (m (n + 1) iL − iLm )
k
Lm ((n + 1) vC − E1) − 1C (n + 1) iLm
. (3.3.56)
Thus, the component of the linearized equivalent control input has been expressed in terms of
the system state on the sliding surface.
The sliding dynamics can be evaluated by substituting the m and D input of the linearized
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equivalent control in relation (3.3.45). However, it is simpler in the case of the trans-Z-source
converter to evaluate the sliding dynamics from first principle using the linearized equivalent
control input. For any x ∈ M there exists a y ∈ R such that
x = BM · y + x∗ = c · y + x∗ , (3.3.57)
and thus multiplying across by b
BM · x = BM · BM · y + BM · x∗ (3.3.58)
= y + BM · x∗. (3.3.59)
The dynamics on the manifoldM are thus determined by
Dt y = BM · Dt x (3.3.60)
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((n + 1) (v∗C + αk y) − E1) − (v∗C + αk y − E1) ) , (3.3.65)



































3.3.4 Selecting the switching surface parameter
Having constructed a slidingmanifold family parameterized by k ∈ R, the value of the parameter
must now be chosen to ensure that the dynamics of y in relation (3.3.65) have a stable fixed point


















((n + 1) (v∗C + αk y) − E1) + nDαk) , (3.3.69)
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= − n (n + 1)E2αk(
(n + 1)
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Furthermore, the values of the control inputs and their derivatives at y = 0 are,
m |y=0 =
nE2
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= − n (n + 1) αkE2(
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(n + 1) v∗C − E1
)
− 1C (n + 1) i∗Lm
)2 (3.3.76)
respectively. Therefore, the function λ(k) has two asymptotes. The first asymptote is located at
the root of the denominator of D |y=0, denoted by kr .
kr
Lm
((n + 1) v∗C − E1) − 1C (n + 1) i∗Lm = 0 (3.3.77)
⇒ kr =
Lm (n + 1) i∗Lm
C
(
(n + 1) v∗C − E1
) = −3.358, (3.3.78)
for the selected parameters, and furthermore,
lim
k→kr
λ(k) = −∞. (3.3.79)
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The second asymptote is approached by λ as k → ±∞. Exploiting the fact that,
lim
k→±∞
























= ∓ n (n + 1)E2(









(n + 1) v∗C − E1
)2 , (3.3.84)

















(n + 1) v∗C − E1
) < 0, (3.3.85)
which is a negative constant. In fig. 3.4, the eigenvalue of the sliding dynamics is plotted as a
function of the control parameter k.











Figure 3.4: Stability analysis of the sliding dynamicswith respect to the control parameter k. The
eigenvalue λ of the sliding dynamics at y = 0 is plotted as a function of the control parameter
k. The eigenvalue diverges to −∞ at k = −3.358. For stable dynamics the eigenvalue must be
negative.
The selection of the constant parameter k must ensure that the dynamics on the sliding
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surface have a stable fixed point at x∗. This condition is satisfied if the eigenvalue of the sliding
dynamics at x∗ satisfies the constraint
λ(k) < 0. (3.3.86)
According to the asymptotic analysis relation (3.3.85), the system is unstable for large negative
values of k. Thus positive values of k are considered only.
In addition to the stability of the sliding dynamics, the sliding manifold itself must be stable.
The sliding manifoldM is stable in the neighborhood of x∗ for sufficiently large k > 0 according
to the analysis in section 3.3.2. A sufficiently large value of k is chosen,
k = 32, (3.3.87)
to ensure that the sliding manifold is stable and that the eigenvalue of the system remains nega-
tive despite any variation in the system parameters that inevitably occurs in any implementation
of the system. Overall, the parameters for the sliding surface of the sliding mode controller are






Table 3.3: Parameters for the sliding mode controller of the simulated voltage fed, DC-DC,
trans-Z-source converter.
3.3.5 Non-ideal dynamics for the trans-Z-source converter
The dynamics of the ideal trans-Z-source inverter are linearizable with respect to the control
input, however when non-ideal dynamical behavior is introduced in the model the dynamics
are no longer linearizable. As an example, the model of the dynamics is extended to include
the resistance of the switches in the phase bridge legs. There are two paths through the phase
bridge,
• the path through switches s1s4 with resistance r1, and
• the path through switches s2s3 with resistance r2.
The resistance of a semiconductor switch depends on the type of the switch and it often varies
dynamically. However, switches such as MOSFETs are accurately modeled by fixed resistances,
the on state drain to source resistance [84]. Assuming that MOSFET switches are used, let the
resistance of the switches be rs1 , rs2 , rs3 and rs4 respectively. The circuit diagram of the converter
including the parasitic resistances can be seen in fig. 3.5.
The parasitic resistance in the semiconductor switches affects the voltage across the output
inductor. The resistance of the path s1s4 is
r1 = rs1 + rs4 (3.3.88)
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Figure 3.5: Circuit diagram of a trans-Z-source converter model including the on state drain to
source resistance of MOSFET switches.
and the resistance of the path s2s3 is
r2 = rs2 + rs3 . (3.3.89)
The resistance of a non-ideal circuit to current flowing across the the phase bridge is given by
rH(u) = (1 − u+) u−r1 + u+ (1 − u−) r2 + u+u− r1r2r1 + r2 , (3.3.90)
and depends on the value of the control input. The dynamics of the non-ideal converter are
then determined by
Dt x = f (x , u), (3.3.91)
where






It will be proven that due to the presence of extra multiplicative termswith respect to the control
input in rH , the dynamics are no longer linearizable. Some typical values for the resistance of
the paths are derived for demonstration purposes.
The switches in the converter are chosen according to the maximum voltage they block and
average current they conduct. The maximum voltage occurs in the zero state when all switches







= 650 V. (3.3.93)
The maximum current being conducted is during the shoot through states
iLm = 57 A. (3.3.94)
Silicon carbideMOSFETs achieve the required performance. For instance the CAB450M12XM31
1Data sheets of the CAB450M12XM3 silicon carbide MOSFET half-bridge module:
https://www.wolfspeed.com/cab450m12xm3
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silicon carbide MOSFET provides blocking voltage of 1200 V and an average current of 450 A
that are sufficient. The maximum on state drain to source resistance of this switch is
Rds-on = 3.7 mΩ. (3.3.95)
Thus, including parasitic resistances due to resistance in conductors, the resistance of the
switches is assumed to be
rs1 = rs2 = rs3 = rs4 = 0.05Ω. (3.3.96)
The resulting values of the resistance of the paths across the phase bridge that induce a non-linear




Table 3.4: Typical values of non-ideal disturbances that induce non-linear dynamical response in
the control input of the converter. These parameters were used in the simulation of the voltage
fed, DC-DC, trans-Z-source converter. The disturbances are not available to the controller of the
converter.
3.3.6 Convex hull solution
In any implementation of the converter the dynamics of the switches affect the performance
of the controller. To analyze the effects of the switches, the convex hull of a hysteresis con-
trolled converter is constructed for a trans-Z-source converter with the non-ideal dynamics of
relation (3.3.91). The results indicate that multiple sliding solutions exist in the regularization
limit. The sliding dynamics thus depend on the details of the switching control algorithm.
In a system with two discrete control inputs such as the trans-Z-source converter, there are






















Each one of these control vectors corresponds to a vector field for the corresponding mode of






















the available dynamical modes of the system are enumerated as
V(x) = { f (x , κi) : i = 1, . . . , 4} . (3.3.99)
To analyze the convex hull of the trans-Z-source converter a matrix of the four vectors fields
of each mode is defined
F(x) =
(
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according to the enumeration of the control inputs in relation (3.3.98). A vector is then con-









Let 0, 1 ∈ R4 be the vectors of zeros and unit entries respectively. The convex hull problem is
expressed in vector form. The convex hull consists of all the vector fields
fs(x) = F(x) · γ, (3.3.102)
such that 
(∂xH · F(x)) · γ = 0,
1T · γ = 1,




where the constraints in relations (2.5.11), (2.5.8b) and (2.5.8c) of the convex hull definition are












Then the convex hull consists of all the vector fields
fs(x) = F(x) · γ, (3.3.105)
such that {
A(x) · γ = c ,
0 ≤ γ ≤ 1.
(3.3.106a)
(3.3.106b)
Given that the matrix A(x) ∈ R3×4 has full rank for some x ∈ M, the set of solutions to
the equality constraint in relation (3.3.106a) forms an one-dimensional vector space. Thus the
solutions generated by substituting the resulting scalar multipliers in relation (3.3.105) also span
an one-dimensional vector space. The scalar multipliers and the sliding solutions are however
furtherer constrained by the inequalities in relation (3.3.106b). To investigate the effects of the
inequality constraint an explicit form of the solutions to relation (3.3.106a) is obtained. Let
σ ∈ null(A(x)), be a non-zero vector. Since the null space is one dimensional, σ 6= 0 is a base for
null(A), and thus
span ({σ}) = null(A(x)). (3.3.107)
Then, the equality constraint for γ is
Aγ = c (3.3.108)
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⇒ Aγ − c = 0. (3.3.109)
Since A has a full column rank, there exists cA ∈ R4 such that
c = AcA . (3.3.110)
Such a vector can be constructed using the pseudo-inverse of A, the matrix AT(AAT)−1 where
(AAT) is non-singular when A has full rank. A suitable vector cA is given by
cA = AT(AAT)−1c. (3.3.111)






Therefore, since σ is a base for the null space of A, the function γeq : R→ R4 where
γeq(y) = yσ + cA (3.3.113)
can forms a bĳection from R the solution space of relation (3.3.106a).
Thus, the set of vectors of scalar multiplier that satisfy the both the equality and inequality
constraint in relation (3.3.106) is the set
Scons = {y ∈ R : 0 ≤ γeq(y) ≤ 1}. (3.3.114)
Thus the solutions of the sliding dynamics are
fs(x) = F(x) · γeq(y), y ∈ Scons. (3.3.115)
An explicit definition of the set of admissible vectors of scalar multipliers, Scons, is derived.
Substituting γeq into the inequality constraint,
0 ≤ γeq(y) ≤ 1 (3.3.116)
⇒ 0 ≤ yσ + cA ≤ 1 (3.3.117)
⇒ 0 ≤ yσi + cAi ≤ 1, for all i = 1, . . . , 4 (3.3.118)
⇒ − cAi
σi
≤ y ≤ 1 − cAi
σi
, for all i = 1, . . . , 4 such that σi 6= 0 (3.3.119)
⇒ mcons ≤ y ≤ Mcons , (3.3.120)
where














0 ≤ cAi ≤ 1 (3.3.122)
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yσ + cA : y ∈ [mcons ,Mcons]
}
. (3.3.123)
The corresponding vector fields for the sliding dynamics are then given by
L =
{
F(x) · (yσ + cA) : y ∈ [mcons ,Mcons]} . (3.3.124)
which is a linear segment on the one-dimensional sliding manifold.
The uniqueness of the solution of the minimal convex hull method depends on the set L in
relation (3.3.124). For instance, in special cases where mcons = Mcons the resulting solution is
unique. A simple geometrical criterion exists that provides a sufficient condition for the convex
hull to result in a unique sliding solution. The convex hull is defined for any x ∈ M as
H (x) = {F(x) · γ : 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 and 1T · x = 1} , (3.3.125)
and it is effectively a polyhedron whose vertices are defined by the four modes of the system,
{ f (x , κi) : i = 1, . . . , 4}. The convex hull is called flat when all the vertices of the polyhedron
defining the convex hull reside on the same affine hyperplane. In this case, there are some
vectors α1 , α2 , β ∈ R3 defining a set
E = {α1 y1 + α2 y2 + β : y2 , y2 ∈ R} , (3.3.126)
such that f (x , κi) ∈ E for i = 1, . . . , 4. The volume of the convex hullH is evaluated as
Vol(H (x)) = 12 det(∆F(x)) (3.3.127)
where ∆F is a matrix defined as
∆F(x) =
(
f (x , κ2) − f (x , κ1) f (x , κ3) − f (x , κ1) f (x , κ4) − f (x , κ1)
)
. (3.3.128)
When the convex hull is flat its volume is zero. Since in a flat hull f (x , κi) ∈ P for all i = 1, . . . , 4,
then
∆F∗(i−1)(x) = f (x , κi) − f (x , κ1) ∈ span {α1 , α2} , (3.3.129)
for i = 2, 3, 4, where ∆F∗ j is the jth column vector of ∆F. Since the two vectors α1 and α2 span a
two dimensional space, the three column vectors of ∆F(x) is a linearly dependent set, and thus
det(∆F(x)) = 0.
For a flat convex hull the sliding dynamics are unique given that a sliding solution exists.
Letting f (x , κi) ∈ E for i = 1, . . . , 4, the equality constraints of the convex hull solution are then
expressed as
(∂xH · F(x)) · γ = ∂xH ·
(
















α1 y1(i) + α2 y2(i) + β
))
. (3.3.132)
where f (x , κi) = α1 y1(i) + α2 y2(i) + β for i = 1, . . . , 4 for some y1(i) and y2(i) as the convex hull
is spanned by a1 and a2. Therefore,









and the fact that γκ1 +γκ2 +γκ3 +γκ4 = 1 was used. Therefore, the condition in relation (3.3.103a)
is reduced to
c1 (∂xH · α1) + c2 (∂xH · α2) = −∂xH · β. (3.3.135)











α1 y1(i) + α2 y2(i) + β
)
(3.3.137)
= c1α1 + c2α2 + β, (3.3.138)
which is unique. It should be noted that in the solution the sliding speed is unique even thought
the duty ratio γκi of each mode is not.
Evaluating the convex hull of the trans-Z-source converter with non-ideal dynamics, the
volume of the convex set for any x ∈ M is
Vol(H (x)) = −(n (iLm − vC) + E1 − vC) (n + 1)iL
2 (r1 + r2)
2n2LLmC
, (3.3.139)
which is non-zero when the parasitic resistances r1 , r2 ≥ 0 are non-zero. Therefore, in a non-
ideal system given that the sliding dynamics converge in the limit where the controller restricts
the state of the system closer to the sliding surface, there is a range of possible solutions for the
sliding vector field.
3.3.7 Sliding solutions in a system with non-ideal dynamics
In the ideal dynamics of the trans-Z-source converter where there is no parasitic dynamics the
convex hull of the solutions is flat. Thus, there is a unique solution where all the regularized
control inputs tend to. However, in models that include the parasitic dynamics introduced by
the semiconductor switches the convex hullmay not be flat. Regularized solutionsmay converge
anywherewithin the set of solution inside theminimal convex hull that are tangent to the sliding
surface or may not converge to a particular solution at all. In deterministic controllers where the
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regularized solution is expected to converge, the limit depends on the details of the switching
algorithm.
For the design of a controller, the the convex hull provides a description of the range of possi-
ble sliding dynamics solutions. Even if in some systems it is computationally difficult to predict
the limit where regularized solutions converge, it is possible that the whole range of solutions
results in sufficiently good performance. In order to plot the set of tangent solution within the
convex hull over each point of the sliding surface, the canopy is used as a representative solution
and the minimum and maximum possible sliding solutions are then plotted as tolerance region
around the canopy solution. As the value of the canopy solution can vary significantly, plotting
the upper and lower bounds of the convex hull separately preserves the information about the
size of the convex hull, which would otherwise vanish in the scale of variation in the canopy
solution.
To determine the canopy solution of the converter with non-ideal switches the equation
introduced in section 2.6.2 is solved numerically. In the trans-Z-source converter, the canopy
equation is










f (x , u) (3.3.141)
and for all i = 1, . . . , 4,
0 ≤ µi ≤ 1. (3.3.142)
Using the enumeration κ introduced in relation (3.3.98), the dynamics of the converter satisfy















µ2 f (x , κ3) + µ1µ2 f (x , κ4),
(3.3.143)
and so the canopy equation is simplified in the case of the trans-Z-source converter to
∂xH · f (x , µ) = 0 (3.3.144)
where for all i = 1, . . . , 4,
0 ≤ µi ≤ 1. (3.3.145)
For the trans-Z-source converter with the non-ideal dynamics defined in relation (3.3.92), the
canopy equation is solvable numerically over a range of values for the non-ideal parameters
r1 and r2. The resulting solution on M determines the sliding dynamics on according to
relation (2.6.22) for the mapping M introduced in relation (3.3.39), with the resulting sliding
speed given by a function gcp : R→ R. A plot of gcp can be seen in fig. 3.6.
Theminimumandmaximumsliding speed solutions arederived converting theminimal con-
vex problem into an optimization problem. Using themapping M introduced in relation (3.3.39)
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and substituting in relation (3.3.103) two optimization problems are defined,
gmin(y) = min
γ∈R4
F(M(y)) · γ, (3.3.146a)
gmax(y) = max
γ∈R4
F(M(y)) · γ, (3.3.146b)
subject to(
∂xH · F(M(y))
) · γ = 0, (3.3.146c)
1T · γ = 1, (3.3.146d)
0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. (3.3.146e)
The solutions of these problems, then functions gmin , gmax : R → R, determine the sliding
solutions with the minimum and maximum sliding speeds respectively, with the dynamics of
the solutions given by
Dt y = gmin(y), Dt y = gmax(y). (3.3.147)
The difference of these solutions from the sliding speed is then defined as
∆gmax(y) = gmax(y) − gcp(y), ∆gmin(y) = gmin(y) − gcp(y). (3.3.148)
The differences are plotted in fig. 3.6. Both the maximum and minimum solutions start at
the canopy solution for the minimum value of y for which the problem is feasible and their













Figure 3.6: The canopy solution and the boundaries of the convex hull solutions for the sliding
dynamics of a non-ideal trans-Z-source converter.
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3.4 Designing the switching surfaces and logic
In order to implement the sliding mode controller for the trans-Z-source converter, switching
algorithms are designed to enforce sliding on the manifold M defined by the function H in
relation (3.3.7). The aim of the controllers is to enforce stable sliding onM on the vicinity of the
desired averaged state x∗ ∈ M, and to ensure that the domain ofM where stable sliding exists
is reachable from every starting state. Switches are actuated on switching surfaces with some
hysteresis.
A class of sliding mode control algorithms introduced in [148] is used to stabilized the trans-
Z-source converter. This class of algorithms enforces sliding on the intersection of successively
larger sets of switching surfaces to reach a given slidingmanifold. To define the class, the notion
of the cover in a partially order set is used. If (P , ⊂) is a partially ordered set where P is a
collection of sets, and ⊂ relation, then an element x ∈ P covers and element y ∈ P if
y ⊂ x , (3.4.1)
and
z ∈ P : y ⊂ z and z ⊂ x. (3.4.2)
The family of control algorithms with partially ordered set of switching surfaces is now defined.
Definition 3.4.1 (Hierarchy of switching surfaces). For a variable structure system
Dt x = f (x , u) (3.4.3)
where f : Ω × Rm → Rn is a smooth function for some Ω ⊂ Rn and m < n, and
ui(x) =
{
0, Si(x) > 0
1, Si(x) < 0,
(3.4.4)
let S : Rn → Rm be a switching function defining a set of linearly independent switching surfaces
S∗ = {S1 , . . . ,Sm} , (3.4.5)
where
Si = {x ∈ Rn : Si(x) = 0} (3.4.6)
for i = 1, . . . ,m. A hierarchy of switching surfaces is then a partially ordered set (P , ⊂) such that
P ∈ {x : x ⊂ S∗} (3.4.7)
and
,S∗ ∈ P . (3.4.8)
Definition 3.4.2 (Enforcing sliding with a hierarchy of switching surfaces). LetM be the sliding
manifold defined by a function H : Rn → Rm . A hierarchy of switching surfaces (P , ⊂) enforces
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• for any x ∈ P the switching algorithm enforces stable sliding on the intersection of
switching surfaces ∩s∈x s, and
• for any x ∈ P the sliding motion reaches one of its covers in finite time.
The motion resulting by using a hierarchy as the sliding surfaces in a variable structure
system is a composition of sling motions that slide in increasingly more restrictive intersections
of the sliding surfaces in S∗, and eventually reachM. As an example, the switching surfaces
for the trans-Z-source converter are considered. Let S : R3 → R2 be a switching function with
linearly independent switching surfaces such that
M = S1 ∩ S2 , (3.4.10)
where M is the sliding manifold defined in relation (3.3.7). Two hierarchies that switching
algorithms can follow to enforce sliding onM are depicted in fig. 3.7. Algorithms such as those
in fig. 3.7a follow any of the switching surfaces encountered first to slide into the intersection





(a) The algorithm enforces sliding on the




(b) The algorithm enforces sliding first on
the surface S1.
Figure 3.7: Two switching algorithms enforcing sliding onM = S1 ∩ S2.
The following notation is used to describe succinctly the structure which a switching algo-
rithm uses to enforce sliding.
• Si ∩ Sj : denotes sliding on the intersection of Si and Sj .
• Si → Sj : denotes chronologically sliding first in Si before moving to sliding on Sj .
• Si |Sj : denotes sliding on any of the surface Si or Sj that the system meets first.
For the trans-Z-source converter, a system with two switching surfaces, four different sliding
mode control algorithms can be constructed using this method.
1.  → S1 → S1 ∩ S2
2.  → S2 → S1 ∩ S2
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3.  → (S1 → S1 ∩ S2) |(S2 → S1 ∩ S2)
4.  → S1 ∩ S2
In the fourth case the control input is selected so that the system converges monotonically to
S1 ∩S2, but without monotonic convergence and sliding to either Si individually. A discussion
on how to implement such a controller is presented in [74], but such controllers will not be
used in the control of the trans-Z-source converter. The design of the switching surfaces of the
structures is now considered.
3.4.1 Constructing switching surfaces enforcing nodally attracting sliding
Nodally attracting switching surfaces is a partially ordered set of switching surfaces (P , ⊂) such
that P contains all the subsets of S∗. In this structure sliding is enforced on any switching
surface once it is encountered. For instance in the trans-Z-source converter, if sliding occurs on
two switching surfaces S1 and S2 individually and the surfaces displaying nodal attractivity,
then sliding occurs on their intersection S1 ∩ S2 as well. To ensure that sliding is stable in the
intersection S1 ∩ S2, nodal attractivity requires that there is always a control input driving the
state of the system towards the intersection.
3.4.1.1 Conditions for nodal attractivity
The requirements for nodal attractivity were discussed informally in [74]. A more formal and
focused treatment is presented in [137], [138]. A definition for nodally attracting surfaces is
provided here based on the treatment in [137], [138]. The definition is then successively reduced
to a single structure that defines a nodally attracting switching surface. The next section provides
a method for constructing this structure.
Definition 3.4.3 (Nodally attractive switching surface). Let S : Rn → Rm be a switching function
for a variable structure system with discrete inputs such that
{∂xSi : i = 1, . . . ,m} (3.4.11)
is a linearly independent set. The switching manifolds Si = {x ∈ Rn : Si(x) = 0} are nodally





if S satisfies the attractivity condition,
∃ε > 0,∀x ∈ Rn : 0 < ‖S(x)‖ < ε⇒(∃u ∈ {0, 1}m ,∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, ∃η > 0 : DtSi(x , u)Si(x) < −η) . (3.4.13)
A set of switching manifolds is thus nodally attractive if there is always a control input such
that the absolute value of every switching function decreases monotonically and with a finite
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the time derivative of VSi is
DtVSi (x , u) = DtSi(x , u)Si(x). (3.4.15)
So in a nodally attracting system, there is always a control input so that VSi decrease for all






it follows that every Si will reach zeros within finite time, and thus the intersection S = 0 is
reached within finite time.
The stability of sliding on the switchingmanifold is investigated in a neighborhood of x∗ ∈ S
which is the ideal fixed point of the system. Thus it is sufficient to prove that the manifold S is
nodally attractive in a neighborhood of x∗. Considering the time derivative of the surface Si in
the vicinity of x∗ ∈ S, according to the dynamics of the variable structure system
DtSi = ∂xSi · f (x , u) (3.4.17)
= ∂xSi · f (x∗ , u) + O(‖x − x∗‖2). (3.4.18)
Thus, for a sufficiently small neighborhood of x∗, it is sufficient to demonstrate that
∃ε > 0,∀x ∈ Rn : 0 < ‖S(x)‖ < ε⇒(∃u ∈ {0, 1}m ,∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, ∃η > 0 : (∂xSi · f (x∗ , u)) Si(x) < −η) , (3.4.19)
in order for the switching surface S to be nodally attractive to S locally.
3.4.1.2 Construction of nodally attracting switching surfaces
A method is now presented that given any function H : Rn → Rm defining a sliding manifold
M, constructs a set of switching surfaces that ensure nodal attractivity to the manifoldM, or
determines that such set of switching surfaces does not exist. To design of the switching mani-
folds S, the attractivity condition in relation (3.4.13) is further simplified. Since the attractivity
is a local property, it suffices to consider only linear surfaces. The function σ : Rm → Rm is
defined as
σ(z) = KS · z (3.4.20)
for some KS ∈ Rm×m that has full rank. A family of switching functions S : Rn → Rm is then
defined as
S(x) = σ(H(x)). (3.4.21)
By definition of S the intersection of the switching surfaces coincides with the sliding manifold
S =M , (3.4.22)
so if sliding on S, the sliding manifoldM is stable. The partial derivative of S is
∂xS = ∂zσ · ∂xH (3.4.23)
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= KS · ∂xH. (3.4.24)
Since H is a function defining a sliding manifold, the set
{∂xHi : i = 1, . . . ,m} (3.4.25)
is linearly independent. Since KS has full rank, the set
{KS · ∂xHi : i = 1, . . . ,m} (3.4.26)
is also linearly independent. Therefore, to construct a switching function resulting in nodally
attractive switching surfaces, a matrix KS ∈ Rm×m with full rank must be constructed so that S
satisfies the condition in relation (3.4.19). Using the mapping
z = H(x), (3.4.27)
the attractivity condition is reduced to
∃ε > 0,∀x ∈ Rn : 0 < ‖σ(z)‖ < ε⇒(∃u ∈ {0, 1}m ,∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, ∃η > 0 : (∂zσi · ∂xH(x∗) · f (x∗ , u)) (∂zσi · z) < −η) , (3.4.28)
where
∂zσ = KS . (3.4.29)
To further simplify the stability condition, the constraint on the norm of σ is expressed in terms
of a constrain on z. Substituting by the definition of σ,
‖σ(z)‖ = ‖KS · z‖ =
√
zT KTS KSz. (3.4.30)
Thematrix KTS KS isHermitian and thus diagonalizable. LettingE be amatrixwhose columns are
eigenvectors of KTS KS, and Λ = diag(λ1 , . . . , λm) a diagonal matrix of the associated eigenvalues,












K ‖z‖ , (3.4.33)
where
K = m max {λi : i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}} . (3.4.34)
Since KTS KS is a positive definite matrix, λi > 0 for all i = 1, . . . ,m and
√
K is well defined. Thus,
for any ε > 0, there exists a εz > 0 such that
‖z‖ < εz ⇒ ‖σ(z)‖ < ε. (3.4.35)
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The attractivity condition is therefore further simplified to
∃ε > 0,∀z ∈ Rm : 0 < ‖z‖ < ε⇒(∃u ∈ {0, 1}m ,∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, ∃η > 0 : (∂zσi · ∂xH(x∗) · f (x∗ , u)) (∂zσi · z) < −η) , (3.4.36)
and introducing the notation
vH(u) = ∂xH(x∗) · f (x∗ , u), (3.4.37)
the stability condition is written as
∃ε > 0,∀z ∈ Rm : 0 < ‖z‖ < ε⇒(∃u ∈ {0, 1}m ,∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, ∃η > 0 : (∂zσi · vH(u)) (∂zσi · z) < −η) . (3.4.38)
The attractivity condition in relation (3.4.36) effectively requires that there is always a mode
whose vector field points towards the the centre of the z projected space, and the vector filed has
a finite speed so that the value of S reaches zero in finite time. Other configurations may lead to
stable sliding as well [138], but the requirement of relation (3.4.36) is necessary for monotonic
convergence in each individual sliding surface. This more strict requirement has the advantage
that it prevents overshoot in the subspace spanned by the gradient vectors of the functions Si .
The next step is the construction of the matrix KS. Since the matrix KS is non-singular, it has
full rank, and thus for ‖z‖ < ε, the dot product KS · z attains all possible combinations of sings
in its components. This implies that the KS · vH(u) for u ∈ {0, 1}m must also be able to attain all
possible combinations of signs for each components by selecting an appropriate control input u
for each z to ensure the condition
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, ∃η > 0 : (∂zσi · vH(u)) (∂zσi · z) < −η (3.4.39)
is satisfied. The vectors vH(u) define 2m points in an m-dimensional space, one for each control
input u ∈ {0, 1}m . Therefore, m hyperplanes are sufficient to separate the points vH(u) if such
separation is possible. Let the {v1 , . . . , vm} ⊂ R1×m be the set of vectors that define the planes
which bisect the set of available modes vH(u). Furthermore, let sg : {0, 1} → {−1, 1} be the
function
sg(x) =
{−1, x = 0
1, x = 1.
(3.4.40)
An additional requirement is that for hyperplane vi , all the points {vH(u) : sg(ui) = x} are on
the same side of the hyperplane for x ∈ {−1, 1}. This requirement can be formulated as the
inequality
∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : sg(ui) (vi · vH(u)) ≥ c (3.4.41)
where c > 0 is any positive constant, as the magnitude of vi is free to vary.
A set of optimization problems is then defined by requiring the solution maximizing the
separation that the hyperplanes {v1 , . . . , vm} ⊂ R1×m offer. These optimization problems are
withing a wider class of problem called support vector machines. Support vector machines
separate points into two classes using the hyperplane that maximizes the separation between
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two sets of points [166]. In general, affine hyperplanes are used in support vector machines,
so a modification to the problem defining the hyperplanes is necessary to ensure that the
hyperplanes constructing by solving the problempass through the origin. The problemdefining
the hyperplanes is an optimization problem requiring the maximization of the separation that




‖v‖ − maxu∈{0,1}m :sg(ui )=−1
vi · vH(u)
‖v‖ , (3.4.42)




subject to ∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : sg(ui) (vi · vH(u)) ≥ c. (3.4.43b)
Without loss of generality, the value c = 1 can be selected for the constant. Since at least two
points in each set will satisfy the constraint with an equality for optimal solutions, the quantity
being maximized is reduced to
ρ(vi) =
2
‖vi ‖ . (3.4.44)





subject to ∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : sg(ui) (vi · vH(u)) ≥ 1.







subject to ∀u ∈ {0, 1}m : sg(ui) (vi · vH(u)) ≥ 1. (3.4.45b)
Quadratic optimization algorithms solve this optimization problem efficiently. Even better
performance can be achieved by a number of problem specific optimization algorithms devel-
oped for the slightly extended version of this problem used in support vector machine training
[166]. The benefit from more efficient algorithms is important in systems with a large num-
ber of switches, but for the trans-Z-source converter that has only two switches the quadratic
optimization approach is sufficient.
Having solved the optimization problems for all values of i = 1, . . . ,m, the vectors K =
{v1 , . . . , vm} ⊂ R1×m are constructed if solutions to the optimization problem exist for every i.










In some cases multiplying the input vector by a matrix that is a column permutation of Im , the
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identity matrix of m rows, may convert a problem an unsolvable to a problem that is solvable.
However, such cases are not considered here as the design of sliding surfaces for the impedance
source converter is a directly solvable problem.
For the trans-Z-source converter there are two switches, m = 2, and so KS ∈ R2×2. Further-
more, it is assumed that the design of the switching function is based on the ideal dynamics,
since the non-ideal components are in general unknown during the design. According to rela-
tion (3.3.14) the function vH for the ideal trans-Z-source converter is defined as,
vH(u) = KH · fid(x∗ , u). (3.4.47)
Solving the optimization problem, a surface that satisfies the constraints for the trans-Z-source







This matrix defines two lines such that the first is perpendicular to the bisector of the angle
6 (vH(1, 1), vH(1, 0)) and the second defines a line that bisects the angle 6 (vH(0, 1), vH(0, 0)).
The resulting normal vectors and the corresponding surfaces can be seen in fig. 3.8. The
surface defined by KS also offers maximal separation between the system modes. The maximal
separation results in the greatest possible resilience to random perturbations in the dynamics of
the system which are introduced by unmodeled non-ideal components.
3.4.2 Switching algorithms for the implementation of variable structure con-
trollers with a hierarchy of switching surfaces
The sliding surfaces in a hierarchy enforce sliding in an ideal variable structure system. Practical
switching algorithms are required to implement sliding a trans-Z-source converter. On a single
stable sliding surface Si , sliding can be enforced by a hysteresis switching algorithm such as the
one depicted in fig. 2.4b. In the intersection S1 ∩ S2 of two stable sliding surfaces, S1 and S2,
the combination of the hysteresis switching algorithms for each surface enforces sliding on the
intersection. In the intersection S1 ∩S2 however, switching can be implemented with hysteresis
with respect to the manifold S1 ∩ S2 directly. In this case S1 and S2 do not need to be stable in
order for sliding on their intersection to be stable.
However, other hysteresis options are available in an intersection of S1 ∩S2 of co-dimension
two. A hysteresis switching algorithm is proposed here that operates by switching with respect
to a distance metric from the surface S1 ∩ S2 after the intersection is reached. The resulting
dynamics in the boundary hysteresis layer are significantly different in the two switching ap-
proaches leading to different sliding dynamics. The first of the proposed switching algorithm
uses two switching surfaces to enforce sliding on their intersection.
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Figure 3.8: Selection of two switching surfaces that are nodally attractive. The vector function
vH(u) = KH · f (x∗ , u) determines the vector field for each control input. From the diagram
it seems possible to select two surfaces S1 = 0 and S2 = 0 so that the system slides toward
their intersection. The switching function S = KS · z where KS is defined in relation (3.4.48)
is constructed by solving the optimization problem in section 3.4.1.2 for the trans-Z-source
converter. The scaled gradient vector c = α∇zS is also shown, where α = 4 · 106 was selected so
that the vectors are visible in the scale of the plot.
3.4.2.1 Switching with hysteresis in the intersection of two independent co-dimension one
switching surfaces
The first control algorithm designed for the trans-Z-source converter enforces sliding on a hier-
archy of nodally attracting switching surfaces. Letting S be the switching function constructed
for the trans-Z-source converter, sliding is enforced on any of the surfaces S1 and S2 whenever
they are reached. Thus the sliding hierarchy is
 → (S1 → S1 ∩ S2) |(S2 → S1 ∩ S2) . (3.4.49)
The hierarchy is enforced by independent hysteresis switching on each of the surfaces S1 and
S2 with hysteresis εbox(1) > 0 and εbox(2) > 0 respectively. In the intersection, the switching
algorithm thus confines the system in a box-like region
Sbox =
{
x ∈ Rn : |Si(x)| ≤ εbox(i) for i = 1, 2
}
. (3.4.50)
The operation of the hysteresis switching hybrid automaton enforcing sliding is described in
algorithm1. Close to S = 0where the two layers intersect, thehysteresis zone is theparallelogram
on the range of the sliding function H which is depicted in fig. 3.10.
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm describes a hysteresis switching automaton in the intersection
of two independent co-dimension one switching surfaces. Given the state of the automaton
ST = (ST1 , ST2) with one binary digit for each switch, and the value of the switching function
s = S(x), the algorithm returns the next state and the input to the switches ` = (`1 , `2) where `i
is the input to the ith switch.
1: function NextStatebox(ST, s)
2: for i ∈ {1, 2} do
3: if STi = 0 then
4: if si < −εbox(i) then
5: STi ← 1
6: `i ← 1
7: else
8: `i ← 0
9: end if
10: else
11: if si > εbox(i) then
12: STi ← 0
13: `i ← 0
14: else




19: return (ST, `)
20: end function








|S1 | = εbox1 , |S2 | < εbox2
|S1 | < εbox1 , |S2 | = εbox2
z∗ = H(x∗)
Figure 3.9: A hysteresis layer comprised by the intersection of two hysteresis layers around
co-dimension one switching surfaces.
3.4.2.2 Switching with hysteresis with respect to a co-dimension two switching manifold
The second control algorithm designed for the trans-Z-source converter enforces sliding on a
hierarchy of nodally attracting switching surfaces, but uses hysteresis switching with respect to
the intersection of the surfaces when the intersection is reached. The sliding hierarchy used is
 → S1 → S1 ∩ S2 (3.4.51)
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The switching in the intersection S1∩S2 is performed within a hysteresis layer at some distance
from the intersection S1∩S2 which is a co-dimension twomanifold. The switching layer for the
system is determined by the equation
Sellipse =
{
x ∈ Rn : V(x) ≤ ε2ellipse
}
(3.4.52)
where V : R3 → R and some εellipsis > 0. The function V is constructed so that it is positive on
R3, except for the intersection S1 ∩ S2 where it is zero. A quadratic function V is used defined
as
V(x) = 12 H(x)
T · A · H(x), (3.4.53)







where α1 , α2 > 0 is used, resulting in a hysteresis layer forming an elliptical cylinder in R3 with
its major and minor axis parallel to the z1 and z2 axis.
In the proposed algorithm, the components of the control vector u are no longer modulated
independently of each other. Thismodel of switching controllers has been used in the Lyapunov
based control of power electronics [122], and is adjusted here to enforce sliding. While sliding on
the intersection S1∩S2, to keep the system state within the hysteresis layer, whenever trajectory
crosses V(x) = ε2ellipse, the vector field that moves the state faster towards the nominal state x
∗ is



















T (AT + A) ∂xH, (3.4.58)
and since A is symmetric,
∂xV = HTA∂xH. (3.4.59)
Therefore, by the chain rule the time derivative of V under ideal dynamics is
DtV = ∂xV · Dt x (3.4.60)
= ∂xV · fid(x , u) (3.4.61)
= H(x)A (∂xH(x))T · fid(x , u). (3.4.62)
The switching input is calculated according to the ideal dynamics since the non-ideal behavior
is unknown during the design of the controller. Thus the control input selected on the hysteresis
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boundary when V(x) = ε2ellipse is
wel(x) = arg min
u∈U
(
H(x)A (∂xH(x))T · fid(x , u)
)
. (3.4.63)
The modulation algorithm for the selection of the control input is algorithm 2. A plot of the
hysteresis layer projected around the intersection S1 ∩ S2 in the range of the sliding function
can be seen in fig. 3.10. The discrete states of the hysteresis controller are
Σ = {L00 , L01 , L10 , L11 ,V00 ,V01 ,V10 ,V11} . (3.4.64)
The auxiliary function subscript is defined over Σ as
subscript(x) =
{
s , x = Ls
s , x = Vs .
(3.4.65)
The modulation algorithm works by enforcing sliding first in a boundary layer around S1 until
the state intersects the hysteresis layer around the the intersectionS1∩S2; then switching occurs
with hysteresis with respect to the intersection. To ensure that the two hysteresis layers merge










x ∈ Rn : V(x) = ε2ellipse
}
. (3.4.67)
The set Sellipse is closed and bounded, and the absolute value is a continuous function. Thus,
according to the extreme value theorem, εS1 is well defined. In fact the resulting boundaries of
the switching layer around S1 are tangent to the ellipsoid defined in R3 by Sellipse.










Figure 3.10: A hysteresis switching boundary comprised by a single elliptical hysteresis layer
around a co-dimension two sliding surface.
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Algorithm 2 The algorithm describes a hysteresis switching automaton in the intersection of
two co-dimension one switching surfaces, where hysteresis is evaluated with respect to the
intersection. Given the state of the automaton ST = (ST1 , ST2) with one binary digit for each
switch, and the system state x, the algorithm returns the next state and the input to the switches
` = (`1 , `2) where `i is the input to the ith switch.
1: function NextStateellipse(ST, x)
2: if ST ∈ {L00 , L01 , L10 , L11} then
3: if V(x) < ε2ellipsis then
4: ` ← wel(x)
5: ST← V`
6: else if ST = L00 or ST = L01 then
7: if S1(x) < −εS1 then
8: if S2(x) < 0 then
9: ST← L11 , ` ← 11
10: else
11: ST← L10 , ` ← 10
12: end if
13: else
14: ` ← subscript(ST)
15: end if
16: else
17: if S1(x) > εS1 then
18: if S2(x) < 0 then
19: ST← L01 , ` ← 01
20: else
21: ST← L11 , ` ← 11
22: end if
23: else




28: if V(x) < ε2ellipsis then
29: ` ← subscript(ST)
30: else




35: return (ST, `)
36: end function
3.4.3 Time domain simulations
The trans-Z-source converterwas simulated for the two proposed control algorithms until reach-
ing a steady state. The analysis of the switching algorithms focuses on steady state operation.
During sliding on the manifold M the system trajectory remains constraint in the hystere-
sis switching layer. The system moves freely along the direction of the sliding manifold and
eventually reaches a steady state limit cycle for both switching algorithms. For simplicity, the
algorithm 1 will be called the box controller and algorithm 2 will be called the ellipse controller.
The hysteresis parameters used in the two control algorithms are summarized in table 4.2b. In
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The parameter α was selected so that the ratio of the major and minor axes of the ellipse is close
to the ratio of the diagonals of the box. In both the box and the ellipse controllers, the parameters
were selected to ensure an average switching frequency of about 150 kHz. The selection was








Table 3.5: Parameters for the sliding mode controller of the simulated voltage fed, DC-DC,
trans-Z-source converter.
The time plots of the system state for the two controllers during steady state operation can be
seen in fig. 3.11, and a projection of the steady state trajectory by H in fig. 3.12. The projection by
the sliding function hides any variation along the sliding surface. In general, the box switching
algorithm results in steady state cycle with a much larger period, fig. 3.12b, than the ellipse
algorithm, fig. 3.12a. Let T be the period of the limit cycle. Over a single period [t , t + T] of













for i = 1, 2, 3. The averaged value of the converter states and their relative deviation from the
ideal fixed point x∗ can be found in table 3.6. The ripple of each of the states of the converter
and its magnitude relative to the ideal fixed point can be found in table 3.7.
Both the box and the ellipse controller stabilize the system successfully. The output current
ripple is relatively large in both controllers, but since the converter is connected to a DC voltage
source, the current ripple can be filtered by a parallel capacitor. Regarding the steady state drift,
both the box and the ellipse switching algorithm are acceptable. However, the box algorithm
has a significantly smaller drift in the state of the impedance network (iLm , vC).
3.5 Dynamics in the hysteresis boundary layer and jitter
In a hysteresis switched sliding mode controller, the converter follows some motion in the
boundary layer that determines the dynamics along the sliding manifold. The regularized
dynamics for hysteresis controllers are determined by the limit of the sliding dynamics as the
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(b) Time plots for the controller operating in the Sbox hysteresis layer..
Figure 3.11: Time plots of the state variables of the hysteresismodulates trans-Z-source converter
in steady state operation. The tick dashed line corresponds to the mean value of the state over a
steady state cycle. The hysteresis layer Sbox results in a much higher period but smaller steady
state drift from the hysteresis layer Sellipse.
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(a) Limit cycle in the Sellipse hysteresis layer.










(b) Limit cycle in the Sbox hysteresis layer.
Figure 3.12: Phase plots of the state variables of the hysteresis modulates trans-Z-source con-
verter in steady state operation projecting on the space where the control objective take their
values. The box hysteresis layer offers a much smaller steady state drift from the control objec-
tive. Note that, due to variation along the direction of the sliding manifold during the motion,
the switching surface varies and its projection along the trajectory is not single curve.
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box 6.25 A 73.4 A 471 V 0.01 −0.005 0.02
ellipse 6.36 A 73.7 A 435 V −0.006 −0.024 0.094
Table 3.6: Averaged value of the converter states during steady state operation and their relative








box 3.24 A 2.77 A 9.75 V 0.512 0.039 0.02
ellipse 2.73 A 2.41 A 9.38 V 0.432 0.034 0.02
Table 3.7: Ripple of the converter states during steady state operation and the magnitude of the
ripple relative to the ideal fixed point x∗.
width of the hysteresis layer tends to zero. In converters sliding on the intersection of two
switching surfaces, the motion resulting from the regularization is equivalent to taking the
projection of the converter dynamics on a surface that slices through the sliding manifold at
the regularization point. Given that the hysteresis layer is small enough, the vector fields in
the hysteresis layer are approximated by the vector field values as the regularization point of
the sliding manifold. Letting the projected system evolve, if the proportion of time spent in
each vector field converges, then multiplying the vector fields with their corresponding time
proportions, results in the sliding vector field for the point where the dynamics of the system
are regularized.
The regularization method for hysteresis switched controllers was first developed in [75]
for systems sliding on the intersection of two switching surfaces. Furthermore, in [75] it was
proven that the motion in a box hysteresis layer in the regularization limit where the vector
fields are constant, always converges to an attractive or marginally stable limit cycle, and that
the resulting dynamics are indeed tangent to the sliding manifold. However, similar results
do not exist for the ellipse hysteresis layer or other families of hysteresis layers. In [139] it is
demonstrated that multiple stable limit cycles exists in an elliptical hysteresis layer, and the
limit cycle to which the solution converges depends on the initial conditions. When multiple
solutions exists, the regularization limit is not unique, and there exists a set of possible sliding
vector fields depending on the initial condition for the projected dynamics.
3.5.1 Projected dynamics in the regularized system
The regularization of the sliding dynamics requires the evaluation of the projection of the system
dynamics on a surface perpendicular to the sliding manifold at the regularization point. The
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and H is linear function defining the sliding manifoldM, and the function Ts : R3 → R is
Ts(x) = BM · (x − x∗) (3.5.2)













· (x − x∗) , (3.5.4)












the inverse transformation is
T−1(x) = RT · x + x∗. (3.5.7)
Furthermore, according to the definition of BM , the function Ts projects any point x ∈ R3 on the
sliding manifoldsM. Furthermore, since BM is normalized, the transformation Ts preserves
distances alongM, therefore for any point x ∈ M, ‖x − x∗‖ = |Ts(x)|.
According to the definition of BM a plane that is perpendicular to the sliding manifoldM at
the point x ∈ M is defined as
E(y) = {v ∈ R3 : Ts(v) = y} (3.5.8)
where y = Ts(x). Given any x ∈ E(y) let
z = H(x). (3.5.9)
Then the dynamics of z ∈ R2 determine the projected dynamics of the systems on the plane
E(y). Le the dynamics of x be given by a variable structure system
Dt x = f (x , u) (3.5.10)
where f : R3 × R2 → R3 is a function smooth in its inputs. According to the chain rule,
Dt z = Dt H(x) (3.5.11)
= ∂xH · f (x , u) (3.5.12)
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where in the last equality the fact that x ∈ E(y) is used. Therefore, defining










the dynamics projected on E(y) are
Dt z = fproj(z , u; y), (3.5.15)
parametrized by y ∈ R.
For any hysteresis modulation algorithm G, the dynamics of the system projected on the







where the dynamics of z are determined by relation (3.5.14) for the constant term approximation
where z = 0. Let u : R → {0, 1}2 be the control input produced for the projected system by
the control algorithm G on the projection on the plane E(y). Then, the duty ratios for the
enumeration κ of the control inputs in a system with two switches defined in relation (3.3.98)
are





I (u(t) = κi) dt , (3.5.17)
where I is the indicator function defined as
I(A) =
{
1, if A is true
0, otherwise.
(3.5.18)

















When a converter system slides in the intersection of two switching surfaces, the limit cycle in
the projected dynamics varies as the system moves along the intersection. Abrupt bifurcations
appear in the limit cycle when the trajectory of the projected dynamics crosses the corners of
the hysteresis box [75] resulting in changes in the sliding speed. This phenomenon is studied
in detail in [76] where the abrupt variation in the sliding speed is called jitter. Abrupt variation
in the sliding speed along the sliding surface appears for some realizations of the switching
algorithm. In [76] it is shown that jitter appears for hysteresis switching, switching with time
delays and in discrete systems with switching, where as it does not appear in smooth systems
and systems with probabilistic switching.
The jitter is now demonstrated in a system with hysteresis switching. A system from [76] is
used and its dynamics are sped down by a factor of 103 to simplify the notation. Let a discrete
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variable structure system be defined by the function f : R3 × R2 → R3,
f (x , u) = G(u) · x + g(u) (3.5.20)
where G : R2 → R3×3 and g : R2 → R3 are smooth auxiliary functions defined as
G(u) = (1 − u1) (1 − u2)A00 + u1 (1 − u2)A10 + (1 − u1) u2A01 + u1u2A11 (3.5.21)
and






































− 56 0 0
ª®®¬ , (3.5.24)
A10 = A01 = O3 (3.5.25)








A box type switching algorithm is used. Each of the switches ui for i = 1, 2 is switched
independently by a simple hysteresis switching algorithm defined in fig. 2.4b with switching
function Si(x), where
S = H, (3.5.27)







The sliding variable is
y = Ts(x) (3.5.29)
where Ts : R3 → R is defined as
Ts(x) = x3. (3.5.30)
The regularized sliding dynamics are evaluated for the hysteresis switching algorithm over
the range y ∈ [6, 20]. The resulting sliding vector field is plotted in fig. 3.13. The changes in
the sliding speed are caused by bifurcations in the limit cycle of the regularized system. To
demonstrate the range of variation of the sliding speed, the sliding speed is regularized with
respect to the canopy solution and is plotted withing the regularized maximum and minimum
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speed solutions in the minimal convex hull. Let gcp be the canopy solution for the discrete
variable structure system defined by relation (3.5.20). Furthermore, let gmax and gmin be the
maximum and minimum sliding solutions in the minimal convex hull for the system. The
normalized functions are defined as
∆ ĝbox = ĝbox − gcp (3.5.31)
∆gmin = gmin − gcp , ∆gmax = gmax − gcp , (3.5.32)
and are plotted in fig. 3.14.






Figure 3.13: The sliding vector field for the regularized discrete variable structure system with
dynamics defined by relation (3.5.20). The system slides in the intersection of two switching
surfaces, and is actuated using hysteresis switching.
3.5.3 Sliding vector field in a practical system
Jitter also appears in the slidingmode controlled trans-Z-source converterwithhysteresis switch-
ing. As a result, it is difficult to determine the exact sliding dynamics during the design phase
single the sliding speed depends on the shape of the hysteresis region. The drift in the regular-
ized dynamics persists even in the limit where the hysteresis region disappears. However, the
hysteresis width has a finite size in a practical implementation of a hysteresis switched controller
for the trans-Z-source converter tomaintain a sufficiently small switching frequency. As a result,
the constant term approximation for the sliding dynamics is not valid.
Given that the hysteresis width is sufficiently small, the dynamics in a projection on the a
plane perpendicular to the sliding surface can be used to evaluate the sliding speed. The full
projected dynamics in relation (3.5.15) are simulated for the box and ellipse control algorithms
while the system is sliding. Thus, given a control input u : R→ {0, 1}2 evaluated by a control
algorithm
G ∈ {ellipse, box} (3.5.33)
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Figure 3.14: Plots of the canopy solution and the normalized regularized, and minimum and
maximum sliding solutions for discrete variable structure system with dynamics defined by
relation (3.5.20).
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The averaged sliding speeds for the box and ellipse hysteresis regions as a function of the position
along the sliding surface are depicted in fig. 3.15. The sliding dynamics for the modulation
algorithm in the elliptical hysteresis region cross the y axis at about y = −60 resulting in a
steady state relatively far from zero. In contrast, the box modulation algorithm crosses he y axis
almost exactly at zero. The difference explains the larger drift in the impedance network states
(iLm , vC) that appears in the average steady state solution for ellipse algorithm in table 3.6.






(a) Sliding speed for the box boundary hysteresis layer.






(b) Sliding speed for the elliptical boundary hysteresis layer.
Figure 3.15: Slidingvectorfields for varioushysteresis regionswithdifferent shapeandswitching
logic around a co-dimension two sliding manifold.
3.5.4 Extended convex hull
When the hysteresis boundary is finite in size, the sliding speed of the regularized system can
be outside the solution set predicted by the convex hull method. This happens as the sliding
vector field is now composed by vector fields outside the sliding manifold as well. The effect
can be seen in fig. 3.6, where the variations in the sliding solution due to jitter are larger than
those allowed by the minimal convex hull in fig. 3.6. Thus, the minimal convex hull is extended
with the all the possible values of the vector fields in the hysteresis zone to better describe the
range of possible sliding dynamics in the trans-Z-source converter.
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The minimal convex hull is extended to cover all the possible solutions within the finite
hysteresis zone around the sliding surface. Considering a discrete variable structure system
whose dynamics are determined by
Dt x = f (x , u) (3.5.35)
where f : Rn × Rm → Rn is a continuous function, let H : Rn → m for some m < n be the
function defining the manifoldM where the system slides. If a hysteresis switching algorithm
G constraints the system on some hysteresis zone SG aroundM then the extended convex hull




γu f (xs , u) (3.5.36)
where γ : U → R and xs ∈ Rn satisfy the constraints











∀u ∈ U : 0 ≤ γu ≤ 1,
xs ∈ SG ,






To determined the range of the sliding speed appearing in the slidingmode controlled trans-
Z-source converter, the maximum and minimum solutions are selected. Thus for a hysteresis
switching algorithm G constraining the state on a set SG around the sliding manifoldM, the
maximum and minimum sliding speed given by
max gG(x) = max(γ,xs )∈Γ(H,x ,SG)
∑
u∈U
γu f (xs , u), (3.5.38)
and
min gG(x) = min(γ,xs )∈Γ(H,x ,SG)
∑
u∈U
γu f (xs , u), (3.5.39)




(γ, xs) ∈ (U → R) × Rn : C(H, x ,SG)
}
. (3.5.40)
A convex optimization algorithm was used to solve the problem of finding the minimum
and maximum sliding speeds in the extended convex hull. For the box and ellipse hysteresis
switching algorithms, the hysteresis zones Sbox and Sellipse are defined in relation (3.4.50) and
relation (3.4.52) respectively. For both algorithms the constrain defining the hysteresis zone is
convex, so efficient convex optimization algorithms can be used to determine the minimum and
maximum sliding speeds. The variation of the sliding speeds from the canopy solution, and the
upper and lower bounds on the difference from the canopy solution are depicted in fig. 3.16.
The variation of the sliding speed from the canopy solution for a hysteresis algorithm G where
G ∈ {ellipse, box} , (3.5.41)
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is defined as
∆gG(y) = gG(y) − gcp(y). (3.5.42)
Similarly, the deviations of the maximum andminimum sliding speed from the canopy solution
are determined by
max ∆gG(y) = max gG(y) − gcp(y), min ∆gG(y) = min gG(y) − gcp(y), (3.5.43)
respectively. Both the box and ellipse switching algorithms result in similar boundaries for the
sliding speed. This is expected because there is significant overlap between the hysteresis zones


















Figure 3.16: Plot of the sliding speed with a box and and elliptical hysteresis boundary. The
extended convex hulls for each hysteresis boundary is also plotted demonstrating that the
variation in the sliding speed remains within the limits predicted by extending the convex hull.
3.5.5 Sensitivity of jitter in system parameters
In the trans-Z-source converter jitter appears in the system controlled by the hysteresis controller
with a box hysteresis region only, as it is demonstrated in the plot of fig. 3.16. The abrupt
variations in the sliding speed are explained by the steady state limit cycles that appear in the
projected dynamics in the boundary layer. A few trajectories for the hysteresis box controller
are plotted in fig. 3.17a for a few values of y in the fig. 3.16. For values y = −5 and y = 10, stable
limit cycles appear in the hysteresis layer with relatively high period. For the intermediate value
y = 0, the solution trajectory is unstable resulting in a quasi-periodic trajectory. For systems
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where the projected dynamics are constant for each control input, it was proven in [75] that
only periodic trajectories exist. However, in the trans-Z-source converter the dynamics are not
assumed to be constant resulting in additional dynamical behaviors.
Each steady state trajectory results in sliding dynamics with different sliding speed. As a
trajectory is continuously transformed, the variation in the sliding speed is continuous. Abrupt
changes in the sliding speed occurwhen the system transitions fromone steady state trajectory to
another. For instance, a few stable limit cycles are plotted in fig. 3.17b. As y increases the system
enters in stable limit cycles with a large period plotted for y = 40, and a sliding speed relatively
close to the canopy solution. As y increases furtherer, the trajectory transitions to a limit cycle
with much lower periodicity plotted for y = 60 resulting in a sliding speed much different from
the canopy solution. Finally, as y increases further, a limit cycle with high periodicity plotted







































System projected on y = 10
z∗ = H(x∗)
|S1 | = εbox1 , |S2 | < εbox2
|S1 | < εbox1 , |S2 | = εbox2

























System projected on y = 80
z∗ = H(x∗)
|S1 | = εbox1 , |S2 | < εbox2
|S1 | < εbox1 , |S2 | = εbox2
(b) A large period limit cycle jumps to a limit cycle with very low period and then to another limit cycle with large period. The low period limit cycle results in
an abrupt decrease in the sliding speed relative to the canopy solution.
Figure 3.17: Limit cycles in a system with a box switching boundary for various positions along the sliding surface. Each limit cycle results in a different
sliding speed. The higher periodicity limit cycles result into sliding speed that approach the canopy solution the closest.
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In the hysteresis controller with an elliptical hysteresis boundary, a stable limit cycles appear
for the whole length of the sliding surface. As demonstrated in fig. 3.18, the limit cycle depends
on the initial conditions. To avoid jumping from one limit cycle to another due to variation in
the initial condition, a continuation of the solution starting at z(0) = (0, 0)T at y = 0 for negative
and positive values of y was used to evaluate the sliding speed. As demonstrated in fig. 3.19,
the limit cycle starts with a large period which reduces as y increases. The transition from one
limit cycle is smooth, in the sense that the periodicity of the solution changes by one in each
bifurcation. The result is that only smooth changes in the sliding speed occur. Furthermore,
as y increases simulations indicate that the limit cycle in the projected dynamics converges to a
trajectory and no other topological changes occur. For instance the limit cycle is very similar for
y = 0 and y = 40.
Jitter appears when bifurcations in the trajectory appearing in the boundary layer dynamics
result in significantlydifferent sliding speed. Thebifurcationusually causes andabrupt variation
in the sliding speed which lead to the use of the term jitter to describe the phenomenon [76].
There are some conditions that mush be satisfied in order for jitter to appear. Firstly, the convex
hull must be non-flat. In a system with a flat convex hull a single sliding solution exists even
if the duty ratios for each of the modes change due to bifurcations in the system trajectory.
Secondly, changes bifurcations in the system trajectory must lead to different duty ratios for the
system modes. For instance in the trans-Z-source converter with an ellipse hysteresis controller
the bifurcations do not change the duty ratios for each mode leading to a smoothly varying
sliding speed. In general though, to determine the sliding speed and detect jitter in systems
sliding on the intersection of two switching surfaces simulations of the projected dynamics of
the system in boundary layer are required to determine the duty ratios for each mode and the
resulting sliding speed.
3.6 Conclusions
This section investigated the challenges in designing a sliding mode controller for a converter
with multiple control inputs such as converter of the impedance source family. A method
for selecting switching surfaces enforcing monotonic convergence to a sliding manifold was
developed and tested with two hysteresis switching algorithms, each using a different sliding
hierarchy. Oneof the controllers uses a boxhysteresis surface and theother an elliptical hysteresis
surface. The performance of the controllers is analyzed using numerical simulations. Both
controllers stabilize the converter. Only the controller with the box hysteresis surface displays
jitter. However, in the controller with the elliptical hysteresis surface there is a higher steady
state drift and the sliding solution in sensitive to the initial condition in the hysteresis layer
resulting in multiple steady state limit cycles.
The jitter in the sliding mode controlled trans-Z-source converter with a box hysteresis
region is to our knowledge the first demonstration of jitter in a practical power electronic
circuit. The regularization method for hysteresis switched systems sliding on the intersection
of multiple sliding surfaces was first developed in [75] where abrupt variations in the sliding
speed are attributed in bifurcations appearing in a projected motion in the boundary layer. The
phenomenon is further studied in [76] where it is demonstrated that similar behavior appears
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System projected on y = 0
z∗ = H(x∗)
z(0) = (0, 0)T
z(0) = (1, 20)T
V = ε
Figure 3.18: Demonstration of the sensitivity of the limit cycle that appears in the elliptical
hysteresis layer to initial conditions. All simulations are initializedwith control input u = (1, 1)T ,
but one with initial condition z(0) = (0, 0)T and the other with z(0) = (1, 20)T . The two solutions
end up in different limit cycles.
for other switching algorithms except for hysteresis switching. In the case of sliding mode
controller for the trans-Z-source converter, the finite size of the hysteresis region required to
maintain a sufficiently small switching frequency affects the sliding speed increasing the sliding
speed jitter the controller with a box hysteresis region.
The box hysteresis switching algorithm is simple in implementation, but jitter can negatively
affect the performance of the converter. Jitter is undesirable in practical controllers as it leads to
unpredictable performance for the controller on the sliding mode, and multiple fixed points if
the jitters causes the sliding speed to reverse signmultiple times. Modifications of the switching
logic resulting in a better control over the trajectory in the limit cycle may be possible. In
particular the switching logic used in the elliptical switching algorithm is quite flexible. It is
desirable to derive switching condition that result in sliding dynamics that are unique while
displaying no jitter and minimal steady state drift.
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System projected on y = −80






System projected on y = −40








System projected on y = 0







System projected on y = 40
z∗ = H(x∗)
V = ε2ellipse
Figure 3.19: A limit cycle appears in the hysteresis layer of the modulation algorithm with an




Incorporating the effect of sensor
dynamics in the design of sliding
mode controllers
Sensors introduce dynamics in converters that are not modeled during the design of sliding
mode controllers. In the presence of sensors the sliding surface is unstable in the conventional
sense, and a limit cycle appears in the system. In the stabilization problem for power converters,
it is sufficient to impose a limit cycle close to the desired state in steady state operation. Given
some constraints for the deviation from the ideal response of the controlled system, sensors of
sufficient quality are required to ensure that the constraints are satisfied. In order to numerically
determine the sensor configurations that result in a stable system, a converter with a sufficiently
accurate model for the sensors is simulated. This section examines appropriate models for
sensors in power electronics, and introduces a model for a buck converter with sensors. It is first
proven that for the selected model the sliding surface is unstable. Then, numerical simulation
determine the sensor configurations that result in a steady state limit cycle sufficiently close to
the ideal solution. The resulting solution provides a range of sensors that can be used in the
buck converter.
4.1 Introduction
The switching algorithm is a significant component that enforces the sliding mode of any
sliding mode control algorithm for switched mode power electronic converter. Sliding mode
controllers for power converters use properties of sliding modes, such as global stability [148]
and the complete rejection of matched disturbances outside an invariant surface [112], [113] to
deliver performance that is superior to linear averaged controllers in problems such as output
stabilization [55], [130], [149], [167]–[169]. However, enforcing the sliding mode requires a
switching algorithm with good performance, hindering the widespread adoption of sliding
mode controllers [132].
The performance of power converters is sensitive to the switching frequency of the control
algorithm. The filters used to remove the switching noise from the output of power converters
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operate optimally at a short range of frequencies [84]. Hysteresis switching with respect to
the sliding surface is used to enforce sliding, however, hysteresis switching algorithms display
a variable switching frequency [93], [94]. To improve the performance of the controller over
a wide range of operating conditions, switching algorithms with fixed frequency are being
developed. Switching with a variable hysteresis width uses a hysteresis width that is evaluated
algebraically [170] or dynamically [77], [129], [171] from the converter state to stabilize the
switching frequency. Quasi sliding approaches, such as the zero averaged dynamics, allow the
size of the boundary layer to vary dynamically, and enforce a constant switching frequency
while the system remains on the sliding surface [78], [79]. Finally, sliding can be enforced with
constant frequency pulse widthmodulation in integral slidingmode controllers, where the state
remains always on the sliding surface [130].
Advances in electronics lead to the performance improvements for sliding mode controllers,
but also to new challenges in the design of switching algorithms. Fast digital control [172]
allows for fast real time execution of control algorithms, allows significantly higher switching
frequencies and better control of the dynamics in the boundary layer of the sliding mode. Fixed
frequency switching algorithms based on digital controllers have been developed for enforcing
sliding, offering better performance than analogue implementations [79], [173], [174]. However,
the introduction of wide band gap devices [175] that limit the duration of the switching tran-
sients, lead to compact converter designs that use higher switching frequencies. Constructing
sliding mode controllers for converters with high switching frequency poses challenges.
As switching frequencies increase, fast dynamical behavior which is not modeled in the
design of conventional slidingmode controllers is having a significant impact in the ability of the
switching algorithms to enforce sliding. A typical example of such behavior is the dynamics of
sensors. The regularization methods used to determine the ideal dynamics to which the system
converges in the limit where the switching controller constrains the system closer to the sliding
manifold assumes that non-modeled dynamics vanish the closer the system is constrained to the
sliding surface [74]. The distortion introduced by the dynamics of the sensors, however, does
not vanish [176], and as a result the effects of the sensors cannot be ignored in the regularization
or the evaluation of solution in the minimal convex hull.
The design of high performance converters requires accurate sensor measurements. In some
applications the sensors are explicitly designed to ensure the stability and accurate tracking of
the sliding surface. A voltage sensor based on a trans-impedance amplifier was developed in
[177]–[179] offering a stability margin sufficient for a buck converter with a 5 MHz switching
frequency. When designing a custom sensor is impractical, a model of the sensor dynamics can
in some cases inform the design of the switching algorithm. Analytic conditions guaranteeing
the stability of the sliding mode in linear systems where the effects of the sensors are modeled
as delays in the control input, are derived in [180], and a second order sliding mode controller
stabilizing the system is constructed in [181].
In power electronic converters however, sensors are more accurately modeled by ordinary
differential equations. Components such as low pass filters, which are used to reduce sensor
sensitivity tonoise, tend todominate thedynamical behavior of sensors. This effect is particularly
prominent in electrically isolated sensors where low pass filters are commonly used to filter
and amplify a week signal passing through the isolation barrier [182]. Most low pass filters
in electronics are effectively first order integrators. Therefore, many isolated sensors such as
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current and voltage transducers are modeled by a first order integrator [182].
Themain aim of this section is to develop a numerical analysismethod for determiningwhen
sensors are of sufficient quality to implement a slidingmode controller for a buck converter with
hysteresis switching. The converter analyzed is a buck converter with a hysteresis switching
algorithm. The controller has access to measurements of the converter states provided by the
sensors, but not to the states themselves. It is demonstrated that sliding does not exist in the
conventional sense of definition 2.3.9 where the system state is constrained in an arbitrarily small
neighborhood of the sliding surface. However, numerical simulations indicate the presence of
an attractive limit cycle. By relaxing the requirement that the system is constrained arbitrarily
close to the sliding surface, the limit cycle is numerically analyzed, and conditions on the sensor
dynamics are derived ensuring that the system satisfies specific constraints on the output ripple
during steady state operation.
Themain contribution of this section is the use of a concrete dynamical model for the sensors
to determine the constraints placed on the dynamics of the sensors by performance requirements
for the converter. A linear integrator model for electrically isolated sensors is used to extend
the dynamics of the buck converter to include the dynamics of the sensors. A formal proof is
then derived that the sliding surface is no longer stable under a hysteresis switching algorithm.
Numerical simulations of the converter extended with the dynamics of the sensors determine
the range of parameters for the sensor dynamics that result in output ripple within some given
specification. The resulting criterion is shown to be more accurate in the selection of sensors
than conventional approaches based on the cut-off frequency of the sensors. This section is
organized as follows:
• The effects of sensors in the performance of a buck converter are presented in section 4.2.
The first order integrator model is used for electrically isolated sensors in the buck con-
verter.
• A generic framework is developed in section 4.3 for introducing models for the sensor
dynamics in the dynamics of the converter.
• Limitations of observer based sliding mode controllers for converters with sensors are
discussed in section 4.4. When all states are accessible through sensor measurements only,
observer based sliding mode controllers cannot be constructed.
• The stability of the sliding manifold in a buck converter, where the system states are
accessible only through sensor measurements, is investigated in section 4.5, and it is
demonstrated that the siding manifold is unstable.
• Finally, in section 4.6, the performance of a buck converter with sensors is analyzed
numerically. The minimum requirement for the sensor gains, so that a set of performance
criteria are met, is determined and the accuracy of the results is comparedwith constraints
derived using a simple cutoff frequency.
4.2 Sensors in the buck converter
As the semiconductor switches and the control logic become faster, sensors are often the main
source of non-ideal dynamical behavior in -power converters. This section demonstrates the
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effects of the sensor dynamics in the performance of a buck converter with hysteresis modulated
sliding mode control. The circuit diagram of the converter can be seen in fig. 4.1. It is assumed
that the converter is implemented using synchronous rectification and that it always operates
in continuous conduction mode. In the mathematical model of the buck converter, the state the
converter, xsys, is determined by the current trough the inductor, iL, and the voltage across the







The discrete control input u takes discrete values in the set {0, 1}. The dynamics are modeled
by an ordinary differential equation linear in the control input [92],
Dt xsys = fsys(xsys) + gsys(xsys) · u , (4.2.2)


























Figure 4.1: Circuit diagram of a continuous conduction buck converter. A bridge leg is used
where two semiconductor switches operate complementary to implement the control input u.
The position of the equivalent single pole double through switch for each control input, u, is
indicated in the diagram.
4.2.1 Sliding mode control
Ahysteresis switching algorithm is used to enforce sliding on the buck converter. The hysteresis
switching controller with a switching function S : R2 → R and hysteresis ε > 0 is given by the
hybrid automaton in fig. 4.2. The hysteresis width ε is selected so that the switching frequency
of the system is maintained within an acceptable range during steady state operation.
The effects of the sensors are investigated in the neighborhood of the ideal point x∗sys. The
ideal fixed point is the fixed point of the converter for the ideal continuous control input u∗,






















Figure 4.2: A hysteresis controller for actuating the switch u according to the switching function
S with hysteresis ε > 0.
The fixed point and control input are thus determined by the solution of the system of equations













The slidingmanifold is the selected to ensure that the ideal fixed point x∗sys resides on the sliding
manifold so that x∗sys is reachable by a sliding motion.
The effects of the sensors are demonstrated for a sliding manifold selected from a family of
















for each member of the family of sliding manifolds. The switching function in the hysteresis
switching algorithm is then
S = H (4.2.10)
so that the algorithm is uniquely determined by the parameter φ and a hysteresis width ε.
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4.2.2 A linear integrator model for the converter sensors
In a buck converter with sensors, the converter state is not directly available to the controller. All
state variables are measured by sensors which have dynamics of their own and provide a value
for the measured state at their output. In power electronic circuits the first order integrator
is a good model for electrically isolated voltage and current transducers over a wide range
of signal frequencies [182, §2.3]. Also, in most cases it can be assumed that the sensors are
dynamically independent from each other. Thus, a model where each sensor is model by a first
order integrator is used for the buck converter with electrically isolated sensors. Letting îL be
the measured value of the inductor current and v̂C the measured value of the capacitor voltage,
the dynamics for the current and voltage sensors are determined respectively by




, Dt v̂C = kv (vC − v̂C) . (4.2.11)
In this model, the output of each sensor is the value of its internal state variable, so that the state
variables îL and v̂C are directly available to the controller. One of the possible layouts for the










Figure 4.3: Circuit diagram of a continuous conduction buck converter with sensors. The
position of the voltage and current sensors is depicted in the circuit diagram.
The dynamics of the system extended with sensors are expressed succinctly in vector form.







and the dynamics are,
Dt xsen = fsen(xsen , xsys), (4.2.13)
where





· (xsys − xsen) . (4.2.14)
The dynamics of the buck converter extended to include the dynamics of the sensors are then
determined by combining relations (4.2.2) and (4.2.13) in a single system,
Dt xsys = fsys(xsys) + gsys(xsys)u , Dt xsen = fsen(xsen , xsys). (4.2.15)
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The system iswritten into the canonical form for time invariant systemswith a linear dependence







Then the dynamics are given by













4.2.3 Effects of the sensors in the dynamics of the converter
During steady state operation, a buck converter with hysteresis switching converges into a limit
cycle inside the hysteresis layer. Using a linear affine sliding surfacewith a given gradient vector,
the size of the limit cycle depends only on the hysteresis width and determines the switching
frequency, the state drift, and the ripple in the output current and voltage. To demonstrate
the effects of the sensors in the steady state limit cycle a buck converter is simulated. The
specifications of the converter are listed in table 4.1 and the specifications of the controller are
listed in table 4.2. The parameters of the converter were selected to ensure a switching frequency
lower than 10 kHz for a resistive load of 8Ω. The input voltage is 48 V and the output voltage is
36 V.
The objective of the controller is to provide a constant output voltage v∗C to a resistive load of
fixedvalueR. Given the voltage v∗C , the current i
∗
L is determinedby the solution of relation (4.2.5).
Due to the variable structure nature of the system, there is some switching ripple in the actual
current iL and voltage vC . Constraints are placed on the maximum amplitude of this ripple
according to component limitations that constraint the output capacitor voltage, and thermal






Table 4.1: Parameter values for the components of the buck converter. The parameters of the
converter were selected to ensure a switching frequency lower than 10 kHz for a resistive load
of 8Ω.
To demonstrate the effects of the sensors, a buck converter with electrically isolated sensors
modeled as first order integrators is simulated. Let T be the period of the resulting steady state
limit cycle. Over a single period [t , t + T] of steady state operation the averaged value of the


















(b) Hysteresis width for the hysteresis
switching algorithm of the controller.
Table 4.2: Parameters of the sliding mode controller of the buck converter. The nominal output
voltage is v∗C and the resulting nominal output current i
∗
L is determined by the solution of
relation (4.2.5) for a resistive load R = 8Ω.






for i = 1, 2, and the maximum value as
max xi = max
τ∈[t ,t+T]
xi(τ) (4.2.21)
for i = 1, 2. The integrator constants selected for the sensors are listed in table 4.3 and are typical
for electrically isolated sensors1. The effects of the sensors in the system are demonstrated by
the phase plots in fig. 4.6. In a system where the controller has direct access to the system state,
the system state remains within the hysteresis boundary as seen in the system phase plot in
fig. 4.6a. Furthermore, the constant harmonic component of the converter state 〈xsys〉0 is close
to the ideal steady state x∗. Introducing the sensors dynamics into the system, the steady state
limit cycle is altered. As demonstrated by the phase plot in fig. 4.6b, the limit cycle is now larger
and overshoots the hysteresis boundary, resulting in a larger ripple in the output voltage and
inductor current. Furthermore, the drift in the averaged components of the system steady state
state 〈xsys〉 is larger when the sensors dynamics are included in the model.
Sensor constant Value
ki 50 × 103
kv 50 × 103
Table 4.3: Integration constants for the sensor model.
The limit cycle in the system where the controller has access only to sensor measurements
has a lower frequency than the limit cycle in the system with direct access to the converter state.
This is seen in the time plots of the ideal system and the system with sensors in fig. 4.4 and
fig. 4.5 respectively. Also, in the presence of sensors the peak values and the ripple amplitude of
the inductor current and the capacitor voltage are larger table 4.4a. The peak voltage is limited
by the ratings of the capacitor and the peak current is limited by switch average power rating.
Similarly, the peak current ripple is limited by loss constraints and the peak voltage ripple is
typically limited by constraints in the harmonic emissions in the output of the converter.
In the presence of sensors, the sensor measurements of the state variables lag behind the
1For instance the current transducer LEMLA 55-P has a gain higher that ki = 32 ·103 according to its cutoff frequency.
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value of the variable itself as it is demonstrated in fig. 4.5. As a result, the sensors underestimate
the peak values and the ripple for the inductor current and the capacitor voltage. The estimations
provided by the sensor measurements are summarized in table 4.4b. The ripple in the output
voltage is small, and in a practical implementation it will be insignificant in comparison to
ripple caused by the capacitor equivalent series resistance. So the sensors significantly affect
the design of the controller in terms of the steady state drift for the capacitor voltage and the
inductor current, and for the peak value and ripple of the inductor current.
Ideal converter Converter with sensors
T 0.1688 ms 0.2757 ms
max iL 4.946 A 5.219 A
max vC 36.009 V 35.912 V
∆iL 0.894 A 1.473 A
∆vC 0.0314 V 0.0846 V
(a) Steady state cycle period, peak value and ripple amplitude for the state variables of the ideal buck
converter and a buck converter with sensors. The peak value and the ripple of the inductor current and
the capacitor voltage are larger in the presence of sensors with non ideal dynamics.
Estimated variables
max îL 5.096 A
max v̂C 35.906 V
∆îL 1.158 A
∆v̂C 0.077 V
(b) Peak values and amplitudes for the estimated state variables. The estimates consistently underestimate
the peak current and the amplitude of the ripple for the inductor current and the capacitor voltage.
Table 4.4: Characteristics of the steady state periodic motion of the ideal buck converter and a














Figure 4.4: Time plot of the system state for the buck converter.
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Figure 4.5: Time plot of the system state for a buck converter with sensors. The way the sensors
estimates lag behind the system state is visible. This lag results in an underestimation of the
peak values and the ripple for the inductor current and the capacitor voltage.
4.3 A generalized model for converters with sensors
Power converters with sensors are modeled as variable structure dynamical systems. In power
converters and other systems linear with respect to their control input, the dynamics are deter-
mined by a differential equation
Dt xsys = fsys(xsys) + gsys(xsys) · u , (4.3.1)
where xsys is the state of the system taking values xsys ∈ Rn , u ∈ {0, 1}m is the control input, and
fsys : Rn → Rn and gsys : Rn → Rn×m are smooth functions.
4.3.1 The sensor model
In a power converter with sensors, the states of the converter circuit are not directly accessible
to the controller. Instead, measurements of the states are available, and these measurements are
the output of the dynamical system of the sensors. The state xsen of the sensors takes values in
xsen ∈ Rk . The dynamics of the sensors are determined by the differential algebraic equation
fsen(xsen ,Dt xsen , xsys) = 0, (4.3.2)
where fsen : Rk ×Rk ×Rn → Rk is a smooth function. The state of the converter circuit xsys is an
external input to the dynamical system of the sensors. The converter and the sensors combined
form an extended dynamical system, whose dynamics are determined by the equations
Dt xsys = fsys(xsys) + gsys(xsys) · u , fsen(xsen ,Dt xsen , xsys) = 0. (4.3.3)
In this model the dynamics of the converter are independent of those of the sensors. This
assumption is reasonable because the sensors are designed to draw small amounts of power
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(a) State space trajectory of an ideal buck converter.

















(b) State space trajectory of a converter with sensors, where the sensor gains are ki = 50 × 103 and kv =
50 × 103. Both the state and its measured value overshoot the hysteresis boundary.
Figure 4.6: Effects of sensor quality in trajectories in the phase space of the buck converter.
Sensors with lower gain result in a steady state limit cycle with higher steady state drift and
higher ripple. The hysteresis width ε = 0.316 is used.
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from the converter circuit and thus they do not alter the circuit state significantly.
4.3.2 Canonical form
A canonical form is derived for the extended system by combining the dynamics of the system







where x ∈ Rn+k , and the dynamics in canonical form are given by
f (x ,Dt x , u) = 0, (4.3.5)















fsys(xsys) + gsen(xsys) · u − Dt xsys
fsen(xsen ,Dt xsen , xsys)
)
. (4.3.6)
4.3.3 Controller state variables and algebraic constraints
In many sliding mode controllers the dynamics of the converter circuit are extended with state
variables that are internal to the controller, such as error integrals [130], [170]. In such cases
sliding is enforced to the variable structure system of relation (4.3.1), where some of the system
states xsys are now internal to the controller. It is reasonable to assume that the controller
has direct access to internal states. The differential algebraic equation model is an extension
of the ordinary differential equation model, used for the buck converter in relation (4.2.13),
which allows for the modeling of systems with algebraic constraints in the states of the sensors.
Algebraic constraints are able to model states that are directly available to the controller. For
instance, if xsysi is a system state, then the condition
fseni (xsen ,Dt xsen , xsys) = xsysi − xsen j , (4.3.7)
wouldmake the state variable xsysi directly available to the controller through the sensor variable
xsen j .
4.3.4 Switching surfaces for variable structure control
The sliding manifold, is defined by a function H : Rn → Rm acting in the state of converter
without sensors. When sensors are included, the sliding surface is still defined over the converter
variables, but the states available for the control are different. To separate the actual sliding
surface from the surface perceived by the controller, two projections are defined over the state
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The function defining the sliding mode in the state space of the system extended with the
dynamics of the sensors now is Hsys : Rn+k → Rm , where
Hsys(x) = H(Msys(x)), (4.3.9)
resulting in the sliding manifold
Msys =
{
x ∈ Rn+k : Hsys(x) = 0
}
. (4.3.10)
The control objective is thus unaffected by the presence of the senors.
To determine the value of the control objective Hsen(x) that is available to the controller,
a function constructing a state of the system from the sensor measurements is defined. The
function h : Rk → Rn with k ≥ n, is an injective map from the state of the sensors to the
converter state. Then for any xsen ∈ Rk ,
xsys = h(xsen) ∈ Rn (4.3.11)
is the system state as measured by the sensors. Then, the value of the objective function as
measured by the sensors is now
Hsen(x) = H(h(Msen(x))), (4.3.12)
and this is the value that is available to the controller. The state of the converter no longer
determines directly the measured value of the objective as the controller does not have access to
the converter state.
In many cases the sliding mode controller is implemented without taking into account the
effects of the sensors. In these cases the switching algorithm is actuating the control input u
according to the function Hsen. For instance, in a hysteresis switching algorithm the switching
function S is then
S = Hsen. (4.3.13)
Overall, the functions Hsys provides the control objective in the converter extended by the
dynamics of the sensors, and the function Hsen determines how the control of the system is
affected by the presence of sensors.
4.4 Asymptotic observer based sliding mode control
In many converters the controller has access to only a subset of the system states. The main
difference from the sensor model is that the controller has direct access to a subset of the states,
where as in the sensor model any state that is accessible is only accessible through a sensor
measurement. For instance, a controller for a buck converter based on an inductor current
observer is developed in [95]. The controller has access to the variable
y = h(xsys) (4.4.1)
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where h : R2 → R and
h(xsys) = iL . (4.4.2)
A sliding mode controller based on an asymptotic state observer is presented in [95]. The ob-
server reconstructs the system state based on a model of the system and the inductor current,
and enforces sliding on a manifold in a state that includes the state reconstructed by the asymp-
totic observer. In the resulting sliding mode, the actual converter state converges asymptotically
the the desired steady state.
A generic methodology for stabilizing dynamical systems with asymptotic observers was
developed in [176]. By assuming that some of the system states are directly available to the
controller, an observer based sliding mode controller that stabilizes the system is designed.
Exact structural conditions on the system states that must be directly observable so that the
observer based slidingmode controller can be constructed are presented in [183]. The controller
can stabilize linear systems
Dt x = Ax + Bu (4.4.3)
where A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×m , with sensors whose dynamics are modeled according a linear
system
µDt z = Dz + Hx (4.4.4)
where D ∈ Rq×q , H ∈ Rq×n and z is a positive scalar parameter determining the speed of the
sensors. The control input u is a function of (x , z),
ui(x , z) =
{
1, Si(x , z) < 0
0, Si(x , z) > 0
(4.4.5)
for i = 1, . . . ,m. Given a switching function
S = Kx x + Kz z , (4.4.6)
where Kx ∈ Rm×n and Kz ∈ Rq×n , sliding can be enforced if the matrix
KxB (4.4.7)
is non-singular. However, in a converter with electrical isolation, the converter does not have
direct to system state, so Kx is the zero matrix. Thus, the structural constraints in dynamics of
the system limit the applicability of observer base sliding mode controllers in power converters
with electrically isolated senors.
4.5 Sliding stability in a buck converter with sensors
In systems converters where observer based sliding mode controllers cannot be constructed due
to structural limitations, such as converters with electrically isolated sensors, a conventional
sliding mode controller is used. The controller is designed assuming that the sensor dynamics
are sufficiently fast so that any deviation from the ideal behavior is minimal. As controllers
operate increasingly faster with respect to the sensors though, the disturbance introduced by the
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sensors inmany systems cannot be ignored. As a first step in analyzing the sensor dynamics, it is
proven that in a back converter where all the state are accessible through sensors measurements,
a sliding mode controller is unable to impose stable sliding using the sensor measurements.
The stability of the sliding surface in a buck converter with sensors is investigated locally in
the neighborhood of the ideal fixed point. LetM be the sliding manifold defined by a function
H : R2 → R in an ideal buck converter without sensors, and let x∗sys ∈ M be the ideal fixed
point defined in relation (4.2.5). Sliding manifolds for the stabilization of the converter in x∗sys
are considered; such manifolds pass through the ideal fixed point so that the fixed point is
reachable by sliding alongM, and thus
H(x∗sys) = 0. (4.5.1)
Furthermore, it is assumed that ∂xH(x∗) is a non-zero.
In themodel of the buck converter extendedwith the dynamics of the current and voltlibrem
5age sensors, the sliding manifold exists within the extended state space that includes the state
of the sensors. The dynamics of the extended system are determined in relation (4.2.17). The
function Hsys : R4 → R defining the sliding manifold is given by
Hsys(x) = H(Msys(x)), (4.5.2)
and its value measured by the sensors Hsys : R4 → R is given by
Hsen(x) = H(h(Msen(x))), (4.5.3)
where in the buck converter with sensors
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0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
)
, (4.5.5)
and the function h : R2 → R2 is the identity operator
h(x) = x. (4.5.6)
The function Hsys now defines a sliding manifoldMsys ⊂ R4. The switching algorithm uses the
measured value of the sliding manifold function to impose sliding, so the switching function is
S = Hsen. (4.5.7)
It is assumed that only O (t) changes or higher in the value of the switching function are detected.
In the systems extended with the dynamics of the sensors, a new ideal fixed point ensuring
the desired output voltage is defined. The ideal fixed point x∗ ∈ R4 is the fixed point of the
extended converter dynamics defined in relation (4.2.17) for the ideal continuous control input
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u∗, selected so that the output voltage attains the desired value
vC = v∗C . (4.5.8)
The fixed point and control input are thus determined by the solution of the system of equations

















The ideal fixedpoint is on the slidingmanifold in state space of the extendeddynamics x∗ ∈ Msys,
as
Hsys(x∗) = 0, (4.5.12)
and furthermore
Hsen(x∗) = 0. (4.5.13)
Theorem 4.5.1 (Instability of the sliding surface in a buck converter with sensors). In a buck
converter with sensors a switching algorithm using the switching function
S = Hsen (4.5.14)
cannot enforce sliding on the manifoldMsys defined by the function Hsys.
Proof. To prove that the switching algorithm is not enforcing sliding on Hsys, it is sufficient
to prove that some state x ∈ R4 is reachable in the neighborhood of x∗ so that ‖H(x)‖ > 0 is
sufficiently large and the value of the switching function S = Hsen has not deviated sufficiently
from zero for the switching algorithm to detect the deviation in Hsys. The time derivative of
Hsys is
Dt Hsys = ∂xH · Psys · f (x , u). (4.5.15)
Let φ : R4 × R→ R be a flow function of the system. Then, using the time derivative of Hsys,
Hsys(φ(x∗ , t)) − Hsys(φ(x∗ , 0)) =
∫ t
0
∂xH · Psys · f (φ(x∗ , τ), u) dτ (4.5.16)
where it is assumed that the control input u is constant. Using the fact that φ(x∗ , 0) = x∗
Hsys(φ(x∗ , t)) =
∫ t
0
∂xH · Psys · f (φ(x∗ , τ), u) dτ, (4.5.17)
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and using the Taylor expansion of f around t = 0,















Similarly, the time derivative of Hsen is
Dt Hsen = ∂xH · Psen · f (x , u), (4.5.21)
and therefore
Hsen(φ(x∗ , t)) − Hsen(φ(x∗ , 0)) =
∫ t
0
∂xH · Psen · f (φ(x∗ , τ), u) dτ, (4.5.22)
and using the Taylor expansion of f around t = 0,
















Psen · f (x∗ , u) =
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If the sliding surface is stable, the controller restricts the system state in a neighborhood such
that
Hsen(φ(x∗ , t)) < ε, for some ε > 0. The gradient ∂xH is assumed to be non-zero. Thus, for
at least one control input u ∈ {0, 1},
∂xH · fsys(x∗sys , u) 6= 0, (4.5.27)
and thus according to relation (4.5.20) there is t > 0 such thatHsen(φ(x∗ , t)) > ε (4.5.28)
for any sufficiently small ε > 0. At the same time the value of the switching function is





Thus the value of the switching function is not sufficiently different from zero to induce a change
in the control input before the value of
Hsen(φ(x∗ , t)) exceeds ε > 0. 
The instability of the sliding surface is related to the information that is available in the
measured value of the switching function. In sliding mode controllers, information about the
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state of the system is used to actuate the switches. For instance, in the hysteresis switching
controller in fig. 4.2 the switching algorithm detects when the switching function S crosses the
critical values
S = −ε, S = ε (4.5.30)
for some hysteresis width ε > 0. When the switching function is evaluated according to
measurements of the state variable by the sensors S = Hsen, the resulting deviation in the value
of S for small deviations from x∗ is not sufficient to cause the hysteresis switching algorithm
to switch to a control input that rectifies the deviation of the system state from x∗. As a result,
the deviation from the sliding manifold in the vicinity of x∗ does not disappear as the system is
constrained closer to Hsys = 0.
4.6 Designing of sliding mode controllers for converters with
sensors
In a buck converter with sensors the motion in the boundary layer of the sliding manifold does
not disappear in the regularization limit. Simulations reveal that a stable limit cycle appears in
a hysteresis modulated converter. In applications, such as power electronics, where switching
is necessary, it is sufficient to ensure that the converter state converges to a stable limit cycle in
order to stabilize the system. Therefore, given that the limit cycle satisfies all design constraints
regarding the switching frequency and state ripple, a switching function evaluated using the
sensor measurements of the converter state is sufficient to stabilize the converter state.
The dimensions and frequency of the limit cycle however depend both on the hysteresis
width and on the quality of the sensors. To determine a range of parameters for the sensor
dynamics that result in an acceptable limit cycle for the stabilization of the converter, numerical
simulations are used. Given a set of parameters for the sensor dynamics, the converter model
with sensors is simulated until it converges to a steady state limit cycle. Then given some design
constraints for the steady state performance of the converter, the space of parameters for the
sensors is search to find all sensor parameters resulting in steady state limit cycles that satisfy
the performance constraints.
For the selection of the admissible sensors parameters only the steady state operation of the
converter is analyzed. In a realistic design task, the main performance constraints on the buck
converter are:
• the switching frequency, f ,
• the amplitude of the output inductor ripple, ∆iL,
• and the amplitude in the voltage of the output capacitor ∆vC .
An upper bound on the switching frequency is defined to limit the losses on the switches that
scale proportionally to the switching frequency. Similarly, an upper bound is defined on the
current ripple trough the inductor to limit the conduction losses in that scale proportionally to
the square of the peak current. Finally, an upper bound on the ripple in voltage of the output
capacitor is imposed by the voltage stability constraints for the load [84]. The steady state drift
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introduced by hysteresis controllers is affected by the sensors, but it is limited and it can be
compensated by the inclusion of a voltage error integrator that shifts the voltage target v∗C such
as the one designed in [130], [132], [184].
For the analysis of the converter with sensors, a periodic solution is detected numerically.
The dynamics of the buck converter with sensors are defined in relation (4.2.17). Over a single
period [t , t + T] of the trajectory x : R→ R4 of the system, the ripple is defined as
∆iL = max {iL(τ) : τ ∈ [t , t + T]} −min {iL(τ) : τ ∈ [t , t + T]} , (4.6.1)
and
∆vC = max {vC(τ) : τ ∈ [t , t + T]} −min {vC(τ) : τ ∈ [t , t + T]} (4.6.2)
respectively. The limit cycles that have been observed cross the hysteresis band of the switching




The limit cycle is evaluated detecting the convergence of a Poincaré map on the sliding surface
Hsys = 0, (4.6.4)
with a convergence threshold of εmap = 10−4. The quantities ∆iL, ∆vC and f are then evaluated
numerically for the trajectory.
In the design of a buck converter with sensors, the specifications of the design are expressed
as upper bounds on the performance measures ∆vC , ∆iL, and f . Thus given the upper bounds
∆vC-ub, ∆iL, and fub, the design problem is the the selection of all sensor parameters within a
given range such that 
∆vC < ∆vC-ub ,





The values for the upper bounds of the constraints selected for demonstrations purposes are
summarized in table 4.5. The sensor dynamics are parametrized by k1 , k2 > 0. A typical range
for this parameters
k1 , k2 ∈ [104 , 105], (4.6.6)
is searched to determine which pairs of sensor parameters result in a limit cycle that satisfies
the design constraints. The resulting range of admissible sensor parameters can then be used to





Table 4.5: Values for the constraints the buck converter.
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The results of the time domain simulations are summarized in fig. 4.7. The system was
simulated with the sensor gains k1 and k2 taking values in the interval [104 , 105] in a grid of
resolution 103. The performance is more severely degraded for lower sensor gains, so only the
range [104 , 5 · 105] where the effects in the performance are more visible is plotted. The three
performance measures, ∆iL, ∆vC and f , are affected mainly by the gain of the current sensor,
with the gain of the voltage sensor having an effect about an order of magnitude less significant.
Furthermore, from the three constraints in relation (4.6.5) the limit on the inductor ripple,
∆iL < ∆iL-ub , (4.6.7)
is the critical constraint, as the other two inequality constraints are satisfied for the whole range
of sensor parameters. Thus, in the selection of the sensors only the current ripple is considered.
In fig. 4.8 the amplitude of the ripple in the current through the inductor is plotted. The
constraint of the design specifications for the upper bound in the ripple is also plotted as the
contour where ∆iL = 2 A. The plot demonstrates that the inductor current ripple is primarily
affected by the gain of the current sensor. Since the current ripple is the critical constraint, any
combination of sensor gains that results in current ripple less than 2 A is an admissible design.
The set of admissible configurations for the sensor gains is summarized in fig. 4.9. The
shaded areas is the set of gains for the sensor that result in a steady state limit cycle satisfying
the design constraint for the current ripple. Given that the current ripple constraint is the critical
constraint, the shaded set represents the solution of the design problem, that is the set of sensor
gains that result in admissible performance.
4.6.1 Limitations and advantages of the analytical approach
The numerical method for determining the sensor configurations that satisfy the design con-
straints has some limitations. The method can be applied directly to other topologies with a
single switch operating in continuous conduction mode, such as the boost and buck-boost con-
verters. However, the design problem requires a search through the space of possible parameters
for the sensor dynamics to numerically determine the admissible configurations. Therefore, the
process is computationally intensive and sensitive to variation of other parameters in the con-
verter. For instance, when the capacitance or the inductance in the converter change, the set of
admissible sensor configurations for the sensors must be reevaluated.
Despite the high computational cost of the numerical analysis, it provides a more accurate
description of the admissible sensor configuration compared to the cutoff frequency approach.
The cutoff frequency determines a minimum gain for the sensors so that the resulting deviation
between the sensor measurement and the actual state can be considered negligible. During
steady state operation, the switching period of the converter is estimated using a constant
approximation of the buck converter vector fields in steady state [74].
For u = 0:
T0 =
2ε∂xH · fsys(x∗sys) (4.6.8)
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(a) The effect of the sensor gains in the ripple of the inductor current are significant. The ripple
is mostly sensitive in the gain of the current sensor.

























(b) The voltage ripple is impacted less severely by the sensor gains. The ripple is withing limits
for the whole range of sensor gains meaning that the voltage is not a critical constraint in this
model.



















(c) The switching frequency is also within specification limits for the whole range of voltage
gains and as a results it is not a critical parameter for the design.
Figure 4.7: A parametric analysis of the effects of the sensor dynamics was conducted trough
time domain simulations. The system was simulated with the sensor gains k1 and k2 taking
values in the interval [104 , 105] and a resolution of 103. The performance degradation is more
severe for lower sensor gains, so only the range [104 , 5 · 105] is plotted, where the effects in the
performance are more visible.
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Figure 4.8: A plot of the ripple ∆iL of the inductor current in the steady state limit cycle with
respect to different sensor gain configurations. The contour ∆iL = 2 A which corresponds to the
maximum allowed current ripple in the design specifications is also plotted.






























Figure 4.9: The shaded area is the solution to the design problem of relation (4.6.5). Configura-
tions of the sensor gains in the shaded area result in a steady state limit cycle which satisfies the
constraints for the design parameters in table 4.5.
For u = 1:
T1 =
2ε∂xH · ( fsys(x∗sys) + gsys(x∗sys)) (4.6.9)
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Therefore, the overall switching period is
T = T0 + T1 , (4.6.10)




Substituting the system parameters from table 4.2, the switching frequency is
f = 13.7 kHz. (4.6.12)
According to the definition of the sensor dynamics in relation (4.2.11), the sensors operate as

















To ensure that the system is controllable, the cutoff frequency of the sensors is selected to be
larger that the switching frequency. Thus
fc-i > f (4.6.16)
⇒ ki > 2π f (4.6.17)
⇒ ki > 85.8 × 103 , (4.6.18)
and similarly,
kv > 85.8 × 103. (4.6.19)
The constraints for the sensor gains are however very conservative. Especially for the voltage
sensor, the numerical approach reveals that its performance is much less critical than the cutoff
frequency method would suggest.
4.7 Conclusions
A numerical method is proposed for determining the range of admissible sensor configurations.
The characteristic feature of this method is that the control algorithm has access to only mea-
surements of the converter states by the sensors in order to evaluate the switching function. Due
to this restriction, observer based sliding mode controllers cannot be used, as they rely on direct
access to at least some of the converter states in order to stabilize the system.
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In the converter with sensors the sliding surface is proven to be unstable. Numerical simula-
tions reveal that an attracting steady state limit cycle exists. In applications, such as stabilization
of power electronic converters, it is sufficient to enforce a limit cycle in steady state operation to
stabilize the system. Given a set of constraints for the steady state operation, such as switching
frequency and ripple, numerical simulations are used to filter the sensor configurations that
result in an admissible steady state performance. The numerical method is shown to determine
the set of admissible solutions much more accurately than heuristic approaches, such as the
sensor cutoff frequency.
Despite the good performance of the numerical method, it is quite limited due to its com-
putational complexity. New simulations are required every time any of the parameters of the
converter are varied in order to determine the set of admissible sensor configurations. Analyt-
ical proofs for the existence and the characteristics of the steady state limit cycle could provide
constraints for selecting sensor configuration resulting in admissible performance while being




The aim of this thesis was to analyze some of the phenomena in the dynamics of the boundary
layer that affect the performance of stabilizing sliding mode controllers for power converters.
The dynamics of the controlled system in the sliding mode are determined by the motion in the
boundary layer around the sliding manifold. A sliding mode controller for the trans-Z-source
DC-DC converter was designed, where the system slides in the intersection of two switching
surfaces. An algorithm was developed that constructs the switching surfaces, given a control
objective expressed as a set of invariant conditions. The resulting switching surfaces were used
to construct a hysteresis modulated sliding mode controller.
Two hysteresis boundaries were investigated, a box boundary and a elliptical boundary. The
regularization process determines the limit where the sliding speed converges as the boundary
vanishes by projecting the system dynamics in the boundary perpendicular to the sliding mani-
fold. In the projected dynamics, limit cycles appear that determine the average time the system
spends in each of the four available modes and thus the resulting sliding speed. In the box
boundary, jitter appears in the sliding speed, a phenomenon where the speed of sliding varies
abruptly along the sliding manifold. The variation in the sliding speed is caused by changes in
the limit cycle as the system moves along the sliding surface. The elliptical hysteresis layer does
not display jitter, however there are multiple limit cycles resulting in multiple possible sliding
speeds, and the limit cycle to which the system converges depends on the initial conditions on
the projected dynamics.
Another source of dynamical behavior in the sliding layer, that degrades the performance of
the sliding mode, is unmodeled dynamics. The effects of unmodeled dynamics on the sliding
layermotionwere investigated for a buck converter with sensors. A linear integrator was used to
model isolated sensors used in power electronics. It was proven that in a systemwith sensors the
sliding manifold is no longer stable. Numerical simulations indicate that a limit cycle appears
during steady state operation. A relation between the quality of the sensors and the steady
state ripple was derived numerically and was used to determine the minimum requirements
for the sensor so that an acceptable performance is attained during steady state operation. This
information is useful for the designer in selecting sensors so that design constraints in the




The design of sliding mode controllers for power electronics has been an active research area
[132]. With the introduction of new power converter topologies [29], [30] however, the design of
the sliding dynamics that determine the performance of the controlled system is complicated. A
more detailed analysis of the dynamics of systems sliding in the intersection of sliding surfaces
conducted in [76] indicates that jitter may appear, a phenomenonwhich in hysteresis modulated
controllers causes abrupt and unpredictable variation in the sliding speed.
In chapter 3 a new sliding mode controller for the stabilization of the voltage sourced trans-
Z-source DC-DC converter was designed and simulated. An algorithm was developed that
given a description of the control objective as a set of invariant surfaces constructs the switching
surfaces of the sliding mode controller. The algorithm was used to construct a sliding mode
controller that stabilizes both the output current of the trans-Z-source converter and the state
of the impedance network. This is an improvement over conventional designs of sliding mode
controllers for impedance source converters that use sliding mode control either for the output
current [60] or the impedance network [61]–[64], in combination with an averaged controller
for the objective not controlled using sliding. As a result, desirable properties of sliding mode
controllers, such as complete rejection of disturbances outside the slidingmanifold, are achieved
only for part of the control objectives in these hybrid controllers. Some implementations of a
sliding mode controller for the DC-DC Z-source converter circumvent the problem by using a
single input and restricting the operating range of the converter to themaximumboost operation
[72]. The algorithm designed in this thesis allows the control of the whole state of the converter
without restrictions in the operating range. As a result, the proposed algorithm can be usedwith
simple modulation methods such as hysteresis modulation without performance degradation.
The sliding mode control algorithm for the trans-Z-source converter enforces sliding in the
intersection of two surfaces. A class of algorithms for enforcing sliding in the intersection of
multiple surfaces is presented in [148]. Two hysteresis modulated algorithms where imple-
mented for the trans-Z-source converter, one using a box hysteresis boundary and one using an
elliptical hysteresis boundary. Numerical simulations of the controlled system on the sliding
mode, indicate that jitter is present. This is the first demonstration of jitter in a practical system
of which we are aware. The jitter appears to be sensitive in the selection of the switching surface
and the control logic. The box switching layer results in jitter that can be explained by sudden
topological changes in the dynamics that appear in the switching layer during sliding. Periodic
and quasi periodic orbits appear in the hysteresis layer. Orbits that are quasi-periodic or periodic
with high periodicity result in a sliding speed close to the canopy solution, a method used to
construct a representative solution from the convex hull of available solutions [151]. Abrupt
bifurcations that cause the appearance of low periodicity limit cycles seem to cause the largest
deviations in the sliding speed. The elliptical switching surface does not display anymeasurable
jitter. There are multiple limit cycles present in the elliptical boundary and the limit cycle in
which the system converges depends on the initial conditions. Time domain simulations indi-
cate that these limit cycles vary in a very predictable manner along the sliding surface resulting
in a smooth variation in the sliding speed. However, the limit cycle where the solution converges
depends on the initial conditions.
As part of the analysis of the sliding dynamics a method that describes the range of possible
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sliding solutions in systems with a finite hysteresis boundary is constructed. Regularization
conventionally assumes that the hysteresis layer vanishes; in this case the range of possible
sliding solutions is determined accurately by the minimal convex hull of the vector fields on the
sliding manifold. To describe the possible sliding vector fields in systems where the hysteresis
layer is finite, the minimal convex hull of all vector fields in the finite hysteresis layer was used.
Sliding solutions for the two proposed sliding mode control algorithms are within the range
predicted by the extended convex hull.
Chapter-4 focuses on the effects of unmodeled dynamics in the performance of the modula-
tion algorithm. The effect of sensor behavior in a buck converter with sensors was analyzed. A
first order integrator model for the sensor dynamics is used to capture the behavior of isolated
current and voltage sensors used in power electronic circuits. Analytical results exist for models
where sensors are represented as time delays [180]. In systems where sensors are modeled as
first order integrators it was proven analytically that the sliding manifold is no longer stable.
Instead a limit cycle appears during steady state operation which determines the switching
frequency and the ripple of the converter. As a means of deriving less conservative designs,
the circuit was simulated numerically and a relation between the quality of the sensors and the
ripple was derived. The simulations allow for a less conservative selection of sensors than the
cut-off frequency criterion which is conventionally used for selecting the sensors.
5.2 Future research
In this thesis two cases were identified where dynamics in the switching layer affect the perfor-
mance of sliding mode controllers in a manner that is difficult to regulate. In power converters
with multiple inputs jitter can appear on a sliding mode located in the intersection of multiple
sliding surfaces, or multiple sliding solutions may exist. In hysteresis modulated converters
the jitter is significantly affected by the design of the switching surface and the switching logic.
The exact effects of the surface topology have not been investigated analytically however. Limit
cycles with predictable dynamics are present in the layer defined by an elliptical surface. If a
cycle with the desired sliding dynamics can be detected, the switching logic in the ellipse can
be selected so that the desired limit cycle changes smoothly, thus eliminating jitter.
A problem in the analysis of systems with multiple inputs is the lack of sufficient analytical
conditions determining when ripple exists. Time domain simulations are at the moment the
only reliable method to detect jitter in a system. Extending the convex hull method to include
the variation of the vector fields in the hysteresis layer, less restrictive bounds for the sliding
speed of hysteresis modulated system are evaluated numerically. These extended convex hull
captures the effects of non-ideal components, but offers little information about jitter. A method
that limits the convex hull to those solutions that are achievable with hysteresis modulation
would provide a clear indication on whether jitter is present in the system.
The dynamics in the boundary layer of a buck convertwith sensorswere also analyzed. Itwas
proven that the switching manifold in a buck with sensors is unstable, but simulations indicate
there exists a limit cycle in the sliding layer. An analytical proof of the existence of the limit
cycle could potentially provide conditions under which the limit cycle is stable. Furthermore,
the limit cycle degrades the performance of the controller by increasing the switching ripple.
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Determining the stability and amplitude of the limit cycle analytically could eliminate the need
for time domain simulations of the system which are computationally expensive.
Overall, the dynamics in the boundary layer of the slidingmanifold in power converterswere
analyzed. In conventional sliding modes, there is a direct relation between the sliding manifold
and the boundary layer dynamics, and as a result the sliding dynamics are easily determined.
Controllers that provide a direct link between the switching surface selection and the sliding
dynamics in converter with more complex dynamics canmake sliding mode controllers a viable
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